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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the origination and development of mathematical
tools, formalisms and idealised physical models, for the analysis of superselection
rules and point interactions in quantum theory.

We begin by presenting a unified Hilbert space formalism, capable of describing
classical, standard quantum and mixed quantum systems in Hilbert space. Super-
selection rules enable us to construct this unified theory. Incorporating classical
systems into a Hilbert space formalism improves our resolution of the boundary
between the classical and the quantum, and enables us to compare and contrast
a variety of classical, quantum and mixed quantum systems. This comparison
yields a new definition of classical systems, as we find the compatibility of a set
of observables is no longer a sufficient condition to define a classical system. We
find that we can distinguish the three types of systems if we move to discuss their
dynamical behaviour. An interesting consequence of casting classical systems into
Hilbert space is that we are forced to make a distinction between the operator
which generates the dynamics for the system, and the Hamiltonian. We are com¬

pelled to make this distinction because we find that the operator which generates
the dynamics is not an observable of the system. We also discuss equilibrium and
inequilibrium systems and the possibilities of including environmental effects in
the formalism.

r We develop a novel and rigorous approach to deal with single point interactions
in one dimension. We combine the disciplines of selfadjoint extension theory and
transfer matrix analysis, to produce a strong analytical quantisation tool. This
tool provides a catagorisation of a wide spectrum of possible point interactions in
one-dimension. We show that the behaviour of a system with only one single point
interaction can be extremely diverse. In particular, new possible behaviours are
predicted. Superconducting systems and their inherent superselection rules, can
also be admirably handled by this approach. We then move on to analyse a variety
of interesting geometries with this method, including quantum dot systems. We
find that our new quantisation tool again predicts new behaviour.

We present a path space approach to quantum theory, which can be seen to be
significantly more intuitive than the standard approach in some cases. The exam¬

ple presented is a ring containing a single point interaction. In this case the path
space approach provides an interpretation of flow around the ring and a natural
choice for the momentum operator. The path space approach also inherently pos¬
sesses the required superselection rule when we consider a superconducting system
with this geometry. These insights are not available in the traditional approach.

Finally we present a discussion of the five distinct origins of superselective
behaviour evident in this thesis, and draw conclusions as to whether a definitive
origin of this phenomenon may be found in quantum theory.
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Quantum phenomena challenge our primative understanding of

reality; they force us to re-examine what the concept of existence

means. These things are important, because our belief about what

is must affect how we see our place within it, and our belief
about what we are. In turn, what we believe we are ultimately

affects what we actually are and, therefore, how we behave.

Nobody should ignore physics.

E J Squires
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Introduction

Intriguingly, classical mechanical systems feature strongly in discussions about the foun¬
dations of quantum theory. This is because a natural approach to analyse and categorise

the unknown, is to compare the newly discovered with the familiar; the classical/quantum

boundary then presents itself as a fruitful area of research as, in this area, the unfamiliar and
familiar are found in close proximity to avail comparison.

Superselection rules are the traditional mathematical tools used to introduce classical

behaviour into quantum theory. We shall present a unifying Hilbert space formalism which

uses superselection rules to enable one mathematical structure to describe both classical and

quantum mechanical behaviour. This formalism also improves our understanding of mixed

quantum systems, which are physical systems that exist solely in the grey area blending the

classical to the quantum, and cannot satisfactorily be categorised as either one or the other.

We shall also analyse the quantisation process, which is another traditional way to move

from a given classical system to its quantum counterparts. We make use of the non-uniqueness

inherent in this process, and an appreciation of selfadjoint and maximal symmetric extension

theory, to construct a powerful quantisation tool. This method greatly improves our under¬

standing of point interactions, and our appreciation of the importance of the geometry of a

given system to its quantum mechanical description.

Finally we shall present a geometric interpretation of quantum mechanics which we show

possesses an intrinsic superselection rule for some interesting systems. The superselection

rule can be seen to arise naturally from the geometry of the system under consideration.

This geometric formalism also makes use of our improved understanding of point interactions

and the quantisation process to reinterpret the Josephson junction in a thick superconducting

ring, in a way which is extremely appealing and physically intuitive.

This thesis consists of five chapters. In Chapter 1 we present a Hilbert space formalism

which unifies the mathematical structures describing classical and quantum systems into

one rigorous approach. To describe classical mechanical systems using Hilbert space theory,

6
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superselection rules are a necessity. We show that the superselection rules presented in

the theory are flexible enough to describe a spectrum of mixed quantum systems as well as

classical ones. That is, they describe systems which are neither classical nor wholly quantum.

We provide physical examples of some mixed quantum systems and show that they blur

the distinction between the classical and the quantum. They have quantum properties but

possess compatible observables, which demonstrates that the compatibility of observables is

a necessary but not sufficient condition to define a classical system. We discuss in detail, the

description our method provides for the dynamics of a system, and use it to construct a new

definition of classical and quantum mechanical systems.

In Chapter 2 we provide a brief introduction to selfadjoint extension theory before using

it to construct a strong analytical tool for quantisation. This method makes use of the

rigour of selfadjoint extension theory, the flexibility of quantum mechanics versus classical

mechanics on a given geometry, and a transfer matrix method, to provide an improved insight
into point interactions in quantum mechanics. We start with a discussion of a single point

interaction on the real line and provide a mathematically sound characterisation of a dozen

physically distinct interactions. These interactions describe a range of phenomena from <5-

function potential scattering to the Josephson and the recently discovered 7r-junctions in

superconductivity. Having characterised the single point interactions possible on the real line

we proceed to discuss the analogous scenario on a ring. This section lays the foundations for

the discussion presented in Chapter 4, where some underlying subtleties of working with a

ring geometry are unveiled and discussed.

In Chapter 3 we build on the ideas presented in Chapter 2 and quantise three physically

interesting geometries. These are relevant examples for todays nanotechnological industry,

and include quantum dot systems which can be manipulated as qubits. We see that the

geometry of these systems has a greater impact on the quantisation process than the systems

presented in Chapter 2. In fact, we find that the presence of a small finite one-dimensional

region in the geometries can provide a constraint which dramatically affects the behaviour of

the whole system.

In Chapter 4 we continue on the themes of geometry and superselection rules to present a

path space formalism of quantum mechanics. We argue that this theory should be the method

of choice used to describe some quantum mechanical systems. We present a discussion of

quantum mechanics in a ring and show that, not only does this method provide a rigorous

framework for quantum mechanics on a ring but, it is arguably more intuitive than the
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standard approach. Some of the ring systems discussed in this chapter possess a superselection

rule. We find that in these cases the superselection rule arises naturally in the path space

formalism as a consequence of the geometry and does not have to be put in by hand.
In Chapter 5 we present an overview of the different manifestations of superselection rules

evident in this thesis. We proceed to analyse and reinforce the use of superselection rules

by firstly deriving a superselection rule for basic one-dimensional superconducting systems

from the microscopic theory, and secondly, formulating a physically motivated asymptotic

superselection rule hypothesis. This hypothesis is then used to formulate a physically intuitive

definition of Schrodinger cat states and provides an asymptotic interpretation of the de Broglie

paradox.

We end by drawing some overall conclusions and by discussing directions for the future.



Chapter 1

A unified Hilbert space formalism

Traditionally, there has been a clear distinction between classical systems and quantum sys¬

tems, particularly in their mathematical descriptions. An improved understanding of some

macroscopic quantum systems, due to recent work performed in St. Andrews [1, 2, 3], has
blurred this distinction. A unified mathematical formulation is then desirable, to emphasise

the fundamental differences and similarities between quantum and classical systems. In this

chapter we present a unified Hilbert space treatment of three types of physical systems with

finite degrees of freedom: classical, standard quantum and mixed quantum systems. We use

the terms classical and standard quantum systems for systems described by orthodox classical

and quantum theory, respectively. Mixed quantum systems are those systems which cannot

be described by either one of these two orthodox theories. We consider the classical/quantum
divide and the relationship between standard quantum and mixed quantum systems and we

present a number of examples to analyse this divide, in the form of superconducting circuit

systems.

We know from our early lessons in orthodox quantum mechanics that each quantum

system is associated with a Hilbert space Tt such that a physical observable A corresponds

to a selfadjoint operator A in TL and a state of the system corresponds to a density op¬

erator D on H. The Hilbert space structure provides us with a mathematical framework

from within which the appropriate operator representation of observables allows us to accu¬

rately reproduce the results of experimental physics. In orthodox quantum mechanics the

correspondences between observables and selfadjoint operators, and between pure states and

one-dimensional subspaces, are one-to-one. The presence of a superselection rule may break

these correspondences. A formal postulate to this effect is available for the case of a discrete

superselection rule [4, 5, 6]. It is the introduction of superselection rules which paves the way

9
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to the formulation of a unified theory that is applicable to the three different types of physical

systems discussed above. In particular, the correct application of superselection rules allows

us to effectively describe classical systems within a Hilbert space framework.
After developing a unified formalism, we illustrate its applicability to a number of impor¬

tant physical systems. We pay particular attention to mixed quantum systems. From our

discussion of mixed quantum systems we show that the traditional criterion for distinguishing
classical and quantum systems in terms of compatibility of observables fails in some cases,

indicating that more general and fundamental criteria are required.



Chapter 1

1.1 Mathematical structure of the unified formalism

In order to put our unified theory on a firm mathematical basis, we shall start by introducing

a number of definitions. We begin by introducing direct integral Hilbert spaces and linear

functionals, as these are the mathematical notions which underpin our unified formalism.

The definitions that are presented in this chapter are physically motivated and are mostly

generalisations of existing terminology.

1.1.1 Direct integrals of Hilbert spaces

In this section we shall summarise some of the theorems and definitions which form a relevant

introduction to the theory of direct integral Hilbert spaces. A systematic exposition of some

of the relevant mathematics of direct integrals of Hilbert spaces and operators can be found

in [7],
Let 77® be the direct integral of a given family of (separable) Hilbert spaces 77(7), that is

77® = / 77(7) d7t(7), (1.1)
where 7 € 77. The range 77 in the integral can be finite or infinite. 77® is separable for a

large class of measures dp,(7) [7, 8]. It is important to note that all the direct integral spaces

employed in this thesis are clearly seen to be separable. We call /® 77(7) <^(7) a direct

integral decomposition of 77®. Let ¥7(7) G 77(7) he a family of unit vectors and <^2(7) be
another such family. Then vectors in 77® are of the form

0? = / 01 (7)vi(7) dnin), <t>2 = f 02(7)V2(7)^(7), (1-2)
where 0i(7) and 02(7) are two complex-valued functions of 7, square-integrable with respect

to d/r(7). The scalar product in the direct integral Hilbert space 77® is defined by

<0® I 0®)© = J 0*(7)02(7)(¥>i(7) I <^2(7)Mm(7)> (1-3)
where (<£>1(7) I the scalar product in 77(7).

Definition 1

1. A decomposable operator in TL® is one of the form

J ^(7)^(7), (1-4)
where A(7) is an operator in 77(7).
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2. A bounded diagonalisable operator on 77® is one of the form

i>e = y y{i)i{i)dn(rt),
where y{7) is any essentially bounded complex-valued Borel function on R.

3. Given the direct integral Hilbert space 77®, the subspace TL% is defined to be of the form

ft® = / ft(7)d/x(7)-
JA

Theorem 1 [7] A decomposable operator A® = f® A(i) dp,{7) on 77®' is selfadjoint (unitary)

if A(7) is selfadjoint (unitary) on 77(7) for almost every 7, and is a projector on 77® if and

only if every A(7) is a projector on 77(7) for almost all 7.

A familiar example is the operator x® = /® Xa(7)^(7) ^(7); where Xa(7) is ^e charac¬
teristic function of the interval A. Xa*s dearly a diagonalisable projector onto the subspace
ft®-

Theorem 2 [7] A bounded operator A on 77® is decomposable if and only if A commutes

with all selfadjoint diagonalisable operators on 77®.

Corollary 1 A bounded selfadjoint operator is decomposable if and only if its spectral pro¬

jectors E(A,b) are decomposable.

Unbounded decomposable operators can also be defined in this formalism but their do¬

mains have to be specified carefully [9]. We are especially interested in the unbounded

selfadjoint operators. We can utilise Theorem 2 and its Corollary 1 to define such operators,

without having to deal with domains directly. Let A be an arbitrary selfadjoint operator,

not necessarily bounded, in 77® and let Y® be a selfadjoint diagonalisable operator in B®
where B® is the set of all bounded decomposable operators in 77®. By definition A commutes

with T® if and only if its spectral projectors E(A\b) commute with Y®. It follows that A
commutes with all T® in B® if and only if E(A] b) is decomposable for all b G JB, where B
stands for the Borel sets of the real line. We then define a selfadjoint operator A, bounded

or unbounded, as decomposable if it commutes with all T® in B®. With this definition the

above theorems hold whether or not A is bounded.

Lemma 1 A bounded operator A on 77® is decomposable if and only if A commutes with

for all A <s B.
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This lemma follows from the observation that, for a selfadjoint operator F® € B®, [A, F®] = 0

if and only if [A, x®] = 0 for all A, since all the non-zero spectral projectors of F® are of the

form Xa-

Observing that A commutes with Xa ^ and on'y ^ A leaves both H® and its orthogonal

complement invariant [10], we arrive at the following.

Theorem 3 A bounded operator A on TL® is decomposable if and only if it leaves the subspace

H® invariant for every A e B. The same is true if A is selfadjoint and unbounded.

Definition 2 A direct integral decomposition of a Hilbert space is called a trivial decomposi¬
tion if the measure is a discrete one generated by a step function s(y) which takes the value
zero for 7 < 0 and the value one for 7 > 0 so that TL® — 7f(0).

Definition 3 A direct integral decomposition with TL{7) =C for all 7 over the range TZ with

the measure dy is called a decomposition in terms of C's and is denoted by TL^(€,dy).

An example of a direct integral of C's is C, dy) — L2{1Z) with elements of the form

/e = Si /(t) dy, where /(7) is a complex-valued function of 7 on TZ [11]. We should

point out that while the direct integral f)® f(y)dy is a vector in TL^(€,dy), the (ordinary
numerical) integral fn /(7) d'y is simply a number. To avoid confusion and for notational

uniformity we shall write f® = f^ /(7)^(7) d'y. Here 7) is just a complex function of 7

of modulus 1.

Let TL® be a direct integral of one-dimensional Hilbert spaces H(7) (each spanned by a

unit vector ipiyy) € H(7)) with respect to the measure dy over the range TZ. Then vectors in

H® are of the form

r®

0® = / dy, where <f>(7) is a complex-valued function of 7. (1.5)

Any such direct integral of one-dimensional Hilbert spaces is unitarily equivalent to 7i^(C, dy)
through the mapping of 4>® to f® defined by <p(y) — /(7).

1.1.2 A unified structure based on direct integral Hilbert spaces

Our unified approach is based on the framework of a direct integral

= J W("f)dp(y), (1.6)
of a Borel family of separable Hilbert spaces TL{7) detailed above. With decomposable oper¬

ators in TL® of the form

/ A(y/)dn(y), (1.7)
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where ^(7) is an operator in 7^(7). In general, a non-decomposable operator A in Ft® does

not have any restriction in Ft(j) since Ft(j) is not invariant under A.
A statistically normalised positive linear functional, hereafter abbreviated to SNPLF, ui®

acting on B® is a linear functional on the C*-algebra of all bounded decomposable operators

B® for which we give the following general representation:

co®(A®) = J 5(7) fr7 (5(7)A(7)) dfjt(7), VA® € B®, (1.8)
where fr7 denotes the trace in H(7), D(7) is a density operator on H(j), and S(7) is a

probability density function. The above integral can be written in terms of a statistical

operator 5®
S® —f 5(7)^(7)^(7), (1-9)

as

w®(A®) = tr9 (1®5®) , (1.10)
where ir© is defined by equation (1.8).

For a purely discrete direct integral decomposition we have TL® = ©nW(7ra). Let D(7„)
be a density operator on FL{pfn) and let Dn = D(yn) © 0J-(7n), where 0±(7n) is the zero

operator on W"L(7n), be the extension of D(jn) to H®. We call a convex combination of Dn
a statistical operator on H®, so that a statistical operator 5® on H® is of the form

5® = ®nS(n)D(7n) = ]T S(n)Dn, S(n) > 0, S(n) = 1. (1.11)
n n

Note that while the statistical operator defined above is a density operator on H®, the

converse is false; that is, a non-decomposable density operator on Ti® is not a statistical

operator.

When the integral decomposition is purely continuous we can have singular statistical

operators. Recall that a probability distribution function F is defined to be a real-valued

function of R to [0,1] which is increasing and continuous from the right such that F(—00) = 0

and F(00) = 1. We can classify these functions into three types [12, 13]:

1. F is said to be continuous or regular if F is an absolutely continuous function on R.

Hence its derivative / = dF/d7 is defined everywhere, except on a set of Lebesgue

measure zero.

2. F is said to be discrete or singular if F is a simple function [12] on R. Its derivative /
is zero almost everywhere with respect to the Lebesgue measure. At the discontinuities
of F its derivatives can be identified with delta functions.
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3. F is of a blended type, i.e., a combination of continuous and discrete types.

Probability density functions / are defined to be the derivatives of probability distribution

functions. Since there are three types of probability distributions functions it follows that

there are three types of probability density functions having the property / /(y) dy = 1. We
shall call the probability density functions derived from the above three types of probability
distribution functions regular, singular and blended respectively. Generally a singular density
function is a convex combination of delta functions, i.e. ,

/(7) = Yj ~ T«)> an>0, ]Ta„ = l, (1.12)
n n

where an G R and 7n are the points of discontinuity of a discrete probability distribution
function F.

Returning to Tt®, we consider the case when the integral decomposition is continuous

with respect to the Lebesgue measure dry.

Definition 4 Let S(7) be a regular probability density function and {£>(7) : 7 G R} be a

Borel [7] family of density operators on 7^(7). Then the decomposable operator

5® = |®5(7)D(7)rf7
is called a regular statistical operator on Tt®.

For a singular probability density function S(7) the above expression does not define any

operator on TL®. The same is true if the probability density function is blended. We shall

still use the term statistical operator in these two cases, for notational convenience. To stop

this becoming confusing we shall call the above formal expression for S® a singular statistical

operator if S(7) is singular, and a blended statistical operator if S(7) is blended. For clarity, we

shall emphasise these differences by using the subscripts r, s, b to denote respectively regular,

singular and blended statistical operators.

We note that some authors [14] (p389) use the term density operator and statistical op¬

erator interchangeably, this practice is not followed here. A statistical operator, as defined

above, is not necessarily a density operator on Tt®, nor is a density operator on Tt® nec¬

essarily a statistical operator. If the integral decomposition is purely discrete then we are

free to identify statistical operators with decomposable density operators. However, with

a continuous integral decomposition this is no longer the case. For example, a statistical

operator is not a density operator on 7-f®(C,dy). The clearest example is the statistical op¬

erator 5® = /® Xa(7)^(t)^7> where A is the interval (0,1). This is an infinite-dimensional

projector on 7i®(C, dy) and hence cannot be a density operator.
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Definition 5 Pure and mixed statistical operators.

1. A regular statistical operator is said to be pure if it is a projector onto a one-dimensional

subspace spanned by a pure vector in 71®. Otherwise it is said to be mixed.

2. A singular statistical operator is said to be. pure if the associated density function S(7)
consists of a single delta function, i.e., S(7) = S(7 — 70) and the density operator D{70)
is a projector in the supersector Tifiyo). Otherwise it is said to be mixed.

Definition 6 A regular SNPLF w® over B® is defined in terms of a regular statistical oper¬

ator S® by

w®(A®) = tr®(A®S®) =f Sr(7) tr7(A(7)D(7)) d7, VA® € B®. (1A3)
Definition 7 A singular SNPLF wf over B® is defined in terms of a singular probability

density function Ss(7) by

w®(A®) = J Ss{'y)tr1(A(/y)D('y)) d'y VA® € B®. (1.14)
A blended SNPLF wf over B® is similarly defined in terms of a blended probability density
function.

To maintain uniform terminology, we shall formally denote the right-hand integral above
as tr®(A® S®). This leads us to the following:

Definition 8 An SNPLF u>® over B® is an NPLF on B® defined in terms of a statistical

operator by

w®(A®) = tre(A®5®). (1.15)

If S® is regular (singular, blended) the SNPLF is called regular (singular, blended).

Linear functionals of the type defined here are widely used by others [8, 15, 16].
A unit vector <fi® = /® 0(7)^(7)^7 € 71® generates a probability density function S(7) =

|0(7)|2 and a family of density operators D(7) = |¥>(7)) (<p(7)l> and thus defines a regular
statistical operator S® by

S® = J I0(7)|2^(7)d7> £>(7) = |<p(7)> <¥>(7)1 • (L16)
This in turn generates a SNPLF w®. The value w®(A®) can be calculated directly in terms

of <0®:

w0(A®) = tr® (5®A®) = [ tr7 (^(7)^(7)) d'y
= /|0(7)|2M7)|1(7M7))^7
= (<fi® | A®0>®)®.
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Our starting point for a unified theory is the following basic postulate:

Postulate 1 Each physical system has associated with it a Hilbert space which is decom¬

posable into a direct integral 7i® of a Borel family of separable Hilbert spaces 7i(7) such

that:

'

1. Bounded physical observables correspond one-to-one to bounded selfadjoint operators in

H® which leave all the subspaces invariant, or, equivalently, the set of bounded phys¬

ical observables corresponds one-to-one to the set of bounded decomposable selfadjoint

operators A® in 7i.®.

2. States correspond one-to-one to statistically normalised positive linear functionals u>®
on the C*-algebra of all bounded decomposable operators B® on 7i.®.

3. The expectation value (A®;u;®) of the observable A® with respect to the state w® is

given by

(A®;w®) = u®(A®). (1.17)

The postulate above states that all decomposable selfadjoint operators on H® must corre¬

spond to observables. This assumption has no particular physical grounding and many have

felt it to be too stringent a requirement. A more flexible alternative postulate would be:

Postulate 2 The same as Postulate 1, but with statement 1 replaced by the following:

Physical observables correspond one-to-one to decomposable selfadjoint operators A® be¬

longing to a structured set .4® of operators in 7t® which leave all the subspaces invariant,

or, equivalently, physical observables correspond one-to-one to decomposable selfadjoint oper¬

ators A® belonging to a structured set A® of operators in 7i®.

Here .4® could be any one of a variety of mathematical structures. We could use the structure

of a C*-algebra or a von Neumann algebra for example. Postulate 2 reduces to Postulate 1 if

the structured set is taken to be the set of all operators in 7i.®. In the amended postulate the

requirement that states correspond one-to-one to statistical operators has not been altered

in the amended postulate. This implies tacitly that the set 4® is big enough to enable us

to distinguish all statistical operators, i.e., whenever Sf 7^ S® there exists an observable
A® € 4® such that (A®;5®) 7^ (A®; S®). If 4® was too small this would not hold a.nd
the one-to-one correspondence between states and statistical operators would break down

[5](ppl86-188).
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This postulate can be further amended to include maximal symmetric operators [1] such

as the direct integral of the maximal symmetric operators A(y) in 77 (7).
The important thing about using linear functionals, rather than vectors, to represent

states is that it enables us to include certain types of pure states that are not representable

by vectors in 77®.

1.1.3 Pure and mixed vectors in terms of SNPLFs

It is important that we define the concepts of pure and mixed states in terms of SNPLFs.

To do this we will first define the related notion of pure and mixed vectors [17, 18] and then
draw an analogy of these concepts in terms of SNPLFs.

Let 0(7) and O® denote the zero vectors in 77(7) and in 77® respectively, and let I(7)
denote the identity operator on 77(7). We know that a vector in the direct integral Hilbert

space 77® is of the form

0® = y <£(7)^(7)^(7), J l<K7)|2 dn(i) < °o, (1.18)
where 0(7) denotes a complex-valued function of 7, whereas the boldface symbol <£>(7) denotes

a unit vector in 77(7).

Definition 9 A non-zero vector 0® € 77® is called a pure vector if there is a value 70 such
that

0® : 7 -> 0(7)^(7) = </>(7oM7o) + 0{70),

= 0(7) 7 0 70.

A non-zero vector in 77® is called mixed if it is not pure.

It follows that

1. If the measure ^(7) is continuous then all vectors in 77® are mixed, since a pure

vector 0® is equivalent to the zero vector as it exists only at 7 = 70, which is a set of

measure zero in the direct integral. In this case 77(7o) is not a (non-trivial) subspace
of 77®. We shall, however, still call 0(70)72(70) the projection of 0® on 77(7o), and

A(70) the restriction of A® in 77(7o). All the physical systems we shall be investigating

have integral decompositions of 77® that are either discrete or continuous although it

is possible to have a decomposition that is a combination of both.
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2. When the integration measure dp{7) is discrete, the direct integral reduces to a direct

sum H® — ©n7Y(7„) and a vector of the form

= ^(7i)<P(7i) ©0(72)00(73) ©•••, V(7i)/0

is a pure vector (referred to as a pure vector at 7 = 71), while a vector of the form:

<j>®=<f>(7iM7I) ©0(72)^(72) ©•■•, 0(7i)^O, 0(72)7^0

is a mixed vector. The set of all pure vectors at 7 = 71 forms a subspace of the

subspace H(71).

1.1.4 SNPLFs and pure and mixed states

We can now use the concepts of pure and mixed vectors to define pure and mixed states using

SNPLFs.

Definition 10 A state defined by a regular SNPLF is said to be regular. A regular state is

said to be pure if the statistical operator S® which defines the SNPLF is a projector onto a

one-dimensional subspace spanned by a pure vector in H®. Otherwise the state is said to be

mixed.

Definition lid state defined by a singular SNPLF is said to be singular. A singular state

is said to be pure if the associated statistical operator is generated by a density function

consisting of a single delta function, i.e., S(7) = <5(7 —7o) and the density operator D(70) is

a projector in the subspace H(70)- Otherwise the state is said to be mixed.

A statistical operator is a convex combination of density operators on 7i(7). When we

have a purely discrete decomposition (i.e., H® = ©nW(7n)), all states are regular and there
are no singular states. A pure regular state can then be described by a pure unit vector or

by its associated one-dimensional projector. For a purely continuous integral decomposition,
there are singular states as well as regular states. Although there are no pure regular states,

pure singular states do exist. We shall see that these pure singular states play a very useful
role in physical systems with continuous integral decompositions.

1.1.5 Superselection rules and classical observables

Postulate 1 does not exclude the possibility of noncommuting observables, as in orthodox

quantum mechanics. For a non-trivial integral decomposition of the Hilbert space, it also
allows for commuting observables, described by superselection operators.
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Definition 12 A selfadjoint diagonalisable operator in H®, other than the identity operator,

is called a superselection operator. The constituent spaces 7i(j) in the direct integral are

called supersectors.

Observables corresponding to superselection operators are called classical observables. The

system is then said to possess superselection rules, with each classical observable defining a

superselection rule.

The presence of a superselection rule means that not all selfadjoint operators represent

observables, which is in direct contrast with orthodox quantum mechanics. We also find that

not all combinations of pure states are themselves pure states. This is because superselection

rules restrict the superposition principle. Note that superselection operators, or classical

observables, commute with all other observables of the system.

Definition 13 Two pure vectors and their corresponding pure states are said to satisfy the

superposition principle if their linear combinations remain pure.

Two pure vectors within the same supersector, and their corresponding pure states, are

called coherent because the superposition principle holds for such states. For this reason, a

supersector is also referred to as a coherent subspace.

In contrast, two pure vectors in two different supersectors, and their associated pure states,

are called disjoint, as are the two supersectors.

The same terminology may be extended from vectors to SNPLFs and thus applied to

both singular pure states and regular pure states.
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1.2 Time evolution and the Hamiltonian generator

1.2.1 Unitary evolution

We begin our discussion of time evolution in our unified Hilbert space formalism with the

following familiar postulate from orthodox quantum mechanics, regarding the time evolution

of the system [4, 5].

Postulate 3 The time evolution of the physical system is unitary, namely it is describable
in terms of a group of unitary operators Ut, t E R, acting on the Hilbert space TL®.

The unitary operators are of the form Ut = exp(—iHgt), where i = i/h [14] (p.335). We
shall call the generator of this group, Hg, the Hamiltonian generator of the time evolution;

Hg is not necessarily an observable of the system. We shall use the term Hamiltonian,
and the symbol H®, for the observable representing the energy of the system. As it is an

observable, it is decomposable and hence the notation H®. Generally the Hamiltonian and

the Hamiltonian generator Hg represent entirely different things, although they may coincide
for some systems. The unitary and group properties of the set of operators Ut [14] ensures that

Hg is selfadjoint. Before we can provide a formal interpretation of the physical meaning of
Postulate 3, we need to classify some properties of the evolution groups. To avoid unnecessary

complications we assume throughout the simplest case, in which the time evolution is defined

for time t <E (oo, —oo). It would be possible, for example, to consider semi-groups of evolution
for which the Hamiltonian generator Hg would not be selfadjoint.

If we want to categorise the behaviour of all the possible Hamiltonian generators in our

formalism, two distinct classes present themselves. The classes are distinguished by whether

or not the evolution group that they generate preserves the set of observables. Accordingly,
we make the following definitions.

Definition 14 If Ut preserves the set of bounded observables, namely

A® e B® => u}A®Ut e B®, (1.19)

then Ut and its generator Hg are said to be preserving. Otherwise the unitary evolution group

and its Hamiltonian generator are said to be non-preserving.

If the Hamiltonian generator is an observable then it is preserving. In such a case there will
be no transitions between pure states in different supersectors and pure vectors will evolve

entirely within their supersectors. A preserving Hamiltonian generator need not, however,
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be an observable of the system. A non-observable Hamiltonian generator would lead to the

possibility of evolution between different supersectors. In the Hilbert space formulation of

classical dynamics, discussed later, the Hamiltonian generators are preserving but are not

observables, this does not mean that all systems with such generators are classical.

1.2.2 Preserving evolution

When the evolution group is preserving we can interpret Postulate 3 in terms of the Heisenberg,

picture, that is Postulate 3 corresponds to defining the evolution directly in terms of time-

dependent observables:

Af = U}A^Ut VAff G B®. (1.20)

For preserving evolution groups we can also specify the dynamics of the system in terms of
the Schrodinger picture.

Definition 15 Let Ut be a preserving evolution group. Given an arbitrary state represented

by the SNPLF w® at t = 0, we define the evolved state by the time-dependent SNPLF

uf(A®) = uj$(U}A$Ut), VA^ G B® and Vt G R. (1.21)

Here we have full equivalence between the Heisenberg and Schrodinger pictures in the form

of the following relation

w®(A®)=u;0®(Ai®). (1.22)

Definition 16 A state w® is called an equilibrium state if w® — w® for all t, and an equi¬

librium state which is also pure is called a stationary state.

Theorem 4 Let cu® be the regular state generated by the regular statistical operator S® at

t — 0 such that

u®{A®) = ir© (§®A®) , VA® G B®.
Then the evolved state uj®, as defined above, may be written in the form

u;®(A®) = fr© (5®A®) , VA® G B®,
where S® = UtS®0U}. That is, we may define the time-dependence of the states through a

time-dependent regular statistical operator.

The equivalence of the Schrodinger and Heisenberg pictures is more apparent here as for

regular states w®(A®) = a>® (Af). A regular state will then be an equilibrium state if the

corresponding statistical operator commutes with the time evolution operator.
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For singular pure states the evolution from w® to uj®, under the preserving evolution

group Ut, is again given by

w®(A®) = w®(Af) W4® G B® and V t G

Given a singular probability density function Ss(7) = <5(7 — 70) and the density operator

_D(7o) on H(70), the corresponding singular pure state will be stationary if and only if

tr70 [£>{70) 1(7o) - dlt(7o) ) = 0 VA(70) G £(70)- (1-23)
For the special case of one-dimensional supersectors we have

A(7o) = At(70) or equivalently, A(70) = At(70). (1-24)

We will use this simple result to great effect later.

Theorem 5 Under a preserving evolution group Ut pure states evolve into pure states and,

consequently, mixed states evolve into mixed states, with the evolution not necessarily remain¬

ing within the same supersector.

For preserving evolution groups we have see that we can use either the Heisenberg or the

Schrodinger picture to interpret the dynamics. When the evolution group is non-preserving,

things turn out to be quite different.

1.2.3 Non-preserving evolution

When the evolution group is non-preserving, u}A®Ut may not be an observable, which ren¬

ders the definition of the evolved state by equation (1.21) a problem. There are models of the

measurement interaction using superselection rules that give rise to non-observable Hamil-

tonian generators that are not preserving, demonstrating the existence of such phenomena1

[4]-
Given any SNPLF u>® over B®, we may extend it to an SNPLF u> over a larger algebra

A containing B® [19]. One such extension is the extension defined by:

w(A)
u®(A) VA G B®,
0 VAeA\B®.

1This is a result of considering the quantum system and measuring device as a closed system, whereas

in reality there may well be an open system interacting with the environment. We shall return to this
environmental consideration later in our discussion on dynamics.
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Equally, given some SNPLF u> over A, the restriction to the elements of B® is given by

w®(A®) = w(A®) VA®e£®.

That is, given a state represented by the SNPLF u>® over B®, it is possible to find an SNPLF
to over a larger algebra A enclosing B® which is equivalent to u>® on the elements of B®. Such
a'n extension will not be unique as there will be many SNPLFs over A which restriction to

B® give the same state, but which differ on the rest of A. Physically, this may correspond to

the fact that any number of different environments will yield the same reduced system state.

Now consider a non-preserving evolution group. We may find an algebra A containing

B® and large enough so that

At = u}A®Ut € A, Vt and VA® e B®.

A choice of A which we may always make is A = B, the algebra of all bounded operators on

TL®. The evolution group is then a group of automorphisms of the extended algebra and we

may define the time-dependence of an SNPLF u> over A in the usual manner by:

ut(A) =u{u}AUt), VAeA.

Restricting to B® gives a time-dependent state defined by

uj®(A®) = UJ(A®), VA® € B®.

These considerations then motivate the following definition.

Definition 17 Let Ut be an evolution group on Ft® and to an SNPLF over B. The SNPLF

uj is said to generate an SNPLF uj® on B® representing the initial state of the system defined

by

u;®(A®) = w(A®), VA® € B®.

We identify the state at a later time t with the SNPLF w® generated by the evolved SNPLF

ujt over B, i.e.,

uj®(A®) = ujt(A®) = uj(Ut A®Ut), VA® € B® and Vf € R.

This definition allows the states to be defined at all times. Note, however, that two SNPLFs

uj and <./ over B which at time t — 0 generate the same initial state

w®(A®) = u(A®) = w'(A®), VA® e B®,
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will not, in general, generate equivalent states at some later time t > 0

£jjf(A®) = ut{A®) 7^ u't{A®) = u>'f(A®) for some A® € B®.

The extension we use to generate the initial state effects its evolution under the evolution

group Ut• The dynamics of the system are governed by the Hamiltonian generator Hg and
the choice that we make for the extension u. Physically this argument reflects the fact that

the evolution of the reduced initial state depends on its interaction with its environment.

To illustrate this situation consider the system described by the two-dimensional Hilbert

space TL® = TL\ ®TL2, where TL\, TL2 are one-dimensional subspaces spanned by unit vectors

f1 and ip2 respectively. A general unit vector in TL® is of the form:

ip® = c1cp1 ®c2f2, ci, c2 <E C and |ci|2 0 |c2|2 = 1.

The set of observables B® consists of operators of the form:

A® = ai l^i) (v?i| 0a2 \<p2) {<p2\ (1-25)

where 01, a2 e JR. and the states over B® are of the form:

u®(A®) = u)\ (ai |v?i) (vil) + ^2 (02 |<P2) (<P2|) VA® e B®. (1.26)

There are two simple ways we could extend the above state to B. For systems with a finite-

dimensional direct integral Hilbert space, a general regular SNPLF over B is defined by

u (A) = tr (3A) , VA e B,

where D is a density operator on TL®. This generates the state w® by

uj®(A®) = tr (M®) , A® e B®.
A particular case is when D is the projector onto the one-dimensional subspace spanned by

the unit vector ip®, i.e., when D — |t/>®) (tp®\- This gives an SNPLF on B of the form:

u>(A) = tr (77^4) = (tA® I Atp®), VA € B,

which generates the state u>® on B® by

uj®{B®) = {ip® | B®ip®), VH® € B®.

Alternatively, we can define a different density operator on TL®

£>' = |ci|2 l^j) (vil + M2 \<p2) (<p2\■
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This density operator generates the SNPLF u/ on B and the state u/® on B®. Then we have

w(A®) = u/(A®) = w®(A®) = J®{A®) = ailcil2 + a2|c2|2, VA® e B®,

but

a;(A) 7^ u)'(A), for some A G B,

that is, with the above choice for xp®, D and D' the SNPLFs u and ui' are non-identical

extensions of the state u>®. This is a well known example used in many previous presentations

of superselection rules [4], [6] (p49).
We now specify a non-preserving Hamiltonian generator of evolutions for this system:

Hg = E0R® + AE (|v>!> {<p2\ + \<fi2) (Vil),

where Eq, AE are real numbers and J is the identity operator on TL®. This gives rise to

the evolution group

Ut = e~^9\ i = i/h.

Under Ut, the pure vector cpy evolves to

rr -iE0t \ .. Bit lUt<pi = e | cos — (Pi - i sin — <p2 j ,

and likewise cp2 becomes

- tE„t ( ■ ■ Qt BitUt<p2 = e \~i sin — <px + cos — ^2 [>,

where Bl = 2AE/h. Using these results we find that our first extension of ui® becomes

wt(A®) = tr (bv
(\ i2 2 i i2 • 2 •/ * *\

= ai Neil cos y-l-|c2| sin — + i(c\c2 — c2cx) cos — sin —
(, |2.2 nt . l2 2Blt * * BIt . Blt\+o2(|ci| sin — + |c2| cosz — -i{c\c2 -c2c1)cos — sin — J .

whereas our alternative extension u/ yields

uj't(A®) = tr (d'u

(. ,o 9 Bit . .9 9 Blt\ (. .9.9 Bit . ,9 9 Blt\|ci| cos2 — + |c2| Sin2— J +a2 I |ci| sm2 — + |c2| cos —J,
In general

ui®(A®) = u>t(A®) ^ w't(A®) = Wj®(A®) for some A® G B®.
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Of the two extensions u> and u' used above, we would say that the evolution resulting
from the latter looks the more classical of the two. This would suggest that a system which

had its evolution defined by that particular extension and the corresponding evolution group,

would behave more like a classical statistical system than one whose evolution is governed by

the other extension above.

In general, there is no a priori reason to prefer one extension over another. The choice of

extension has to be chosen, along with the evolution group, to suit the exact nature of the

environment that you may be trying to model.

Generally, a system is described by the Hilbert space H®, with its bounded observables

represented by the selfadjoint elements of B®, the algebra of all bounded decomposable

operators on 7i®. With this choice of observables we are implicitly including a superselection

rule, since if there were no superselection rule here the algebra of observables would be

simply B, the bounded operators on 7i®. The system is an open system whose environment

corresponds to the 'unobservable degrees of freedom' represented by the elements in B [20, 21]
not in B®. The states of the total open system are given by the SNPLFs ui over B, and the

SNPLFs lv® over B®, the states of the system alone, are the reduced states, formed by

restricting the SNPLFs uj to B®. The Hamiltonian generator is then seen to describe the

interaction between the system and its environment when we view the dynamical structure in

this way. This interaction may or may not include an exchange of energy, which implies that
the energy of the system need not be conserved. The resulting time evolution will then be

non-automorphic [20]. These considerations aside, we will generally use extensions generated

by the mixed vectors of the system. This is the choice employed in treating the measurement

problem [4].
For a preserving evolution group, we still maintain the above definition for the time-

dependence. All possible extensions will then result in the same evolution and the use of an

extension will then be strictly redundant. The above definition would then reduce to the one

previously given for preserving systems. This corresponds to the situation where we have

a closed reduced system, which does not interacting with its environment. The definition

given in this section is then seen to be generally applicable, irrespective of the nature of the

evolution group in question.

When the evolution group is non-preserving we see that pure states will generally be able
to evolve into mixed states and vice versa, as in the example presented above. The precise

form of the evolution is determined, in part, by the choice of extension used in defining the
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time-dependence of the system. For such systems, we have only a Schrodinger picture, with
the time-dependence in the states.
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1.3 Classical systems

A classical dynamical system of order n < oo is traditionally defined by three properties

[22, 23]:

1. A pure state of the system is specifiable by n real parameters 7 = {71,72, •••,7n}-
Each parameter assumes a continuous set of values, i.e., each 7j lies in a certain open

set 7Zj € R.

2. Physical observables are represented by real-valued functions A(~f) of the above n pa¬

rameters.

3. The time evolution of the system is represented by the time-dependence of the param¬

eters satisfying first-order differential equations of the form

or Tr=„(7,(). (1.27)

We shall regard each set of parameter values as a point and follow the traditional description

employed when describing classical systems and call the set of all these points the phase space

P of the system. We then intuitively refer to the parameters of the systems as the coordinates

of the phase space. In other words the phase space is coordinated by n parameters and each

point 7 in T corresponds one-to-one to a set of coordinate values. Observables are then real

functions on the phase space P. The dynamics above may be written in the form of a Cx-map

[23]:

T:RxF-»r, or Tt: T -» T, t e R, (1.28)

with

7(0 = ^(7(0)), T0(7) =7, Tia°Ttl(7) =Tt2+ti(7). (1.29)

Definition 18 A pure state 7(0) is said to be a stationary state if 7(t) = 7(0) for all t, or

equivalently, if A(j(t)) = 21(7(0)) for all observables A.

The state 7(0) is stationary if and only if 11(7(0)7) = 0 for all times. In this formalism we

shall confine our attention to systems, known as autonomous systems, with dynamics given

by a v which is not explicitly time-dependent, i.e., v = 11(7). This enables us to keep the

presentation of classical systems simple, which in turn allows some of the key subtlties here

to be more apparent.
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1.3.1 First-order classical systems in the Hilbert space formalism

The state of a first-order classical system is specified by a single real parameter 7 lying in a

certain range 1Z. The phase space F of such a system is given by F = TZ. In this section, we

establish a Hilbert space description of such a classical system, principally to illustrate how

classical systems are described by this formalism.

Consider an idealised classical resistanceless circuit in the form of a perfect conducting

ring in an external magnetic field [24], We shall see in what follows that this is a physical ■

example of a first-order classical system. The applied magnetic flux <hex threading through

the ring varies as the external magnetic field changes, and a current I is generated according
to Faraday's and Lenz's laws. The induced current I is of such a magnitude as to keep the
total flux through the ring constant:

dl
_ (^'ex where L is the self inductance of the circuit (1.30)dt Ldt v '

=7 <]>T = LI(t) + $ex(t) = constant. (1-31)

The state of this system is then specified by the single current parameter /, and the phase

space is then the set of all possible current values. The system has its evolution governed

by the time-dependence of the current I = I(t) which in turn is determined by the changes
in the external flux in a way consistent with the prescription of classical dynamics, given by

equation (1.27). We can now recast this system in our Hilbert space formalism.
We proceed by applying Postulate 1, and therefore associate with the system a direct

integral Hilbert space based on the phase space F. Each point 7 in F has associated with

it a one-dimensional Hilbert space 77(7) =C. We then construct the direct integral Hilbert

space 77® (C, dy) over the phase space T with respect to the continuous measure d/j,(7) = d7.

A normalised vector in 77®(C,d7) is of the form

0® = J 0(7)^(7)^7, with J 10(7)12dl — 1- (1-32)
The system possesses the following properties.

1. A statistical operator is of the form 5® = /® 5(7)1(7)^7. A regular statistical operator

is not a density operator on 77® (C, dy).

2. A regular statistical operator 5® represents a mixed state. For any bounded observable
A® the expectation value is given by

u;®(A®) = tr© (5®A®) = J 5r(7)A(7) d1. (1.33)
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3. All observables commute, since all decomposable operators in 7d®(C, dj) are diagonalis-
able. In fact all selfadjoint decomposable operators A® correspond to some real-valued

numerical function A(y) on F:

A® = J A(7)C?7 = J ^(7)1(7)^7. (1-34)
This renders the operator representation of observables in complete agreement with the

standard classical description.

4. There are no pure regular states. A unit mixed vector </>® = J® 0(7)^(7)^7 in

?F®(C,d7) describes a mixed regular state since it corresponds to a regular statisti¬

cal operator with Sr{7) = |<K7)I2;

Sf = ^ |0(7)|2 1(7) rf7- (1-35)
This shows that the mixed state describes a classical statistical state defined by the

probability density function SV(7)- All regular statistical operators are of this form.

We shall denote the corresponding regular states by u>®. Given any bounded observable

A®, the expectation value (A®;w?) can be calculated directly in terms of <$>®:

5(1®) = tr© (sfA®) = J |0(7)|2A(7) drt. (1.36)
5. No pure vectors exist in H®(C, cfy), but there are pure singular states u>f, given by

singular statistical operators

Sf = f <5(7-70)1(7)^7, (1-37)
and we have w®(A®) = A(y0). Pure singular states correspond one-to-one to su-

persectors and also to the traditional classical mechanical representation of states by

coordinate 7 in the phase space F.

Intuitively we would feel that a delta function 6(7—70) should correspond to the pure singular

state denoted classically by the coordinate 70, while a regular state corresponds to a classical

statistical state. The above analysis confirms this intuition.

Our next task is to re-express the traditional classical dynamics of first-order systems in

terms of unitary evolution in H®(C, dy). Classically, the dynamics are given by a first-order

differential equation or, equivalently, by a CA-map Tj : F —» T. We now introduce appropriate

unitary evolution operators Ut on 7f®(C,d7) to depict such an evolution in the Hilbert space
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formalism. Since every 0® e 7d®(C,d7) corresponds to a square-integrable function 0(7) of

7 we can define Ut by [25, 26]

ut<p® =f 2 fh) dr (1.38)
One can verify that

(139)

Let 0® € H®(C, dj) be defined by an infinitely differentiable function 0(7) of compact support

on F. We first define the operator Hgo on 0® by

SM^ = a|(R0®)L = -a/® (^^ + ^«7))v(7)rf7. (1.40)
By substitution from (1.27) this implies

Hgoct>® = -ihj |^(7)^; + ^|^j 0(7) J V(7) ^7, (1-41)
and we have

770® = e~^9ot 0®.

Since the unitary operators Ut form a one-parameter group the operator Hgo has a unique self-

adjoint extension Hg in 77®(C, dy). A striking feature of the dynamics is that the Hamiltonian

generator Hg, is preserving and also not decomposable. It is therefore not an observable of
the system. It cannot then represent the energy of the system, which is always an observable.

The dynamics may now be summarised in the standard form. We can verify that

A® =f 21(7)1(7)^7 => A® = u}A®Ut = J* A(7(t))I(7)d7. (1.42)
It follows that:

1. A pure singular state uif at 70 evolves into cj® at jt- Generally a pure singular state

ujs will evolve into another pure singular state u>St in a different supersector with

0 (•A?) = J^(7 - 7o)A(7(«))d7 = A(7o(t)) = u®(A®). (1.43)
2. A regular state uj® generated by 0® evolves into the state ui®t generated by 0® = Ut<fi

with

w®(Af) = J |0(7)|2A(7(i))d7 = J |0t(7)|2A(7)d7 = uj®(A®). (1.44)
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For later comparison with some superconducting circuits we shall mention the equilibrium

situation for the classical resistanceless circuit discussed earlier, which occurs when d$ex/dt =

0. A regular state generated by a unit vector cf)® represents a statistical ensemble of these

classical resistanceless circuits with various static currents. The Hamiltonian generator Hg
is zero. The Hamiltonian which corresponds to the energy of the system is equal to the

diagonalisable operator H® e Ti.®(C,d,y)
1

- r® 1H® = J — LI21(1) dl = J — (<$>T-<$>exfi(I)dI, (1.45)
and is therefore not zero. The state of the system with a given current corresponds to a

singular pure state u>f, which is clearly a stationary state.

1.3.2 Second-order classical Hamiltonian systems in Hilbert space

We will limit our discussions to autonomous Hamiltonian systems whose dynamics are gen¬

erated by a Hamiltonian generator Hg, on a phase space T = {(71,72)}, that is not explicitly

time-dependent.
dji . . dHg d^2 , , dHg

-w= ",(T) = av = "2(7> = " 07- (146)
Hg does often turn out to be the energy H of the system [27], although this is not necessarily
so. In this section we shall only be concerned with systems for which this is the case.

A typical example of a second-order Hamiltonian system is a classical particle with one

spatial degree of freedom. The phase space for such a systems is T = {(71 = q, 72 = p)},
where q,p are the position and momentum variables, respectively, and states are labelled

by the phase space coordinates 7 = (q,p) with each state corresponding to a point 7 in T.

Another relevant example is a classical resistanceless LC circuit containing a capacitance

C and an inductance L. When a current I flows there is a charge Q on the capacitor in

accordance with I = dQ/dt, and a magnetic flux <f> = LI due to the inductance. The circuit

equation is

Lf+§=0' or w =^ ^ = b (147)
This system can be described as a standard second-order Hamiltonian dynamical system by

treating $ and Q as a pair of canonical variables. The phase space is then T = {(71 = <f>, 72 =

<3)}. An appropriate Hamiltonian generator for this circuit is

O2 <I>2
+ 2T <L48)

Hg is clearly the same as the energy H of the circuit.
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By associating the Hilbert space H(7) =C with each point 7 in T we obtain a family of

Hilbert spaces Tt{7) over the phase space T. We can then construct a direct integral over the

phase space with respect to the measure d/i(7) =

H®(C,djLt(7)) = H{i)dn{7)- (1-49)

This is unitarily equivalent to L2(T) defined by

L2(T) = |<^(7i,72) : ^|^(7i.72)|2 d7i<*72 < 00J . (1.50)
That is, we may regard H®(C, d/j,(*y)) as a direct integral decomposition of L2(F) in terms

of "ft(7) = C. Following Postulate 1, all physical observables correspond one-to-one to de¬

composable selfadjoint operators in 7i®. In this case the set of decomposable selfadjoint

operators in H® coincides with the set of real-valued functions A(-y) on T. This implies that
all the observables commute. Traditionally this is taken as a definition of a classical system

[28, 29]. We shall see later, when we discuss mixed quantum systems, that the commutativity

of observables is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for a system to be classical.
There are no pure regular states, but pure singular states uf do exist, corresponding to

singular statistical operators and delta function density Ss(7) = <5(7 —7o) = <5(7i —7i0)<5(72 —

720). Expectation values for these singular states are of the form

wf(A®) = J <5(7 -7o)^7 (i?(7M(7)) dnh) = Mlo), (1.51)
so that for example,

wf(7®)=7i0» w?(7®) = 720, ujf(H®) = H{7i0,72o), (1-52)

where

7® — / 7if(7)dM(7), 7® = / 72^(7)^(7), (1-53)
are the coordinates in T and

H®=fHWIWdnfr) (1.54)
is the Hamiltonian which corresponds to the energy of the system.

A mixed state corresponds to a regular statistical operator

5® = ^5r(7)I(7) Ml), (1.55)
and hence to a classical statistical state with Sr(7) as the probability density function. We
have

oJ®(A®) = tre (S® A®) = J 5r(7)A(7) dn(7). (1.56)
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A regular statistical operator corresponds to a unit vector <f>® = J® 0(7)^(7) dfi{7) with

^r(7) = 10(7) 12 -

As in the first-order case, we shall re-express the traditional classical Hamiltonian dy¬

namics of two-dimensional systems in terms of unitary evolution in H®. Following a similar

argument [9, 25, 26, 30] we can write down the Hamiltonian generator Hg, assuming Hg = H,
as

H,** = -mf {(||A _ ^(71i72)} v(7)iM7). (1.57)
This Hamiltonian generator is notable for the absence of a purely multiplicative function in

the integrand when compared with the first-order case. This is due to Liouville's theorem on

the conservation of phase volume in Hamiltonian dynamics [26]. The resulting one-parameter

group of unitary operators is Ut = exp (—iHgt).
We note that:

1. Neither Ut nor Hg are decomposable, but both are preserving.

2. In classical mechanics, we have the Hamiltonian H which represents the energy of the

system and the Hamiltonian generator Hg which generates the classical dynamics. For

many systems H — Hg: the same quantity H plays the role of energy and of the

generator of the dynamics. In this Hilbert space formalism we find that these two

roles have to be taken by two different operators. That is, the classical Hamiltonian

H gives rise to two operators in H®. The first, which we call the Hamiltonian, is H®-,
this operator represents an observable in exactly the same way as the original classical
function H on T does. The second is the Hamiltonian generator Hg; this generates the

dynamics in H®, although not in quite the same way as Hg does on F. Hg is clearly
not an observable. The evolution group generates an automorphism of the algebra of

observables, with

Af = ulAUt G B®, VA® g B®.

The states evolve according to

uf(A®) =u®(U}A®Ut),
and we have full equivalence between the Heisenberg picture and the Schrodinger pic¬

ture.

1.3.3 Classical systems and pure states

Proposition 1 For a classical Hamiltonian system a pure singular state u>s corresponding to
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a delta function density Ss = 6(7-70) is stationary if and only if the Hamiltonian generator

Hg vanishes on the supersector TLff/o), i-c., if the restriction of to the supersector

H(io) vanishes.

If we return to our specific example of the LC circuit, we have

~ f® (O^
J {2C + 2L)I{<*>,Q)d<PdQ' (1'58)

Hgcf>® = -ihf { (|^ - |Q)J *>(*, Q) dMQ. (1.59)
Clearly a pure state is stationary if and only if the restriction of Hg on H(70) vanishes.
In the case of the classical particle, we must have dH/dq = dH/dp=0 when evaluated at the

stationary state. For a free particle this means that points (q, 0) in T correspond to stationary
states. For the LC circuit there is just one stationary state corresponding to (<f> = 0, Q = 0).

1.3.4 Definition of classical systems in Hilbert space

The above models suggest that the dynamics of a system are important in distinguishing

classical and quantum systems. In further support of this contention, let us briefly recall the

historical development of the theory of the atom. Rutherford's classical model pictures an

atom as consisting of a heavy positively charged nucleus surrounded by electrons moving in

an attractive Coulomb potential. It is well known that this is a classically unstable situation.

Classical dynamics predicts that the electrons will radiate continuously and spiral rapidly
into the nucleus as they lose energy (see first picture in Figure 1.1). Bohr provided some

resolution of this problem by postulating that there were certain stationary states in which

the electron could orbit the nucleus without losing energy (see second picture in Figure 1.1).

The dynamical equilibrium of the systems in the stationary states can be
discussed by the help of the ordinary (quantum) mechanics, while the passing of

the systems between different stationary states cannot be treated on that basis.
N. Bohr

This was an important discovery in the early years of quantum theory and explained the

mystery of the Hydrogen spectrum that existed at the time, as well as giving us some un¬

derstanding of the stability of atoms. This supports the idea that a fundamental structural
difference between quantum and classical systems lies in the dynamics, leading us to propose

the following definition of a classical system
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Figure 1.1: The quantum/classical boundary and stationary states

Definition 19 A physical system described in accordance with Postulate 1 is said to be clas¬

sical if:

1. The Hilbert space of the system is a direct integral of a family of trivial Hilbert spaces

Tt® —

2. The time evolution is derivable from classical equation of motion in the manner pre¬

scribed earlier, e.g. with the Hamiltonian generator given by equations (1-41) or (1.57).

The first condition implies the existence of superselection rules and the commutivity

of all observables. In this approach we find that, contrary to the common definition [28,

29] (p311) the commutivity of all observables is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for

the definition of classical systems. We propose that the dynamics must also be classical. A

distinguishing feature of classical dynamics is revealed in the conditions required for pure

states to be stationary. For a Hamiltonian system a pure state in the supersector H(7o) is

stationary if and only if the Hamiltonian generator Hg vanishes on H(70)- This is generally
not the case for the mixed quantum systems discussed in the following sections.
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1.4 Standard quantum systems

For classical systems the Hilbert space has a non-trivial decomposition. A Hilbert space with

a trivial decomposition describes a standard quantum system.

Definition 20 A physical system, is called a standard quantum system if the Hilbert space hi®
associated with it in accordance with Postulate 1 has a trivial decomposition, i.e., hi® = H(0)

for some Hilbert space hi{0) , and if the dynamics follows that of orthodox quantum mechanics.

Standard quantum systems thus possess the following orthodox quantum mechanical features:

1. We are used to the fact that the Hilbert space of a standard quantum system has no

mixed vectors. It follows directly that a system is a standard quantum system only if

there are no superselection rules. We say that such a system is purely quantum, since

it possesses all the standard quantum properties and has no classical characteristics.

In particular we have an unrestricted superposition principle, since all vectors are pure

vectors, so any linear combination of vectors is itself once again a pure vector, describing
a pure state. States are generated by statistical operators which are density operators

and pure states are generated by one-dimensional projectors.

2. One-dimensional subspaces of hi® = hi(0) are in one-to-one correspondence with pure

states.

3. Selfadjoint operators in hi® = H(0) are in one-to-one correspondence with physical

observables and we have non-commuting observables.

4. Time evolution of pure states is determined by the standard Schrodinger equation with

the Hamiltonian generator coinciding with the Hamiltonian representing the energy of

the system. This evolution is not derived from any classical equation of motion in the

manner described in the preceding sections. The Hamiltonian generator here may be

obtained by quantising the classical Hamiltonian in the standard manner, but not by

using equations (1.41), (1.54) or (1.57).

Crucially, standard quantum systems have pure stationary states that exist without having

the Hamiltonian generator vanishing on them.
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1.5 Mixed quantum systems

The mixed quantum regime lies in the grey area between the two extremes of classical and

standard quantum systems and we shall formally defined mixed quantum systems as follows.

Definition 21 A physical system described in accordance with Postulate 1 is called a mixed

quantum system if it possesses superselection rules but is not classical.

We will refer to a mixed quantum system as being an equilibrium system if pure states

evolve into pure states within a supersector and if standard quantum mechanical evolution

applies within each supersector. Otherwise we shall call the mixed quantum system an

inequilibrium system.

For a mixed quantum system the Hilbert space H® has a non-trivial decomposition so

that some vectors will be mixed. The superposition principle no longer has unrestricted

validity and the observables represented by diagonalisable operators will commute with all

other observables. This leads to the emergence of classical properties in the mixed quantum

systems in the guise of classical observables. By definition an equilibrium system is a union of

disjoint standard quantum systems where the Ilamiltonian generator and Hamiltonian of the

system coincide. In other words, each supersector behaves as a standard quantum system.

Generally, it is easy to distinguish a mixed quantum system from a classical system,

since some of the observables in a mixed quantum system will not commute. The distinction

becomes less obvious for the exceptional mixed quantum systems where all the supersectors

are one-dimensional and all observables commute: the dynamics are then seen to be the

distinguishing feature. We shall now introduce some mixed quantum systems which possess

one-dimensional supersectors.

1.5.1 Continuous integral decompositions and quantum circuits as mixed

quantum systems

The contention is that a number of superconducting circuits, often referred to as quantum

circuits, may be regarded as exceptional cases of mixed quantum systems for which all observ¬
ables commute. In Chapters 2 and 3 we formulate a quantisation scheme to deal with these

quantum circuits, and have treated some well-known circuit configurations [1, 2, 31, 32, 33].
These systems provide examples of both equilibrium and inequilibrium mixed quantum sys¬

tems.
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Equilibrium systems

1. DC Josephson effect in two long superconductors linked by a Josephson junction. For

this system we imagine two long superconducting wires separated by a thin insulating

layer. Experimentally it has been found that this system can support a DC supercur-

rent indefinitely without there being any voltage applied across the insulating layer,

a phenomenon known as the DC Josephson effect [34]. In Chapter 2 we discuss this

m
Thin insulating layer

V
s
i

i-

Superconductors

Figure 1.2: Ideal Josephson junction

system, and systems which share this geometry, in greater detail. In that chapter we

develop a model of this system based upon the macroscopic wave function approach

[35, 36] to superconductivity, where the condensate is treated as a quasi-particle, of
mass m and charge q — 2e twice that of an electron, described by a one-particle wave

function. The current, /, in the DC Josephson effect is found to obey to following
relation

/ = io sin A, (1.60)

where Io is the critical current and A corresponds to the phase difference across the

junction between the macroscopic wave functions Ti and T2 which describe the su¬

perconducting condensates. In our approach we find that each value of A is associated

with a supercurrent through the relation above, but we also find that each A defines

a selfadjoint momentum, current and kinetic energy operator. Since each A and hence

each current value has associated with it its own operators we find that different values

for the phase difference correspond to different standard quantum systems. In other
words the superconducting system's Hilbert space has the form of a direct integral of

supersectors in accordance with Postulate 1; with each value of the phase A correspond¬

ing to a different supersector (see Chapter 2 for more details). For the DC effect all
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superconducting states are stationary states with evolution entirely within the same su-

persector. This system is clearly an equilibrium system. Its dynamics are not derivable

from a classical equation of motion according to equations (1.41) or (1.57).

2. A thick superconducting ring interrupted by a DC Josephson junction. We also discuss

a thick superconducting ring interrupted by a Josephson junction in Chapter 2. We find

that this systems behaves in a manner directly analogous with the discussion presented

above for the DC Josephson junction between two long superconductors, so we shall

leave a detailed discussion of this system until then. It is enough to say that this system

is an equilibrium system with each A corresponding to a supersector in a direct integral
Hilbert space and a stationary state supercurrent.

The argument presented here and for the system detailed above is supported by our

intuitive understanding of currents in superconducting systems. We know that a super-

current is a macroscopic quantity, in the sense that we can always measure it experimen¬

tally as the position of a pointer on a meter, say. We are never physically presented with

a system that exists in a superposition of current states so we could expect that each

supercurrent state should reside within its own supersector. The DC effect describe the

situation where we have constant currents, we would expect that this situation would

correspond to equilibrium states. The interesting thing about the method presented in

Chapter 2 when coupled with the Hilbert space formalism presented in this chapter, is

that we find the description of this system in these terms provides us with the super-

sectors, the equilibrium dynamics and the Josephson equation (1.60), with no ad hoc

assumptions. A discussion of the synergy of these two methods will be presented in

Chapter 5.

3. The DC SQUID [37]. This important circuit configuration is discussed in detail in [33],
and also falls into the equilibrium mixed quantum system category2.

Inequilibrium systems

For the case of two long superconductors linked by a junction, the DC Josephson effect
concerns the flow of a supercurrent through an insulating junction in the absence of a potential

difference across it. Applying a constant voltage across the junction produces a sinusoidal

2SQUID = superconducting quantum interference device.
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supercurrent

/ = /osinA(£). \(t) = ^A(O) , (1.61)
where A(0) is the initial phase difference, V is the applied voltage and e is the charge of an

electron. We know this behaviour as the AC Josephson effect. The DC Josephson equation

may be recovered from equation (1.61) by setting V = 0. We can see that this is an in-

equilibrium system since the current changes with time. This would then push us between
the supersectors, which we saw above were, associated with each of the currents in the DC

system.

The thick ring configuration with a Josephson junction presented above also provides us

with an example of an inequilibrium system. When we place the thick superconducting ring

system in an external magnetic field which varies with time, or when a DC voltage is applied

directly across the Josephson junction, an AC Josephson effect occurs. We then have an

inequilibrium situation analogous to the one presented above.

1.5.2 Discrete sum decompositions and mixed quantum systems

If the integration measure is discrete, we saw in section 1.1.2 that the direct integral in

Postulate 1 reduces to a direct sum 7i.® = On Tt(jn). Recall that in this situation, there are

pure vectors and pure regular states, as well as mixed vectors and states.

Direct sum Hilbert spaces have been used to model the following systems:

1. Measuring devices: Direct sum Hilbert spaces are used here because they include mixed

vectors, and also because these systems allow a pure state to evolve into a mixture [4].

2. Thick superconducting ring in a static external magnetic field: The total magnetic flux

enclosed by the ring in these systems is quantised in multiples of the flux quantum

4>o = h/2e, and there is no expectation that a superposed state of different magnetic

flux quanta will ever be found. An explicit model of this system can be found in

[31]. In that model, the system's Hilbert space is a direct sum of one-dimensional

supersectors TL{^n), each corresponding to a different quantised magnetic flux n<I>o. A

pure (superconducting) state corresponding to the quantised flux nd>0 is described by
a unit pure vector ipn e H{jn), or equivalently, the statistical operator S® = Dn. This
is a physical system with a discrete superselection rule, and superconducting states

corresponding to different enclosed flux values are incoherent.

The superconducting states in this thick superconducting ring are also stationary states,

since the situation is an equilibrium one. The Hamiltonian generator Hg coincides
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with the Hamiltonian //®, with ipn as its eigenvectors. We have shown that Hy<pn =

En(pn, En 7^ 0 [31], and the explicit time dependence of the stationary state is ipnt =

^nexp(—iEnt). It follows that the dynamics are not classical and this is a mixed

quantum system rather than a classical system, despite the fact that all observables

commute.
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1.6 Concluding remarks

We have presented a unified Hilbert space treatment of classical, standard quantum and

mixed quantum systems. Classical properties are formalised in a Hilbert space structure

through superselection rules and modified dynamics. This is not the only mathematical

language in which this has been attempted [38, 39], but our formalism makes clear the
essential differences and similarities between the three types of system. We modelled various

physical systems within the formalism and used various explicit examples to illustrated some

of the fundamental concepts involved, such as the classical/quantum divide. We also used

physical examples to illustrated the improved resolution of mixed quantum systems afforded
to us by this formalism. We also clarified the distinction between the Hamiltonian and
the Hamiltonian generator for mixed quantum systems, where we saw that the Hamiltonian

generator was not necessarily an observable of the system.

The theory presented in this chapter also enables us to establish models for composite

systems whose elements fall into one of our three catagories. For example, consider the

coupling of a standard quantum system and a classical system. First we introduce the product

Hilbert space

H® = Hq®H%, (1.62)

where

1. H® is the Hilbert space for a classical particle. H® is decomposable as

rffi
ft® = J ft(q,P)dqdp, (1.63)

where H(q,p) are all one-dimensional spaces and correspond to the classical supersec-

tors.

2. Hq is the Hilbert space corresponding to the standard quantum system.

The product space H® then inherits a superselection rule from the classical system and is

decomposable in the form:

H® = J Hq <8>H(q,p)dqdp, (1-64)
with the elements Hq <g>H(q,p) corresponding to the supersectors of the coupled system. A

pure state for the coupled system then corresponds to a pure state of the quantum system

associated with a definite position and momentum for the classical particle. The evolution of
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the coupled system is then extremely interesting because the classical constituent forces the

generator of evolution for the coupled system not to be the standard Hamiltonian.
A simple model Hamiltonian generator for the coupled system is

Hg = H°Qg ®ic + iQ®H°Cg + k (h!q ® H'c) , (1.65)

where Ic and Iq are the identity operators on H(q,p) and Hq respectively. Hqg and H^,g
are respectively the free Hamiltonian generators of the quantum and classical systems, and
k is a coupling constant with the coupling interaction lik ® Hq. This generator gives the
correct free evolution for each system and a coupled classical quantum evolution. Let us apply
this coupling to a model in quantum measurement situation. Consider the situation where
the quantum system, on which we want to perfom a measurement, is described by a two-
dimensional Hilbert space Hq. The observable we wish to measure, A, has two orthonormal
eigenvectors |+) and |—), which form a basis in Hq, corresponding to eigenvalues 1 and—1.
The measuring device we represent by our classical particle, which we shall identify with the
pointer on a meter. The position of our classical particle then represents the position of the
pointer on the meter. In order to turn our coupled system into a measuring device, it is
essential to first put a scale on our meter. Let us assume that before the measurement we

start with the pointer in the centre of the meter, which shall correspond to the particle being
at the origin. If, after the measurement, the particle is positioned on the positive half of the
real line, then we say that we have measured the eigenvalue 1. Movement to the opposite
half of the real line then corresponds to a measurement of the eigenvalue —1.

We start the measurement process with the system in the pure state corresponding to the

generalised eigenvector

= J (ci |+) + c2 |-» ®6{q)6(p)cp(q,p)dqdp, (1.66)
with ci,C2 e C and |ci|2 + |c212 = 1- This represents the quantum system in a coherent
superposition of the eigenvectors of the observable A we wish to measure, with the pointer

neutrally positioned at the centre of the meter. To perform the measurement, ignoring the
free motion during the measurement interaction, we take the Hamiltonian generator to be

Hg&® = J A(a |+) +c2|-)) ® <f(q,p)dqdp, (1.67)
solving the Schrodingcr equation

ih%-*® =Hg*®, (L68)
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we find the state at time t to be

/•©
ci\+}®6(q-t)6(p)(p(q,p)dqdp (1.69)

/*©

+ / C2 |-) <8> S(q + t)6(p)<p(q,p)dqdp. (1-70)

This corresponds to a mixed state, with a probability |ci|2 of finding the pointer to the

right, i.e., of measuring the eigenvalue 1, and a probability |c2| = 1 — |ci|2 of finding the

pointer to the left, i.e., of measuring the eigenvalue —1. We have therefore successfully made

a measurement of the observable in question with the above probabilities of getting either

one of the two possible values. This model involves a measuring device with a continuous

superselection rule, and may be compared with the usual model with a discrete superselection

rule [4]. A Hilbert space formalism of classical mechanical systems has also been used to

facilitate the study of the coupling between measuring devices and quantum systems in the

following references [40, 41].

Apart from superconducting circuits some new low-dimensional nano-structures and novel

nano-electronic devices [42] may well turn out to be the latest examples of mixed quantum

systems, which can loosely be termed macroscopic quantum systems. If this is found to be

true, then the formalism of mixed quantum systems is likely to provide a good description of

their behaviour.

As well as improving our understanding of composite mixed quantum systems we have seen

that this formalism has redefined the traditional boundary between classical and quantum

systems and has provided an improved resolution of the area at the boundary.
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Selfadjoint extensions and point
interactions

In this chapter we introduce a theory to analyse single point interactions in one-dimension.

This theory brings together three seemingly disjoint areas from mathematics and physics in

a way which proves to be rigorous and enlightening. The three elements which make up this

method are discussed presently.

The mathematical tool of selfadjoint extension theory, is the first element needed to

appreciate our method. The origins of this method can be attributed to von Neumann's work

in 1929 [43]. We shall discuss von Neumann's contribution to this field as an introduction to

the rest of this chapter.

An understanding of the quantisation problem is the second element needed to appreciate

our theory. The problem is that when one tries to find a quantum system to correspond to

a particular classical system, non-uniqueness is unavoidable. However our method harnesses

this non-uniqueness to provide a desirable flexibility.

The third and final area is the rigorous analysis of point interactions. It has previously

been a non-trivial task to present a well defined Hamiltonian operator for some point inter¬

actions in quantum mechanics. Specifically, the ^'-potential has caused significant confusion

and difficulty. Our theory furnishes us with an improved understanding of some of these

point interactions in various geometries.

We begin the presentation of our scheme with a discussion about what it means for a

particular operator to be selfadjoint and how this selfadjointness can be manipulated in a

useful way. The work presented here and in the following two chapters form part of a strong

argument for the introduction of selfadjoint extension theory into mainstream quantum theory

47
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as a basic analytical tool. We find that the scheme which is presented in this chapter forms the

beginning of an intuitive and general quantisation tool which is applicable to a wide range

of systems, and can provide an accurate description of physical phenomena from simple

scattering problems to superconducting systems.
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2.1 Basic introduction to selfadjoirit extension theory

2.1.1 Hermitian vs symmetric vs selfadjoint

Given a Hilbert space H, an operator A is Hermitian if

(A<f> | ift) = {(ft | Atp) for all (ft, ipeV(A), (2.1)

where V(A) is the domain of the operator A.

If A is Hermitian and V{A) is dense in TL then A is called symmetric. It is clear that if A is

symmetric then V(A) C V{Ap.

A symmetric operator A is called selfadjoint if A = .A with V(A) = V(Ap.

2.1.2 A selfadjoint operator, its domain and boundary conditions

We have seen that an operator with a given differential expression can be either Hermitian,

symmetric or selfadjoint depending on the characteristics of its domain. In this section we

will introduce, with the aid of an explicit example, the important connection between the

domain of an operator and boundary conditions.

Consider the operator P in L2(0,27r) given by

P(ft{x) =-ih(2.2)
ax

with

P(P) = ^4>(x) : (ft(x) £ AC'(0,2ir),e L2{0,2tt) with cft(G) = (ft{2rc) = Cij , (2.3)
where AC(0,2n) stands for the set of absolutely continuous functions on the interval (0,27r).
This operator is Hermitian. In fact we have

^ ^ r2n r2n
{(ft | Pip) — (P(ft | ift) = —ih / (ft*(x)ip'(x)dx — ih (ft'* {x)ip{x)dxJ0 Jo

r2ir
= -ih {(ft*(x)ip'(x)dx + (ft'*(x)ip{x)) dxJo

= -ih [Jo

2n d{(ft*{x)ip{x))
dx
i2TT

= -ih[(ft*(x)ip{x) Jo71
= -ih {(ft*{2n)ift{2-K) — (ft*{0)7p{0)),

where a prime indicates differentiation with respect to x, and the last expression vanishes

because of the definition of the domain of P. It is well known that the infinitely differentiable
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functions of compact support on the interval (0,2n) form a dense set in P2(0,27r) [44], It

follows that T>{P) is dense in L2(0,2ir). Therefore we find that P is in fact symmetric. Let

us now show that P 7^ P* because V(P) ^ X>(pt).
Since P is symmetric there exists an adjoint operator pt that obeys the following

r2ir r2n . . *

—ih / 4>*(x)ip'(x)dx = / \^P^(f)(x)j ip(x)dx (2.4)
r2ir

= / C(x)ip(x)dx, (2.5)
Jo

for some, yet to be determined function, £(x) and where ip(x) G P(P). This can be rewritten

as follows

/•2tr r2it ( d \ fx i
-ih / <p*(x)tp\x)dx = —ih / xp(x) (— — / —£,(x)dxJo Jo \dx l Jo h

+ C dx,

where C is a constant. Integrating by parts, and remembering that ijj(x) € T>(P) we find
r2ir f2-it / rx i \ *

-ih J 4>*{x)xl)'(x)dx — —ih J ip'(x) (J —£(x)dx — Cj dx, (2.6)
or equivalently

—ih J ip'(x) ^<f>(x) — J j£{x)dx + C^j dx — 0. (2.7)
The last expression must hold for all values of ip'(x), and it follows that

<f>(x) — f ^(x)dx + C — 0, (2.8)Jo h

and hence differentiating with respect to x we find that

((x) =-ih(2.9)

Since £(x) = P^<f>(x), it has been shown that pt has the following operator definition

pt = -iftA. (2.10)
dx

with a domain defined by

D(pt) = j^z) : (j)(x) G AC(0, 2tt), ^ G L2(0, 2tt) j . (2.11)
That is, without the boundary condition 4>(2it) — cp(0) = 0. This confirms the fact that P
with the domain stated above, is indeed symmetric and not selfadjoint as V(P) C V(P^).

Now consider again the operator expression
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but this time with the domain

V(P) = ^4>{x) : <p(x) € AC(0, 271"), ^ € c2(0,2n) with (p(2n) = etA0(O) j ,

where A € ft. Following a similar argument to that presented earlier we can write down the

following

(<p | Pip) - (Pep | ip) = (<p* (2n)ip(2n) — (p*(0)ip(0)), (2-13)

where ip G V(P). Since ip is in the domain of P we see that

(<p | Pip) - (P<p | ip) = -ihip(0) U*(2n)eiX - 0*(O)) , (2.14)
for P to be symmetric we require the functions in the domain of P^ to obey the boundary
condition

(P(2tt) = eiX(p(0), (2.15)

this is the same boundary condition as the one imposed on the domain of P and hence P is

actually selfadjoint.

We have now seen how the domain of an operator and in particular the boundary condi¬

tions can affect the selfadjointness of the operator. Since the boundary conditions contain one

unknown parameter we say that P possesses a one-parameter family of selfadjoint extensions.

The word extensions is used because, as we have seen, we are able to produce a selfadjoint

operator from a symmetric one by extending its domain until it becomes equal to the domain
of its adjoint.

Although this method allows us to produce selfadjoint extensions it is not very instruc¬

tive, as it cannot tell us whether the extensions we have found are the most general ones.

Fortunately the one-parameter family we presented in detail above, is in fact the most general
extension. In the next sections we introduce the ideas of deficiency spaces, Cayley transforms
and the von Neumann method for calculating the most general selfadjoint extensions for any

given symmetric operator.

2.1.3 Selfadjoint extensions, deficiency spaces and the Cayley transform

We have already learned that some symmetric operators possess selfadjoint extensions. We
have seen explicitly how these extensions manifest themselves in the domain of the operator

in question. We have also seen a crude method for proving that a certain boundary condition
does indeed correspond to a selfadjoint extension. In this section we will discuss deficiency
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spaces, deficiency indices and the Cayley transform of a symmetric operator and how they

reinterpret the task of finding extensions.

Deficiency spaces and deficiency indices

First, for an arbitrary linear operator dona Hilbert space TL. The set

T(d) = {z e C : there exists a function k(z) > 0 such that (2-16)

||(zi — A)(p\\ > k(z)\\({)\\ for all (peT>(A)}, (2-17)
is called the regularity domain of A (note that I is the identity operator on TL). There exists
a specific regularity domain of a symmetric operator T that has two important properties

which are of particular relevance here. The regularity domain we are most interested in is the
one where we take 2 G C \ R. We see by direct calculation that for z — fi + iu with /x, i/elR,
v 0 and (p e D(T)

\\{zl - T)(p\\2 = \\{vJ-f)<P\\2 + v2M\\2 + iv(^I-f)<j>\(j>)
—iv{<t> I (/i? -

and since T is symmetric we have

||(zl - TW = IKmJ - T)cpf + u2U\\2. (2.18)

We see that this satisfies the defining conditions of a regularity domain if we set k(z) = \v\.
For this specific example the regularity domain associated with the symmetric operator T

is split into two disjoint halves, corresponding to 2 being in the upper or lower complex

half-planes1.
This example of a regularity domain, and the fact that it is split into two halves will be

seen to be important later. Another abstract concept that needs to be defined, before we

can discuss the Cayley transform and its relevance to selfadjoint extensions, is the concept of

deficiency spaces and deficiency indices. In the definition of the regularity domain we have
been discussing the operator (zl — T). We label the subspace that is associated with the

range of this operator by 1Z(zI —T). The deficiency space is then the orthogonal complement
of 7Z(zl - T) in TL. That is, the subspace 77.(2? — T)x is called the deficiency space of T
and 2. The dimension n of the deficiency space 7Z(zM — T)1- is called the deficiency index

xNote that the operator (zJF — T) with 2 defined in this way, will be injective i.e., (zE — T)cf> = 0 if and

only if 4> = 0. This implies that (zH — T) possesses an inverse which allows us to define the Cayley transform
later.
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of T and z. It is then possible to show [45] that n is constant over any connected subsets

of r(T), if T is symmetric. We have seen that the regularity domain under consideration
here has two connected subsets, the upper and lower half-planes. It follows that T has two

deficiency indices. The deficiency indices are crucial in characterising the types of extensions

available for a given symmetric operator. Since the deficiency indices are constant over the
whole of the upper and lower half-planes it is enough just to consider the following deficiency

spaces 7Z(il - T)1- and 7Z(—iI — Tas being representative of the whole of the regularity
domain. We label the deficiency indices for the upper and lower half-planes by n+ and n_

respectively.

Cayley transform

Now that we have introduced the basic concepts and structures associated with the relevant

regularity domains and deficiency spaces we are in a position to discuss the Cayley transform.
Let T be a symmetric operator on a Hilbert space. The Cayley transform of T is defined

by the equality

V = (il - T)(-if - f)-1 = -(if - T)(il + f)~K (2.19)

V is therefore a linear operator from 7Z(-iI — T) onto TZ(iI — T). The Cayley transform of f
is an isometric mapping of 7Z(-it - T) onto 7Z(il - f). That is, for every ip = (-it - T)4> €

1Z(—iI -T) = V(V) we have

\\vn2 = H(if - T)(-ii - f)-Vll2 = ||(if - f)0||2
= II0II2 + \\T(p\\2 = \\(-iI-f)(p\\2 = \\ipf.

The range 7Z(I - V) is dense in H, and

T = i(I + V)(I - V)~x. (2/20)

In particular, T is uniquely determined by V.

It is clear that 7Z(V) = lZ(il — T). We have

i-v = i + (ii -f)(ii + T)-1
= {(if + f) + (il -f)}(il + T)-1
= 2i(il + T)~\

and similarly

t + V = t - (il - T)(il + T)'1 = 2T(iI + T)_1. (2.21)
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In particular, 71(1 - V) = V(T) is dense, J - V is injective, and

T = i(I + V)(I -V)-1. (2.22)

The operator V is unitary if and only if T>(V) = 7Z(V) = 7i. That is, if and only if

7l(il — T)= 7l(-il - T) == H. (2.23)

We would like to prove that T is selfadjoint if and only if V is unitary. To do this we need

to show that 7Z(il — T)= 7Z(—it — T)— 7~i if and only if T is selfadjoint.
First we can prove that given that 7Z(il —T) = 7Z(—iI — T) = H , T is selfadjoint. As T

is symmetric we have V(T) C V(T^), it is enough to prove that V(T^) C V(T). To this end,
let ip G P(Tl) and let

ipo = (il -f)~l(iJ (2.24)

Then we have ipo € V(T) c V(T^) and Ttpo — T^tpo and the following is then true

(il-ff)(0-Vo) = (il-ftW-(il-ft)ipo
= (il - f)ipo - (if - f)ipo
= 0.

Therefore

ip- ip0 (2.25)

where Af(A) is the null space of the operator A. Now given fl> e T>(T), consider the following

expression

((-if-T)tf | $) =0. (2.26)

We can see that (—il — T)T e 7Z(—iI — T) and for the equality to be true we must have
$ G 7Z(—iI — T)-1. Now we find that

<(-TI - T)T | $) = (tf | (if - Tf)$) = 0. (2.27)

For this to be true for all tl' we need (it — T^)<3> = 0. So then <I> G 7Z(—iI — T)1- if and only
if G M(il — T^). We have derived the relationship

N(il-Tf) = 7l(-il -T)L. (2.28)
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We can now use this relation, equation (2.25) and our assumption that 7Z(—iI — T) = H to

generate the following argument

ip-^0e N(il - ff) = R(-ii - T)x =HX = {0}. (2.29)

thus ip = ipo & T>(T). This shows that given — T) = H, T is selfadjoint, the same

argument holds for 1Z(iI — T)=H. We now go on to prove the reverse relation.
If we can show that given a selfadjoint operator T, 1Z(±H — T)L = {0}, then this is

equivalent to the result we want. Now we can see that if ip <E 7Z(±il — T)x we have xj) e

Af((±il — T)l) = 7V(=FiI — T). Since T is selfadjoint, T has no non-real eigenvalues, thus

ip — 0 and therefore 7Z(±iI — T)x = {0} which implies 7Z(±iJ — T) = H as required.
The result of all these manipulations has been to clarify the relationship between a sym¬

metric operator, its Cayley transform and selfadjoint extensions. We have found that there
is a unique one-to-one relation between the operator T and its Cayley transform, and the

operator will be selfadjoint if and only if the corresponding Cayley transform is unitary. We

have converted the problem of finding selfadjoint extensions for a given symmetric operator

into finding unitary extensions for its Cayley transform.

Let T be a closed symmetric operator on a Hilbert space2, and let V denote its Cayley
transform. Consider the following three statements

a) V' is the Cayley transform of a closed symmetric extension T' of T if and only if the

following holds: There exist closed subspaces of TZ(iI — T)x and T+ of 7Z(—iI-T)1-
and an isometric mapping V of F+ onto T- for which

V{V') = 7l(-il - T') = 7^(-^J - f) © T+ (2.30)

V'{ip + (/)) = V*p + V(f> for xl) e 7Z(—iI —T),<j>£ T+ (2.31)

7^(C/) = 7Z(ii - f') = 7Z(il - T) © T- ■ (2.32)

The spaces W+ and have the same dimension.

b) The operator V' in part a) is unitary (i.e. T' is selfadjoint) if and only if T- =

7Z{il - f)x and F+ = K(-iI - T)x.

c) T possesses selfadjoint extensions if and only if its deficiency indices are equal.

2T is closed if and only if the following holds: If 4>„ is a sequence of vectors in V(T) that is convergent in the
Hilbert space and the sequence T<f>n is also convergent in the Hilbert space, then we have limn^oo <pn € V(T)
and T (limn—>00 ) — limn—►oo (T(fin J •
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The proofs of the three statements above go as follows

a) If V' has the given form, then V' is obviously an isometric mapping of lZ(—iI — T)
onto 7Z(il — T) ® Al. Since V is an isomorphism of F+ onto Al, we have dim JF+ =

dimAl. If V' is the Cayley transform of a symmetric extension T' of f, then put

T- = 7^(^^ - V) © 7l(il - f), = K(-iI - T') © 7£(-iI - f), and C = V' .
■©-

b) f' is unitary if and only if V(V') — H = 1Z(V'), i.e., if and only if ^ = 7Z(—ii - T)-1-
and = 7^(^^ - f)x.

c) By a) and b) the operator V possesses a unitary extension if and only if there exists

an isometric mapping V of 1Z(—H — T)x onto 7Z(il — T)1-. This happens if and only
if dim7Z{-iI - f)x = dimK(il - f)-1.

The precise details of this argument may be found in [45, 46]. This is then the basis of two

formulae, courtesy of von Neumann, for constructing selfadjoint extensions.

2.1.4 Constructing selfadjoint extensions by von Neumann's method

In this section we wish to give the explicit construction of the selfadjoint extensions of a

symmetric operator with equal deficiency indices. For a closed symmetric operator T on the

Hilbert space 7i we set

M+ = .Af(ii - ff) = 7Z{-iI - f)x, (2.33)

AC = A= 7^(^J - f)±. (2.34)

The first formula of von Neumann

Let f be a closed symmetric operator on a Hilbert space. Then

2>(ft) = V(T) + N+ + A/1, (2.35)

and

Ct(/o + g+ + <?-) = Tfo + ig+ — ig- for /o € T>{T), g+ € A/+, g~ € A/1.

This formula of von Neumann's can be proved to be true in the following way. Since

A/+ C 77>(ft) and A/1 C D(Tt), we obviously have T>(f) + A/+ +A/1 C P(ft). We can show
that we have equality here, i.e., every / 6 D(Tt) can be written in the form f — fo+g++g~
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with /o G V(f), g+ € M+ and g- G AC. To this end, let / e 2?(ft), then we can decompose

(—il - ff/ into its components in A/+ and in A= 7Z(—iI — T), i.e.,

(_iI_ft)/ = (-iI-f)/0+p, HJ-ft)/oG7i(-il-f),pGJV+- (2.36)

Since T^fo = Tfo and T^g = ig, we then have (with 5+ = ig/2)

ft(/ - /o - 5+) = ft/ - f/o + |. (2.37)
We can see from (2.36) that

f1- f/o = -i/ + ifo ~ 9. (2.38)

Substituting this into (2.37) we find that

ft(/ - /o - 5+) = -if + ifo - | = ~i(f - fo - <?+)• (2-39)
If we set g_ = f - f0- g+, then G AC and / = /0 + 5+ + 5--

It remains to prove that the sum is direct, i.e., that the relation 0 = fo + g+ + </_,

fo G T>(T), g+ G A/+ and g~ G AC implies fo = g+ = g~ = 0. It follows from the equality
0 = fo + g+ + g- that

0 = T\fo + g+ + g~) = T fo + ig+ — ig~■ (2.40)

We obtain from this that

(il - f)/0 = -i(g+ + gJ) + i{g+ - g-) = -2ig_ (2.41)

and

(-ii - f)/o = 2ig+ (2.42)

consequently, (/_ G AC n TZ(il — T) — {0}, g+ G A/+ D 7Z(—iI — T) = {0}. Therefore,

g- = g+ = 0, and thus /o = 0.

The second formula of von Neumann

Let T be a closed symmetric operator on a Hilbert space:

a) T' is a closed symmetric extension of f if and only if the following holds: There are

closed subspaces T+ of Af+ and of AC and an isometric mapping V of JF+ ont° F-

such that

V(f')=V(f) + {g + Vg:gef+} (2.43)
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and

T'Uo+g + Vg) = Tfo + ig-iVg

= f\f0 + g + Vg) for /„ € V(T), g G F+.

b) T' is selfadjoint if and only if = Af+ and = J\[_.

Given the definition of V' and V given earlier we have

v(f) = n(i - v') = (I - v')v{v') = (i - v') (v(v) + r+)
= (I - V)'D(V) + (I - V)F+

= -D(T) + {g-Vg
The sum is direct, as : g € JF+j c JT+ + A"_ C A/+ + A/"_. Since T' cf', we have

T'(/o + 5 - Vg) = ft(/0 + g - Vg) = Tf0 + ig + (2.44)

for all /o G 2?(T) and g G JF+. The assertion follows by taking C = — V".
As long as the subspaces M+ and J\f- are known, the formulae presented above enable

us to determine all closed symmetric extensions (in particular all selfadjoint extensions) of a

symmetric operator. Note that these formulae generate an n2-parameter family of extensions,

independent real parameters [45, 46].
Note that it is possible to have a symmetric operator with deficiency indices that are not

equal. In these cases no selfadjoint extensions exist. However, there are still some important

mathematical definitions we can make with symmetric operators of this type. In particular for

each of these symmetric operators we can define a maximal symmetric operator. A maximal

symmetric operator is a symmetric operator which has no proper symmetric extensions. This

means that, although we cannot find extensions for these symmetric operators which are

selfadjoint, the largest possible extension we can make for each of these symmetric operators

corresponds to a maximal symmetric operator. It is always possible to find a maximal

symmetric operator for any symmetric operator whose deficiency indices do not coincide.
We can see that maximal symmetric operators naturally present themselves in quantum

theory. Consider the radial momentum operator, pr, in L2(R2), which has the differential
form

where n is the value of the deficiency indices, because V is an n x n matrix with n x n

(2.45)
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this operator is in fact a maximal symmetric operator [47]. We shall come across other

physical manifestations of maximal symmetric operators later in this thesis. The important

point to note here is that it is not just selfadjoint operators which are relevant to quantum

theory.
In the next section we use our knowledge of selfadjoint extensions in a method called

quantisation by parts which has many physical applications as we shall see.
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2.2 Point interactions, quantisation by parts and boundary
conditions on a two-branch circuit

Traditionally, point interaction problems in quantum mechanics are treated in the physics

literature, by solving the Schrodinger equation containing an appropriate potential term. In

this chapter we discuss a systematic quantisation scheme, known as the method of quantisa¬

tion by parts, which provides a general method for dealing with single point interactions in

one-dimension, namely by reducing the problem to boundary conditions. Our method can

also be applied to superconducting systems like those concerning Josephson and the recently

discovered 7r-junctions [48], as well as single electron circuit systems [49].
In quantum scattering theory it is sometimes appropriate to consider a scattering po¬

tential that is strongly localised. Point interaction models3 are an extreme idealisation of
this and describe physical systems where the potential is not constant only at a countable

number of isolated points. Modifying these basic idealisations by various perturbations and

approximations we can describe more complicated and realistic interactions. A variety of

results in the fields of solid state physics, nuclear physics, many-body theories and quantum

statistical mechanics can trace their origins to point interactions. A rigorous mathematical

treatment of a variety of point interactions is given in the monograph by Albeverio et al [50].
The method of quantisation by parts was originally introduced to deal with quantum

circuits [1, 2, 33, 51, 52, 53, 54]; in general a circuit does not have a geometry with a manifold

structure, which renders conventional methods of quantisation inapplicable. In this chapter

we will show that this method can lead to the description of a surprising variety of single

point interactions in one-dimension, some of which cannot be easily expressed in the form of

a conventional potential.

A classification of single point interactions will be presented, based on various boundary

conditions arising from quantisation by parts. Some distinguishing properties of each class
of interaction are discussed. It is hoped that despite the abstract mathematical origin of our

analysis of point interactions, this explicit classification will stimulate the identification of

various classes with known point interactions, and the experimental search for new types of

point interactions predicted by the theory. An experimental confirmation of our classification

will then justify the method of quantisation by parts, which can then be generally applied
with confidence to quantum systems constrained to some circuit geometry.

"'Point interactions are also referred to as zero-range potential models, delta interaction models, Fermi

pseudopotential models and contact interaction models.
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2.3 Quantisation by parts, kinetic energy operators and Hamil-

tonians

An important aspect of operator theory, i.e., symmetric operators and their extensions, a

subject not normally encountered in standard quantum mechanics, plays a key role here.
Take the simple example of a one-dimensional case. In the absence of any potential, a

particle of mass m moving in one-dimension along the real line JR has associated with it the

Hilbert space of square-integrable functions L2(JR) on JR. A normalised wave function 0,

describing the state of the particle, is a member of L2(JR). To define an operator in L2(JR)
it is not enough just to give an operator expression. One must also specify the domain on

which the operator acts in order to define the operator.

Let Co°(R) denote the set of infinitely differentiable functions on JR, each of which van¬

ishes outside a closed and bounded interval in JR. Note that Cq°(R) is a dense subset of

L2(JR). Now, consider quantum mechanical operators acting in L2(JR). When the given op¬

erator expression is a differential expression the standard procedure is to let the differential

expression act on Cq°(JR) first. Let the resulting operator be denoted by Aq. Such an opera¬

tor is usually symmetric and not selfadjoint [47]. Hopefully Ao will have a unique selfadjoint
extension. In other words there exists one and only one selfadjoint operator A acting on

domain T>{A) containing Cq°(JR) such that on Cq°(R) the operator A is equal to Ao, i.e.,

A<(> = Aq4> if (j) G Cq°(R). One then concludes that the appropriate quantised operator is A.
Later on we shall come across a new situation when Ao possesses many different selfadjoint

extensions. We shall ignore this non-uniqueness problem for the moment. In the case of

the kinetic energy one would initially introduce the operator Kq defined by the differential

expression

<'■«>

acting on the domain Cq°(R). There is a standard procedure [47] through which one can show

that the resulting operator is symmetric, and it possesses a unique selfadjoint extension, to

be denoted by where the superscript signifies the "free" kinetic energy operator, defined

by the same differential expression (2.46) acting on a bigger domain V(K^) where

V(KM) = {^e L2(JR) :(/>,$'& AC(R),(f>" G L2(JR)} . (2.47)
Note that here a prime denotes the spatial derivative of a quantity. For a free particle

the Hamiltonian operator H^ and the kinetic energy operator Kcoincide4. Generalised
4For two operators to coincide we require both the operator expressions and the domains of operation to
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eigenfunctions5 of = K^ are clearly of the form

ip{x) = d eikx + c2 e~ikx, xeR (2.48)

where c\, C2 <E C and k is real. A useful quantity to relate the wave function and its derivative

at two neighbouring points is the transfer matrix [55, 56]. Generally, let cp(xi),(p'(xi) be the

values of the wave function and its spatial derivative 4>' at the point xi, and let cp(x2), (p'{x2)
be their values at X2■ For the wave function ip given by equation (2.48) the transfer matrix

linking the values of ip and ip' at two points xi, X2 is defined to be the matrix M^ (x 1,2:2)

satisfying

A4(0)(xi, x2)

From equation (2.48) we obtain

^
ip(x 1) \

_ ( ip(x2)
ip'{xi) J I ip'(x2)

(2.49)

/ cosfc(a;2 — Xi) k 1smk(x2~xi) \
M^(x i,x2)= - (2.50)

I — k sink{x2 — x\) cosk(x2 — x\) J
When the wave function and its derivative are continuous, the transfer matrix tends to the

2x2 identity matrix 2 as X\ —> X2, e.g., M^°\xi,X2) —» 2 as X\ —> X2- Note that the matrix

M(°\xi,X2) depends only on the separation (X2 — x\), not on the starting point X\.

Later we will encounter situations where the wave function or its derivative are discontin¬

uous at Xi or X2- In such cases the transfer matrix is meant to relate tp(xi+) and ip'(x\+) to

ip(x2-) and xp'(x2-), where ip{x\+) and ip'(xi+) signifies limiting values as x —> x\ from the

right and ip(x2 ) and ip'(x2~) denote limiting values as x —> X2 from the left. The transfer

matrix relating ip(xi-), ip'(xi_) to ip(x2+), ip'(x2+) will be denoted by curly brackets6, i.e.,

.A/f(0){a;i, X2}.

By a one-dimensional single point interaction we visualise a particle of mass m moving

freely from the far left or from the far right along the real line R — {x € (—00,00)} until it

reaches the origin x = 0 where there is an abrupt change of potential. We could have a step

function potential which is constant on the left and on the right of the origin but at different

values so that a sudden change of potential occurs at the origin. Another obvious example is

be the same.

sThese eigenfunctions are not members of the Hilbert space L2(IR) since they are not square-integrable.

They do not represent any bound state of the system.
"This notation also allows us to define as the transfer matrix relating tp(xi + ), ^'(^1 + ) to

ip(x2 + ), ip'{x2 + )) and {x\,xi) as the transfer matrix relating V(zi-), ip'{xi-) to ip(x2-), il>'{x2-)-
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a <5-function potential at the origin. On reaching the origin, a particle coming from the far
left may have a probability of being reflected as well as being transmitted through the point

potential to move over to the right.
The presence of a point interaction at the origin, such as a step function potential, implies

as a second order differential operator away from the origin where the potential is either zero

or a constant. It follows that its generalised eigenfunctions away from the origin must be
of the form of equation (2.48), with an additional possibility that k may be imaginary. For
a scattering situation with particles incident from the left, the standard physical argument

leads us to restrict the eigenfunctions to the form7

where k\ is real and positive, but R and T could be complex and could be imaginary. For

example, we could have &2 = in, k € R, then we have in effect an exponentially decaying
wave function right of the origin. Clearly the parameters ki,k^,R and T must somehow be
related to the point interaction potential.

The wave function and its derivative may not be continuous. It follows that the transfer

matrix at x = 0 defined to be

is generally not an identity matrix.
Our aim here is to classify point interactions, namely we would like to know how many

physically distinct types of single point interactions there are in one-dimension. The tradi¬
tional method involves writing down the Schrodinger equation with a Hamiltonian containing

the various point interaction potentials put in by hand, as it were [57, 58]. We shall present a

general method, called quantisation by parts, which will bring out the various types of point
interactions automatically.

Mathematically the geometry of a one-dimensional system with a point interaction may

be idealised as the real line R = {x € (—00,00)} broken into two half lines Rq = (—00,0)
and Rq = (0, 00), the point at which the potential abruptly changes being at x = 0. This is

7We have assumed the incident beam to be normalised to one particle per unit volume (see [1] Appendix

that the Hamiltonian for the system H is not equal to the kinetic energy operator Kdefined
earlier in the Hilbert space L2(R). However, apart from a possible additive constant, H acts

(2.51)

lim e,e}, e>0 (2.52)

B).
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referred to as the branch point which separates the real line into two branches B\ = Rq and

Z?2 = Rq- A particle being scattered by this potential is represented by a wave function ip

on the interrupted line Rq = Rq U Rq. The wave function on R^ is denoted by tpi(x) and

by ip2(%) on • Classically, for point interactions, the particle is free when it is on B\ or

on #2 and when restricted to these branches the Hamiltonian would agree with the kinetic

energy, apart from some additive constant. The idea of quantisation by parts is to set up the
kinetic energy operators for the particle on the branches separately first, and then combine
the results to obtain the kinetic energy, and the Hamiltonian for the system as a whole. It

is the different ways of combining the kinetic energy operators on the branches that leads to

different types of point interactions. We shall set this procedure out formally as follows:

1. Partial quantisation. On branch B\ the Hilbert space is taken to be H(Bi) — L2(Rq) of

square-integrable functions defined on Rq . Physical quantities on B\ are then quantised
as operators in 7i{B\). A similar treatment applies on branch B2 where the Hilbert

space is H(B2) = L2(Rq). Consider branch B\ first. The procedure is to introduce
the differential operator for the kinetic energy, denoted by A10, on the set Cq>{B\)
of infinitely differentiate functions on B\ each of which vanishes outside a closed and

bounded interval in B\, i.e., we have

^'0* = "Is 0 V0€Co~(S,). (2.53)
Similarly we have, on B2, the kinetic energy K20 defined on the set Cq°(B2). Note that

K10 and K20 are symmetric and not selfadjoint. This does not matter since this is just

an initial stage of a possibly three-stage quantisation process.

2. Composite quantisation. This involves combining the partially quantised parts into

a single quantised system. Generally this consists of taking the direct sum of the

partially quantised quantities. First, the Hilbert space for the whole system is taken

to be the direct sum8 Hc = H(B\) ®7i{B2). The kinetic energy for the system is

initially taken as Kq = A10 © A20- Here the mathematics becomes intricate. Since
the partially quantised operators K\q in TL(B\) and A20 in H^Bi) are symmetric, their
direct sum Kq will be symmetric and not selfadjoint. In accordance with standard

quantum mechanics we really would like the kinetic energy operator for the system to

be selfadjoint. An obvious way to achieve this is to construct selfadjoint extensions to

8Where throughout this thesis a superscript c will indicate that the operator or Hilbert space in question

is concerned with a composite space formed by the direct sum of two or more constituents.
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Kq. Here we are confronted with a uniqueness problem, i.e., Kq possesses an infinite
number of different selfadjoint extensions in general. This non-uniqueness turns out to

be a blessing, helping us to classify point interactions. As will be seen later, different

types of extensions may be identified with different point interactions. So, by working
out all the extensions we would obtain a classification of point interactions.

Generally, for a differential operator of this type, each selfadjoint extension K^x is

defined by the same operator expression acting on a specific domain T>lx, i.e., different
extensions correspond to different domains. There is a 4-parameter family of selfadjoint
extensions to Kq, and if we assume that our system is dynamically symmetric about
the branch point, x = 0, we can reduce this to a 2-parameter family [1]. Fortunately

we know all these selfadjoint extensions from previous work [1, 2, 51, 52, 53, 54, 59]. ft
turns out that each selfadjoint extension K£x can be specified by boundary conditions
at the branch point on the wave functions in its domain V^x. We can therefore classify

every selfadjoint extension K^x by the behaviour of the wave functions in its domain

V^x at the branch point.

3. Correlations. We may have to correlate several cognate observables on physical grounds

in order to achieve a consistent final theory applicable to a given physical system. For

some systems this stage may not be needed. This third stage of quantisation will be

required in establishing a theory for junctions in superconductive systems.

2.3.1 Experimental approximations to one-dimensional systems

In this chapter and the following one we present analytical models of a variety of systems

whose geometric elements are one-dimensional. In this section we briefly discuss some can¬

didate experimental techniques, evident in recent physics literature, for physically realising

these systems. Many recent advances in nanofabrication have fuelled the hope that electronic

devices can be shrunk from the current micrometer length scales all the way down to sizes

comparible with single-atom or molecular scales. These smaller systems could arguably be
classed as one-dimensional. Carbon nanotubes have recently been patterned onto silicon

wafers in a way that may give rise to their use as ultrafine electrical interconnects and other
devices [60]. A single carbon nanotube has also been used to make a transistor that works
at room temperature [61]. Molecular and atomic wires have been constructed in a variety

of ways: In Israel a DNA molecule has been used to act as a template for growing a 12/jrn

long, lOOnm wide, silver wire [62]. Electrodeposition has evolved to the point where it is now
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possible to construct wires which are 15/rm long and 4nm wide using this method [63, 64]
and finally atomic and molecular wires have also been characterised experimentally [65, 66].

Quasi-one-dimensional structures, such as those manufactured above and superconducting

circuits, will become common place in the nanotechnological world of the future. In this

chapter and the next we shall see that the method of quantisation by parts is a flexible tool

for disclosing the quantum mechanical behaviour of these circuit systems which cannot be

easily treated by conventional quantisation schemes.
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2.4 Selfadjoint boundary conditions and point interactions
on a two-branch circuit

We can classify the dynamically symmetric selfadjoint extensions for the kinetic energy op¬

erator Kfi into a dozen types, each type representing a point interaction with a distinctive

physical property. The boundary conditions for all of these twelve types of extensions, can

be obtained as special cases of the general boundary conditions listed in Appendix 1.1.

2.4.1 Type 1: The step function potential

The first type of selfadjoint extension, denoted by K^\ is defined on domain Vcomposed
of wave functions which satisfy boundary conditions (BC1)9:

0i(O)-02(O) =0, 0'1(O)-0(,(O) =0, (2.54)

where a dash signifies a derivative with respect to x. Note that 0i(O), 02(0) denote the values

of 0i and 02 evaluated at x = 0 as limits from the left and right respectively. Analogous

limits are used for the derivatives. We can rewrite (BC1) in terms of a transfer matrix at

x — 0

/
M(1) 0i(O)

■0! (0)

02(0) \ ml 10,
where = I . (2.55)

\ 02(0) J \ 0 1
Conditions (BC1) say that the wave function and its derivative are continuous across the
branch point. Clearly this is the requirement for the wave functions to be in the domain of

the usual kinetic energy operator K'°\ and we can identify Jf'1' with This extension

can be combined with a step function potential, e.g.,

[ 0, if x < 0
V(x) = < (2.56)

VQ, if a? > 0,

to arrive at the usual Hamiltonian + V = K+ V corresponding to the step

potential. Note that throughout this chapter Vo denotes a positive real constant.

Consider the scattering situation where we have a particle incident from the left, with

energy E = h2k2/2m < Vq. The generalised eigenfunctions for this potential take the form
of (2.51) with k\ = k e JR and k2 = in where k = (2mVo/h2 — k2)1//2 G R [67] with

p _ p(i) _ k — Ik (!) _ IkR-RE<V0 - k + iK, T-TE<Vo- k + iK (2-57)
3From conditions (1.101, 1.102) with C = 0 in Appendix 1.1.
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When the incident particle has an energy E > Vq the generalised eigenfunctions again have
the form of (2.51) but this time we have k\ = k e R and &2 = k' G R where k' — (k2 —

2mVo/h2)1/2 with

p-nW _k~k' rp T(i) _ 2 A:n - E>Vo - k + kr 1 - 1 E>Vo - k + kr K^-OO)

2.4.2 Type 2: The ^-function potential

Attractive ^-function potentials as high-pass filters

There are two selfadjoint extensions of Kq which can be related to a <5-function potential.
'—Y2) (2)The first one, denoted by K_ , is defined on domain V_ formed by wave functions which

must satisfy boundary conditions (BC2_)10:

Vo) MO) = MO) - Mo), (jjlr Vo^j mo) = M°) - Mo)- (2.59)
The corresponding transfer matrix at x = 0 is

= \ ,i <2-60'
Conditions (BC2_) imply the continuity of the wave function and the discontinuity of its

derivative across the branch point. Note that I?!2' is not equal to the usual kinetic energy

1 0

operator K^°\ Instead the operator K^ matches an attractive ^-function potential in a

sense which we shall now describe. The Hamiltonian for a one-dimensional system with an

attractive ^-potential is traditionally written as

with the eigenvalue equation

M^-v°s^-)=e-v~- <2-62>
Integrating this equation over a vanishing interval containing the origin [50, 57, 58] shows
that satisfies (BC2_). The same analysis also shows that acts meaningfully only
on wave functions satisfying (BC2_). The eigenfunctions are known to be

/o\ | Vk ekx, if x < 0
<P- (%) = ^ where k e R, k > 0, (2.63)

\Zke~kx, if x > 0

°FVom conditions (1.91, 1.92) with a — 0 in Appendix 1.1.
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and

,9n | \f-ke~kx, if x < 0
= < where k e R, k < 0. (2.64)

I sf^kekx, if a; > 0

It is clear that these two eigenfunctions are degenerate. All the eigenfunctions of the kinetic

energy extensions on this geometry are also degenerate in this way. For brevity, we shall only
write down the positive k case from now on, with the understanding that this degeneracy

exists. Substituting (2.63) into (BC2_) we get k = mVo/h2. To relate k to the eigenvalue

E^ we observe that the potential term vanishes away from the origin, hence an evaluation

of equation (2.62) at x ^ 0 gives E^ = — (hk)2/2m = —mV^/2Ti2. This eigenfunction is

normalised and represents a bound state.
^ (2)Let us pause for a moment to examine the Hamiltonian. The expression for H_ as it

stands, containing a delta function at the origin, is not well-defined as an operator in H. Care
has to be taken to make sense of the eigenvalue equation (2.62). In writing the Hamiltonian

(2.61) we have assumed that we are working in the Hilbert space L2(R). This means that

(x) above is regarded as a function on R, rather than on Rj U Rq ■ We can convert a

function on R(J" U R^ to a function on R by assigning a value to the function at x = 0. The
choice of value for the function at x = 0 is arbitrary11, for ip^\x) we can simply set its value
at the origin to be y/k to maintain the continuity across the origin. We can do a similar thing

(o\f
for the derivative ip_ (x) except that this time it is discontinuous at x = 0:

vml{x) = ^, = ikVke-, if*< 0 (2 65)
—ky/ke kx, if x > 0.

For definiteness we can set its value at the origin to be k3^2. We will obtain a 6-function if we

differentiate again. This is due to the established prescription that if f(x) is discontinuous
at x = 0 with f(x) = f\(x) for x < 0 and f(x) = /^{x) for x > 0, where /i,/2 and their

derivatives are continuous, then

dM = Af(0)6(x) + f\x), (2.66)
ax

where

i f[(x), if x < 0
A/(0) = /2(0+) - /i(0_), and f (x) = _

/a(a), if ® > 0

nA function in the Hilbert space L2(IR) is only defined up to a set of Lebesgue measure zero, so that the
choice of its value at any single point does not affect the function as an element of L2(IR).
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Now, let f(x) — <p^'(x), then A/(0) = — 2fc3/2 and f'(x) = k2 <pP\x). So, we have
,2 (2)/ n

^."o = ~2k3/26(x) + k2v-\x)- (2.67)dxz

It follows that

h2 d2p(2\x) (2) / ,

2m d^c2 S(x)ip_ (x)

2m

h2k2 (2)'
2m

h2k2

^ — 2/c3^2 <5(x) + k2 p^\x) j — Co (5(x)v?^(0)
y{-(x)

E (2) _

2m
^ (2)From these calculations it is clear that the first term in H_ is a formal manipulation

procedure which requires a ^-function in order to deal with a discontinuity, and it is not

the same as the kinetic energy operator Kwhich acts only on continuous functions with

continuous derivatives, i.e., it is wrong to write

H(2) = /?(°) - C0 6(x). (2.68)

Returning to this selfadjoint extension of Ko, we have, for any given Co in (BC2_),

1. A selfadjoint extension R^ defined by (BC2_). One can verify that admits

as its eigenfunction with the same eigenvalue eP, i.e., HP and admit the same
(2)bound state <p_ with the same eigenvalue.

-— ^2}
2. A formal Hamiltonian H_ which operates on wave functions also satisfying (BC2_).

^ (2) —f2)We can see that H_ and K_ are effectively the same. We can simply redefine the formal
(2) ""—Y2) ^ (2)Hamitonian H_ by K_ . This is indeed how H_' is defined at a rigorous mathematical

level [50]. It is very important to know that various formal manipulations we encounter have

a rigorous mathematical basis. This would help our understanding of point interactions.

As will be seen later, most other point interactions cannot be written in terms of a point

potential in a simple minded fashion as we have just done for the present case.

Finally we would point out that the extensions K_ admit generalised eigenfunctions of

the form of equation (2.51) with k\ = k^ = k G R, where k > 0 and

R = R{2) = ————g—, T = Ti2) = %hk (2.69)mCo + ih k m\o + ih k

For k >> (mVo/h,2), we have R ~ 0 and T « 1. For k « (mVo/h2), we have R « —1 and
T « 0 hence this potential behaves as a high pass filter. It is interesting to note that when
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k = mVo/'h2 we have \R\2 — |T|2 = 1/2; this result applies to a number of the potentials

discussed below.

Repulsive 5-function potentials as high-pass filters

-—^2)
Next let us consider the other selfadjoint extension K+ defined on the domain with boundary
conditions (BC2+):

- (jjr Vo) MO) = Mo) - M°), - (jjjr Fo) Mo) = M°) - M°)- (2.70)
The corresponding transfer matrix at x = 0 is

•<' =
1 <0

2mVo i

\ 1
(2.71)

The operator K\_ matches a repulsive delta function potential which is formally represented
by the Hamiltonian

+ (272>

/ <2\
A similar argument to the one above shows that H+ acts on wave functions satisfying
(BC2+) and admits generalised eigenfunctions of the form given by equations (2.51) with

k\ = = k E 1R, where k > 0 and

R = R(2) = mV° , T = T|2) = ——2—• (2.73)mVo — ih k mVo — ih k

For k >> (mVo/h2), we have R « 0 and T « 1. For k « (mVo/h2), we have i? w — 1 and
T 0 hence this potential behaves as a high pass filter.

A substitution of functions of the form of equation (2.48) with k = in, k G jR, c-i = 0
— /2)when x < 0 and ci = 0 when x > 0, apparently leads to an eigenfunction of H+'. However,

(BC2+) => k < 0 so this solution is not square-integrable and does not represent a bound

state. Choosing c\ = 0 when x < 0 and C2 = 0 when x > 0 does not work either since

(BC2+) => k > 0. One finds that this situation applies to all the potentials labelled repulsive

in what follows.

Note that the <5-function potential could be situated at x = b ^ 0, i.e., we could have

a potential Vq6(x - b), but the transfer matrix at x = b linking the wave function and its
(2)derivative from b- to 6+ will be the same as Mv^. The same remark applies to the attractive

(5-function potential.
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As we shall see presently, although most point interactions cannot be expressed in terms

of a formal Hamiltonian with an explicit point potential, there is a large class of point

interactions which can be obtained as the limit of a family of ^-function potentials, we shall

elaborate on this statement later.

2.4.3 Type 3: The ^'-potential

Attractive ^'-function potentials as low-pass filters

"—3) "—Next consider the selfadjoint extension K_ of Kq which corresponds to boundary conditions

(BC3_)12:

(f? v<>) (Wo) - MO)) = Mo), Mo) - MO) = 0. (2.74)
The corresponding transfer matrix at x = 0 is

/
=

1 h

\

2mVq

o 1
(2.75)

Note that the wave function is now discontinuous while its derivative is apparently continuous13.
The eigenvalue equation

A[3) M\X) = E{3) M\x), (2.76)

admits the following eigenfunction:

Vk ekx, x < 0M\x) = ' (2.77)
-\/ke~kx, x > 0.

One can verify that ip_ (x) with k = 4mVo/fr2 satisfies boundary conditions (BC3_), and that
(3)

M is square-integrable and hence represents a bound state corresponding to the eigenvalue

E^ = — (hk)2/2m = —8mV^/h2. Extensions also admit generalised eigenfunctions of
the form of equation (2.51) with ki — k2 — k G JR, where k > 0 and

r = r(3) = lhk T = = 4mVo 2 . (2.78)4mVo + ih k 4mVo + ih k

For k >> (4mVo/h2), we have R 1 and TwO. For k « (4mVo/h2), we have R rj 0 and
T ~ 1 hence this potential acts as a low-pass filter.

12From conditions (1.101, 1.102) in Appendix 1.1.
13On account of the discontinuity at the origin the function ip2(x) has a derivative containing a 5-function

at the origin, according to (2.66), so that the continuity suggested by (BC3-) is only an apparent one.
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The operator is often said to correspond to an attractive ^'-potential with a formal

Hamiltonian written as [59, 68]

= (2.79)

This is very appealing at first sight since ^'-potential can be visualised as a kind of dipole

potential formed by an attractive and a repulsive ^-potential centered at the origin [59], i.e.,

Vo g(x) = lim + (J.80,
6—>0 2e

If this is true, then ^\x) and E^ should satisfy the formal eigenvalue equation

~ VoS'(x)^\x) = E^] v{-\x). (2.81)

As before y?L (a?) is now regarded as a function on IR, rather than a function on JRq" U Rq ,

by assigning the value y/k to the function at x = 0.

Unfortunately such a simple interpretation of K_ and boundary conditions (BC3_) fails.
We can see the failure in the following analysis:

1. According to (2.66), we have

k y/kekx, if x < 0
<P- (x) — -2k1/2 8(x) + < ' . (2.82)

I k y/ke~kx, if x > 0

It follows that ip^"(x) = -2k1/2 8'(x) + k2 ip^(x), and that

h2 d2^\x) , (3) h2k2 (3) / ^~2m—d^-VoHx)^{x)= - -2^*-{x)
+ ~ vo s'(x) f-\x)^j ■

The bracketed term on the right does not vanish since the ^'-function operating on the

discontinuous \x) in the last term is undefined. To be more explicit, we can try

to use the prescription14 8'(x)^\x) — —8{x)<p_(x). However, according to (2.66),
contains a ^-function which renders 8'(x)tp^(x) undefined. The eigenvalue

equation (2.81) is therefore not satisfied.

14It does not help to treat 8'(x)ip_(x) as a distribution and employ the prescription [69]

6' (x)ip^ (x) = 8' (x)ip^ (0) — 8(x)<p^'(0). (2.83)
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2. Also one cannot obtain a link with the boundary conditions (BC3_) by a formal inte¬

gration of equation (2.81) as we did in the case of a <5-function potential. A number

of investigations reveal a link between the boundary conditions (BC3_) and 6' in a

complicated manner including a renormalisation process for the coefficient Vo [59, 70].

It is therefore misleading to interpret K^ and boundary conditions (BC3_) as literally

equivalent to a ^'-potential. Failure to appreciate this has led to a lot of confusion [70, 71].

Repulsive <5'-function potentials as low-pass filters

In addition to K_ we have another selfadjoint extension K\ which corresponds to boundary
conditions (BC3+):

~ Ko) (fa(°) - ^2(0)) = tp[(0) - ip'2{0) = 0. (2.84)
The corresponding transfer matrix at x = 0 is

M(yJ = f 1 2mV° | . (2.85)

This would correspond to a "repulsive ^'-potential", if we wish to compare this with Ay.

Extensions K+ admit generalised eigenfunctions of the form of equation (2.51) with
k\ = £2 = k e R, where k > 0 and

R = = lh2k 2 , T = T|3) = 4mV° 2 . (2.86)4mVo — ih k 4mVo — ih k

For k >> (4mVo/h2), we have R & 1 and 0. For k « (4mVo/h2), we have UwO and
Twl hence this potential acts as a low-pass filter.

As we emphasised a moment ago, it is misleading to visualise and as corre¬

sponding to a <5'-potential in the same way as we considered and as corresponding
—"(3) -—-(3)

to a <5-potential. However, we can restore some understanding of K_' and K\_' in terms of
a limiting family of <5-potentials.

Consider a family of four <5-function potentials located at regular intervals from the origin.

Let us introduce some notation first. Let a be a small positive number much less than 1, n

be a positive integer, and following Pearson [55] let

Vna(x) = 9a ~ na), gt = ^ 4= - 1V (2.87)2ma \y/2m,Vo \fa
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Figure 2.1: Repulsive ^'-function potential

For sufficiently small a, gpp is positive and hence v+a(x) represents a repulsive ^-potential at

x = na, and let

h2 (\/2mVo y/a - 1 . (2.88)•>„"„(*) = «(* - na), 3- = —
^

For sufficiently small a, g~ is negative and hence vpm{x) represents an attractive potential at

x — na. Note that the coefficients g+ and g~ are dependent on a but not on n.

Now consider a family of these 6-potentials combined together to form a new potential

V^l(x) defined by (see Figure 2.1)

V+%) = Va (X) + V2a(X) + Vta(X) + V4«W' (2.89)

The corresponding Hamiltonians are

H^ —n+,a ~ 2m dx2 +,a( '' (2.90)

To write down the transfer matrix -A4y^a{0,4a} linking the wave function <p and its derivative
<p' at x = 0_ to that at x = 4a+, for this Hamiltonian, we proceed as follows:

1. The transfer matrix between x = 0_ and x = a_ is a free evolution transfer matrix

a) given by equation (2.50) which, for small a, becomes

/

A4(0){0,a)
V

1 + 0{a2) a + 0(a3)
-k2a + 0(a3) 1 + 0(a2)

(2.91)

Here 0(a2) denotes terms of second order in a and above, and 0(a3) those of third
order and above.
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2. At x — a we have an attractive ^-potential. It follows that we should have a transfer

matrix at x — a linking the wave function and its derivative between x — a_ and x = a+
(2)

of the form of equation (2.60). Denoting this transfer matrix by Ml we have
9a

M(22 =
9a 2mga

\

o\
1J (2.92)

3. Repeat the above we get the transfer matrices between x = a+ and x = 2a_, between

x = 2a_ and x = 2a+) between x = 2a+ and x = 3o_, between x — 3a+ to x = 4a_,

between x = 4a_ and x = 4a+ to be respectively

M(0)(a,2a), M(2+\ M(0)(2a,3a), A4(2+\ A4(0)(3a, 4a), M{21.(2) ,(2)
fla Vo 9a

(2.93)

There are only three distinct matrices since the transfer matrices Ml°\a, 2a), M^(2a, 3a)
and M^(3a, 4a) are the same. The matrix has the explicit form

9a

M{2} =
9a

/o\

4. We obtain the desired matrix Myoo{0,4a} by multiplying the above matrices together,
i.e., we have

i

\ r?
2mg£ (2.94)

M^ta{0,4a} = M{22 x A4(0)(3a,4a) x M{2J x M(0)(2a,3a)d2) (2)

A4

9a

(2)
9a

9a

x M^°\a,2a) x m'"2} xM'0){0,a).
9a

(2.95)

There is a strong analogy between what we have done and the use of ray transfer

matrices in optics [72].

A somewhat lengthy but straightforward calculation shows that, up to the lowest order

of a, we have

/

>O0>4a} =
1 + °(a) 2^Vo + °(al/2)

O(a) 1 + O(a)
(2.96)

(3)
If we now let a tend to zero, the limit matrix lima_*o MVqa{0,4a} will coincide with

f(3)
Vothe transfer matrix My} for the repulsive ^'-potential.

"—"{ 3)
The conclusion is that we can visualise K\ with boundary conditions (BC3+) as corre¬

sponding to a Hamiltonian with the above limiting family of <5-function potentials. The

family consists of attractive and repulsive potentials of different strengths, and hence it does
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Figure 2.2: Attractive ^'-function potential

not correspond to a dipole potential. We would point out that the choice of a limiting fam¬

ily of ^-function potentials is not unique, e.g., some of the inter-potential spacings could

be changed without affecting the limit and in some later examples even the strength of the

potentials involved can be changed. Also the seemingly unsymmetrical arrangement of the

(5-function potentials about the origin does not affect the dynamical symmetry of the limit.

It is possible to have the above family of (5-function potentials starting from any point,

say from x — b > 0. Then we will have

■Myn\(b,b + 4a} = M^2} x M^\b + ?>a, b + Aa) x x M{-°\b + 2a, b + 3a) x9a 9a
((2)
9a

f(2)

(2)

AC+ x M^°\b + a,b + 2a) x M l x Mb>\b, b + a).
9a 9a

(2.97)

Up to the order of a, we again have

MVoJb>4a} =

t

V

1 + 0(a) 2&0+O(a^)
0(a) 1 + 0(a)

(2.98)

Since there is no potential at the origin, it is easy to see that My^a{0,4a} is equivalent
/ o\

to My^a(b, b + 4a}. It turns out that such families can form the basic units to describe a

number of point interactions, the attractive <5'-potential being an immediate case in point.

Here we require four of these basic units with starting points at 0, 5a, 11a and 16a and

five additional attractive <5-potentials with three positioned individually at 0, 5a and 10a of

strength —Vq and two at 11a and 16a of strength —2Vo, i.e., we have (see Figure 2.2)
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= ~Vo 8{x) + V^lix) - Co 6{x - 5a) + cg[(® - 5a) - C0 8{x - 10a)

-2C0 S(x - 11a) + C|3](:r - 11a) - 2Co 8(x - 16a) + V+^x - 16a).

The transfer matrix linking the wave function and its derivative for the corresponding Hamil-

tonian is

xSo,a{0,20a} = My^a(l6a, 20a} x M(*\Vo x At(0)(15a, 16a) x

My^a(lla, 15a} x M^\vq x Af(o)(10a, 11a) x

yo x M(°\9a, 10a) x .A4^a(5a, 9a} x

M%0 x M(0)(4a,5a) x M(yo]a(0,4aj x M%Q.
To the first order of a we get

(3) / ' + 0(a1//2) -n^y- + 0(a1^2)M(la {0,20a} = 2mV° . (2.99)°' 1 0(a1/2) 1 + Ola1/2) 1
As a —» 0 the potentials collapse to a point and the transfer matrix becomes

M%-
^

1

\0 1
(2.100)

which is equivalent to the transfer matrix for an attractive ^'-potential.

2.4.4 Type 4: The reflector

Extension corresponds to the Dirichlet boundary conditions (BC4)15:

i/h(0) = 0, M0) = 0. (2.101)

Conditions (BC4) corresponds to a rigid and impenetrable partition at the origin separating

the real line into two uncorrelated branches and reflecting all the waves back with a phase
shift of 7r, like a mirror reflecting light waves, hence there is no transfer matrix for (BC4).
The generalised eigenfunctions of on branch B\ are of the form of a standing wave

cp[4\x) = eikx - e~ikx, X < 0. (2.102)

A similar situation holds on the right hand branch Bi-
A reflector is achievable in practice by a square potential barrier, centered at the origin,

of a definite width 2a which can be narrow but non-vanishingly, and height Co which must

be sufficiently large.

5From conditions (1.91, 1.92) with a = 0 = 0 in Appendix 1.1. Also see expression (1.97) there.
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2.4.5 Type 5: Elastic reflectors

Extension K^ corresponds to the boundary conditions (BC5)16:

ifii(O) = aip[(0), ^2(0) = —at/4(0), a e 1R and a ^ 0. (2.103)

This is known as elastic boundary conditions [9, 73]. There is no transfer matrix since

the wave functions on both side of the origin are not directly related; they are not totally

unrelated either since they share a common coefficient a. The generalised eigenfunctions of

are of the form

^\x) = eikx + Re~ikx, x<0, or / and (2.104)

<45\x) = Reikx + e~ikx, z>0 (2.105)

where k is real. On account of (BC5) we have

R = (iak — l)/{iak + 1) (2.106)
9 sy l>

= <2J07)

Incident waves from the left or the right are totally reflected with a ^-dependent phase shift

upon reflection. The resulting reflection is more flexible, in that the reflected waves do not

suffer a rigid phase change of 7r or 0, and hence the name elastic reflector.

2.4.6 Type 6: The open end

This extension, K^ is characterised by Neumann boundary conditions (BC6)17:

■0i(°) = 0, V4(0) = 0. (2.108)

There is no transfer matrix as in the case of reflectors. A characteristic property of any

physical system realising this potential is that it does not invoke a phase shift in the reflected
wave. This is the quantum mechanical equivalence of a semi-infinite string with an open end,

generalised eigenfunctions of K^ on the left of the origin have the form

(^(z) = eikx + e~ikx, x < 0. (2.109)

To appreciate the physical environment for such an open end condition we go back to the

square potential barrier. When the incident particle has an energy equal to the barrier height
we get R = 1, T — 0 which corresponds to an open end situation. We have a standing wave

with a vanishing probability current; there is no transfer of probability across the origin.

16Conditions (1.91, 1.92) with (3 — 0 in Appendix 1.1.
17See Case (3) and expression (1.104) in Appendix 1.1.
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2.4.7 Type 7: The full 7r-phase shifter

Extension K(7) is defined by boundary conditions (BC7)18:

^i(O) +^2(0) = 0, ^i(O) + v4(o) = 0. (2.110)

The corresponding transfer matrix is
/

-1 0
M^ = (2.111)

V
0 -1

When the wave function extends across the origin a phase shift of n occurs both to the

wave function and its derivative, hence the name given to this extension. In optics we are

familiar with ideal phase shifters, e.g., wave plates, which shift the phase of an incoming

wave without causing any reflection; for any given phase shifter the amount of phase shift

depends on the frequency of the incoming waves. In our present case we would argue that

(BC7) corresponds to a perfectly transparent phase shifter at the origin with the effective
Hamiltonian identifiable with K^7\ Note that, unlike the situation in optics, the phase shift

applies to all frequencies of incident waves. Substituting functions (2.51) into (BC7) leads to

R = 0,T = — 1 with generalised eigenfunctions

We can visualise this point interaction potential in terms of a family of <5-function potentials.

Here we require two basic units with starting points at 0, 5a and two additional attractive

^-potentials positioned individually at 0 and 5a of strength — 2Vo, i.e., we require (see Figure

2.3)

(2.112)

V^{x) = ~2V06{x) + v\3tl(x)-2V06(x-5a) + vl3)a{x-5a). (2.113)

The transfer matrix for the wave function and its derivative for this potential is

(2.114)

which reduces to

(2.115)

As a —> 0 the potentials collapse to a point and this matrix becomes which is the
transfer matrix for the full 7r-phase shifter.

18Conditions (1.98, 1.99) with 7 = 0 in Appendix 1.1.
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9a 9t 9a 9a

Figure 2.3: Full 7r-phase shifter

2.4.8 Type 8: High-pass 7r-phase shifters

Attractive high-pass 7r-phase shifters

For extension we have boundary conditions (BC8_)19:

■01 (0) + 02(0) = 0, (^r Vo] 0i(O) = 0i(O) + 02(°)-
The corresponding transfer matrix is

=

-1 0

2mVn 1

\ # 1

(2.116)

(2.117)

The relevant family of ^-potentials contains an attractive ^-function potential of strength Vq
at the origin followed by Va?\x — a) (see Figure 2.4), i.e.,

v[8hx) = -V0S(x) + Vy\x-a). (2.118)

The transfer matrix is then

<(8)A4(.\a{0,10a} = M^{a, 10a} x A<<0>(0, a) x M%, (2.119)

which reduces to M^y0 = x M^y0 in the limit a —> 0. The eigenvalue equation

a!8) (2-12°)

'Conditions (1.91, 1.92) with a = -f3 / 0 in Appendix 1.1.
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Figure 2.4: Attractive high-pass 7r-phase shifter

admits the following eigenfunction:

yfkekx
x < 0

-\f~ke. kx, x > 0

where k = mVo/hA One can verify that \x) satisfies boundary conditions (BC8_),
/o\

and that p_ is square-integrable and hence represents a bound state corresponding to the

(2.121)

eigenvalue = — (hk)2/2m = -mV2/2h2.
rA»)This potential acts as a high-pass filter with a 7r-phase shifter in the following sense. K

admits generalised eigenfunctions of the form of equation (2.51) with k\ — &2 = k e R where
k > 0, and R = R^ and T = T^' = From this one can see that the defining.(8) ,(2)

difference between this extension and the attractive high-pass filter introduced earlier is that

this extension has a relative 7r-phase shift between the transmitted and incident particles.

Repulsive high-pass 7r-phase shifters

Another extension is K+\ we have boundary conditions (BC8_):

</h(0) + -02(O) = 0, - Vo ) -0i(O) = -0i(O) + ip'2{0). (2.122)
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Figure 2.5: Repulsive high-pass 7r-phase shifter

The corresponding transfer matrix is

<> =
-1 0

2mVn ^
(2.123)

This corresponds to a family of ^-potentials which contains a repulsive <5-function potential
(7)

of strength Vq at the origin followed by (x — a) (see Figure 2.5), i.e.,

vi8)a(x) = V06(x) + vy\x-a) (2.124)

The transfer matrix is then

M{y]a{0,10a} = M^{a, 10a} x A4(o)(0,a) x , (2.125)

which reduces to My^ = M^ x My^ in the limit a —> 0.
This potential acts as a high-pass filter with a 7r-phase shifter in the following sense. K

admits generalised eigenfunctions of the form of equation (2.51) with k\ = = k € R where
k > 0, and R = — R^ and T = = —T+ \ This extension differs from the previous
repulsive high-pass filter in that we now have a relative 7r-phase shift between the transmitted
and incident particles.
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Figure 2.6: Attractive low-pass 7r-phase shifter

2.4.9 Type 9: Low-pass 7r-phase shifters

Attractive low-pass 7r-phase shifters

For extension K^ we have boundary conditions (BC9_)20:

(Vi(0) + 02(0)) = 02(0), V'i(O) + V>2(0) = 0.

The corresponding transfer matrix is

=

-1 a2
2mVb

0 -1

(2.126)

(2.127)

(7) (3)
The corresponding family of ^-potentials consists of V-} (x) and V_ 'a{x — 10a) (see Figure

2.6), i.e.,

The transfer matrix is

V-%) = K(?)(x) + V±%(x - 10a).(3), (2.128)

.M(_\a{0,30a} = A4^yo a{10a, 30a} x M(0)(9a, 10a) x M(a7){0,9a}, (2.129)

which again reduces to M-v0 = x in the limit a —> 0. The eigenvalue equation

Ai9) = E~] <P-\x)t (2130)

20Conditions (1.98, 1.99) with 7 7^ 0 in Appendix 1.1.
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admits the following eigenfunction:

Vk ekx, x < 0
r- , (2"131>\fke kx, x > 0,

where k = AmVo/h2. So, ^l\x) satisfies boundary conditions (BC9_) and is square-

integrable and hence represents a bound state corresponding to the eigenvalue Ez* = —(hk)2/2m
= -8mV02/h2.

This point interaction acts as a low-pass filter with a 7r-phase shift in the following sense.
*—<8)
K_ admits generalised eigenfunctions of the form of equation (2.51) with k\ — k^ = k € R

where k > 0, and R = R^ = R^\ T = T= —T[3\ From this one can see that the

difference between this extension and the attractive low-pass filter introduced earlier, is that

this extension has a relative 7r-phase shift between the transmitted and incident particles.

Repulsive low-pass 7r-phase shifters

The other extension is with boundary conditions (BC9+):

(^o) (y>i(0) +^2(0)) = </4(°), ip[(0) +ip'2(0) = 0. (2.132)
The corresponding transfer matrix is

M(yQ} = ^ 1 2mV° j . (2.133)
The corresponding family of ^-potentials consists of Va\x) and V^a{x — 9a) (see Figure 2.7),
i.e.,

Vl%) = Vy\x) + k[3>(* - 9a). (2.134)

The corresponding transfer matrix is

M{yla{0,13a} = M(y0]a(9a, 13a} x Adi7){0,9a}, (2.135)

which reduces to MyJ = MyJ x A4^7) in the limit a —> 0.
*—

This potential acts as a low-pass filter with a 7r-phase shifter in the following sense. K_

admits generalised eigenfunctions of the form of equation (2.51) with ki = = A: e R where

k > 0, and R — R+^ = R+\ T = = —T+\ Compared with the repulsive low-pass filter
introduced earlier, this extension has a relative 7r-phase shift between the transmitted and

incident particles.
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Figure 2.7: Repulsive low-pass 7r-phase shifter

2.4.10 Type 10: Mid-pass |7r-phase shifters

Attractive mid-pass ^7r-phase shifter

For extension we have boundary conditions (BC10_)21:

■01 (0) 2mV0

The corresponding transfer matrix is

Ah'X -

h
02(0), 02(0) = -tAt-0i(O)-2m VQ

(

2mVo
\

h2
2mVo

o

(2.136)

(2.137)

The appropriate family of <5-potentials consists of two repulsive ^-potentials and an attractive

^'-potential (see Figure 2.8):

V[™\x) = To 6(x) + V^i(x -a) + V0 6{x - 22a).

The transfer matrix is then

°'22a) = MVo x M(0)(21a,22a) x M(_%o a{a, 21a} x M(o)(0,a) x MyJ (2.139)

which reduces to M^y0 = My^ x M^y0 x Myo' as a —» 0. The eigenvalue equation

Al10) v01O)(a:) = E{W) V-0)(x), (2.140)

43), (2.138)

1Conditions (1.91, 1.92) with a = 0 in Appendix 1.1.
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Figure 2.8: Attractive mid-pass i7r-phase shifter

admits the following eigenfunction:

(10)(*) y/kekx, x < 0

\/k e~kx, x > 0
(2.141)

One can verify that </?_ (a?) with k = 2mVo/h2 satisfies boundary conditions (BC10_),
and that is square-integrable and hence represents a bound state corresponding to

the eigenvalue E.(10) _ -{Tik)2/2m = —2mV2/Ti2. Extension also admits generalised

eigenfunctions of the form of equation (2.51) with k\ = — k € R where A: > 0, and

hAk2 - 4m2\o2 n rn(io) 4ih2mVok
— d(10) _R = R T = T (2.142)h4k2 + 4m2 Vq ' h4k2 + 4m2V2

Clearly when k2 — 4m2V2/Ti4 we have complete transmission. It is important to note that
this extension effectively forbids any transmission for extremely low and high values of k.

Since when k2 » 4m2Vr02/ft4, we have fl « 1, T « 0, and when k2 « 4m2V^2/h4 R ~ —1,

T ~ 0. We can also see that this extension induces a ^7r-phase shift in the transmitted wave

relative to the incident wave at intermediate values of k. Hence we have named this extension

the attractive mid-pass ^7r-phase shifter.
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9a 9q

Figure 2.9: Repulsive mid-pass ^-phase shifter

Repulsive mid-pass ^7T-phase shifter

In addition to ifi10' we have another selfadjoint extension R^10-' boundary conditions (BC10+):

^i(O) = 2 mVo

The corresponding transfer matrix is

n
^2(0), ^2(0) = 7^77-^1(0) •2mVo

(2.143)

-
2mVq

2mVo 0
(2.144)

The appropriate family of ^-potentiate consists of two attractive 6 potentials and a repulsive

<5'-potential (see Figure 2.9):

V+0a\x) = -V0 6(x) + V^i(x) - Co S(X - 5a).(3), (2.145)

The transfer matrix is then

MS{0> 5°} = M-v0 x A4(0)(4a, 5a) x M{%0>a(0, 4a} x M_y0, (2.146)

which reduces to My^ = M^y0 x Myj x as a —> 0. Extension Kalso admits
generalised eigenfunctions of the form of equation (5) with k\ = = k e J? where k > 0,
and

4ih2mVokn
= .do) = - 4m2C02

+ h4k2 + 4m2V^)
T = _+ h4k2 + 4m2 Vq

(2.147)
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When k2 = 4m2V02/ft4 we have complete transmission. Note that this extension effectively
forbids any transmission for extremely low and high values of k and it also induces a ^7r-phase
shift in the transmitted wave relative to the incident wave at intermediate values of k. Hence

we have named this extension the attractive mid-pass |7r-phase shifter.

2.4.11 Type 11: Tunable filters and phase shifters

This last type of extensions, denoted by K^u\ are defined on domains containing wave

functions satisfying the following boundary conditions (BCll)22:

^i(O) = aip[(0) - pip2(0), t/>2(0) = pip[(0) - aip'2(0), (2.148)

where a, P are real, a2 ^ (32 and a ^ 0, (3 7^ 0. It is possible to include the boundary
conditions of several of the previous cases into the form of (BCll) by relaxing the conditions
on a2 and (32. We may include (BC2±) by allowing a = (3 / 0, (BC3±) by allowing a =

-(3 P 0, (BC5) by allowing p = 0 and (BC10) by allowing a = 0. However, these cases are

so very physically distinct, that we have refrained from including them in the present case.

In the present case with a2 p p2 we can recast (2.148) into the form

ip[(0) = Aipi(0) + Bip2(0), ip'2{0) = -Aip2(0) - Bxpi(0), (2.149)

which corresponds to a transfer matrix at x = 0

A4(11) = —

B

' -A 1 ^
V A2 - B2

The various quantities are related by

B £ 0. (2.150)

A
a2 — p2 ' B a2-P2' (2'151)

a =
pp. _ Q2 ' @ ~ ~ ^42 _ ' (2.152)

Different values of the parameters a and p can correspond to very different physical situations,

as we shall see below. Extension i^11) admits generalised eigenfunctions of the form of

equation (2.51) with k\ = = k € R where k > 0, and

R = R(n) B2 - A2 - k2 (11) _ 2iBk
[A + ik)2-B2' (A + ik)2-B2' 1'

22Conditions (1.91, 1.92) with a2 ^ P2 an<I a P 0, /3 0 in Appendix 1.1.
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Figure 2.10: Tunable partial mid-pass filter, case 1

["unable partial mid-pass filter

iuppose A - B > 0. There are two cases here: Case 1 with B > 0 and Case 2 with B
jet us label the corresponding selfadjoint extensions by and K^ly .

Case 1. For the extension ZCdb the family of ^-function potentials which generates

under this restriction is (see Figure 2.10)

V^\x) = -V1 6(x) + f/[3](x) - VI S(x - 5a), (2.154)

j'here
h2B h2 (.4 + B)

V°=*=
2m ' (2155)

r equivalently

A = (Vi - V0), # = V0. (2.156)

"his potential generates a transfer matrix of the form

A4++>a{0,5a} = x A4(0)(4a, 5a) x _M^a(0,4a} x

/hich reduces to as a —+ 0. The extension admits two bound states, i.e.,

¥,(i+i)(a:> ±) = E(n){±) ±), (2.157)

nd admits the following eigenfunctions:

, Xk,e±x, x < 0
*,<»>(*, ±) = { V * (2.158)

±x/k. e ± , x > 0,
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Figure 2.11: Tunable partial mid-pass filter, case 2

where k± = A±B > 0. Both eigenfunctions ±) satisfy boundary conditions (BCll),
and ^^(a;, ±) are square-integrable, and hence represent two bound states corresponding
to their respective eigenvalues E^\±) = -(hk±)2/2m = -h2(A ± B)2/2m.

If we examine (2.153) more closely, taking into consideration the restriction that A—B > 0,

we can identify the following features

1. For very small k, R & — 1 and T k. 0,

2. For very large k, R « 1 and T«0,

3. The transmission coefficient \T\2 is at a maximum at some intermediate value of k, i.e.,

at k — VA2 — B2, when we find that \T\2 — (B/A)2. We can vary the transmission

coefficient by changing the parameters A and B, and this explains why this point

interaction is called a tunable mid-pass filter. By adjusting the ratio A/B we can

achieve high transmission, but not total transmission since A ^ B. Hence this is

referred to as a tunable partial mid-pass filter

Case 2. For the extension the family of <5-function potentials which generates

Munder this restriction is (see Figure 2.11)

V^ix) = Vj S(x) + V^a(x -a) + Vx 6(x - 22o) (2.159)
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where
h2 B h2 (A + B)

V°=~^' <2160>
or equivalently

B—fA = —^ (V,- V0), B=--tV„. (2.161)

This potential generates a transfer matrix of the form

Af+i|o{0, 22o} = Al^ x Af1^(21a, 22a) x Al^^a, 21a} x Al(0'(0,a) x Af[^\
which reduces to A^11) as a —> 0. The extension if'11' admits two kinds of bound states,

i.e.,

K[U) r[U)(x, t) = 4U) <S>+-(X' T), (2-162)
with the following square-integrable eigenfunctions:

1. We have, on account of A — B > 0,

k_ ek-x, x < 0
= { V ~ (2.163)

—,[hie ~-x, x > 0.

The eigenfunctions <p^P(x, —) with k_ — A — B > 0 satisfy boundary conditions
(BC11), and -) are square-integrable and hence represent bound states corre¬

sponding to energy eigenvalue fAA(—) = -(J%k_)2/2m = —h2(A — B)2/2m.

2. We have, for k+ = A + B > 0 (this occurs when A > —B),

- ,/aTTek+x, x<0
<P+- (x> +) = <! ;—— _, (2.164)

A:, e +x, x > 0.

The corresponding energy is E^}\+) = —(hk+)2/2m = —h2(A + B)2/2m.

The situation regarding transmission in this case is the same as before.

Tunable mid-pass phase shifter

Suppose A — B < 0. There are two cases here: Case 1 with B > 0 and Case 2 with B < 0.
-—/ ^ 11)

Let us label the corresponding selfadjoint extensions by K_+' and K_J .

"~~"f 11)
Case 1. For the extension K_+ the family of ^-function potentials which generates

Al^11) under this restriction is

Ci+}(x) = -Fx S(x) + V+l(x) - Vi 8{x - 5a), (2.165)
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where
t?B

0 ~2m' V'1 (2166)
or equivalently

2m ,T, . „ 2m
-4 = tt (U - Vb), b = -tV0. (2 167)

This potential generates the same transfer matrix as V++ (x). The extension K_+ again
admits two kinds of bound state, i.e.,

<p^(xt T) = ^_+(T) T), (2-168)

with the following eigenfunctions:

1. We have, on account of k- = A — B < 0,

y/—k- e k~x, x < 0

y/—k- ek~x, x > 0.
^1+\x,-) = { VJ1^, ' (2.169)

The corresponding energy eigenvalue is (—) = — (M_)2/2m = —ti2(A — B)2/2m.

2. We have, when k+ = A + B > 0 (this occurs when A > —B),

^fk//ek+x, x < 0
+) = < (2.170)

y/k//e~k+x, x > 0.

The corresponding energy eigenvalue is E[}+ (+) = — (hk+)2/2m = —ti2(A + B)2/2m.
( 11)

Case 2. For the extension K__ the family of ^-function potentials which generates

Munder this restriction is

Fin)(x) = V\ 6(x) + V^{x -a) + Vi 6(x - 22a), (2.171)

where

(2 172)
2m 2m

A = -^(V1-V0), B = -~V0. (2.173)

or equivalently

W^-Vo). B—f
This potential generates the same transfer matrix as V+!^(x). If we examine (2.153) we can

identify the following features:

1. For very small k, R « — 1 and T « 0.

2. For very large k, R « 1 and T « 0.
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3. When k — \/B2 — A2 we find that

R = 0, T = e*72, where 72 = tan-1 (VH2 — A2/A) . (2.174)

Hence this potential acts as an ideal mid-pass filter. The freedom we have to choose A and B,

within the constraint in the third feature above, allows us complete control over the phase of

the transmitted wave, i.e., 72, and hence this extension provides us with a tunable mid-pass

phase shifter.

2.4.12 Type 12: Point interactions and superconductivity

So far we have concentrated on listing various types of point interactions purely from a

mathematical point of view, and no direct physical application has been mentioned. We

shall remedy this situation here by discussing some novel examples in superconductivity to

highlight the wide range of applications possible with point interactions.

The Josephson junction

We know that in a superconductor the electrons form pairs known as Cooper pairs which go

along the superconductor to form a measurable electrical current known as a supercurrent.

The totality of these Cooper pairs constitutes what is known as the condensate. Consider

a long superconductor interupted by a very thin insulating gap. It is well-known that a

supercurrent can tunnel through the insulating gap, known as a Josephson junction. In

the macroscopic wave function approach championed by Feynman [35, 36], the condensate,
whose motion causes the supercurrent, is treated as a single entity of mass m and charge

q twice that of an electron described by a one-particle wave function. In other words, we

can employ the quantum mechanics of a single particle, rather than quantum field theory, to

model the Josephson effect. The macroscopic wave function describing the condensate has

a phase discontinuity at the junction. The supercurrent traversing the junction is linked to

this phase change by the Josephson equation. A recent analysis by Wan and Fountain [I, 2]
shows that this system can be modelled in our general theory of quantisation by parts, with

the junction interpreted as a point interaction. The link with point interaction is obvious

since the geometry of a long superconductor interrupted by a junction can be idealised as

Ro = ]R^ U IRq* with two branches B\ — 1R$ and B2 = IR^ ■ In what follows we shall confine
ourselves to the DC Josephson effect, i.e., we shall deal with a static direct supercurrent

rather than a time varying AC current. The supercurrent is a measurable quantity for a
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superconductor, and should correspond to an operator, i.e., the supercurrent operator J, in

accordance with orthodox quantum mechanics; a state corresponding to a DC supercurrent

must be an eigenstate of the operator J.

In order to define a supercurrent operator, we must first introduce a momentum operator

for the system. We can partially quantise the momentum in the two branches B\ and 62- We

end up with an operator with the p\ = —ihd/dx in L2(B1) and another one in p2 = —ihd/dx
in L2(I?2)- Both these operators turn out to be maximal symmetric but not selfadjoint. For

composite quantisation we form the direct sum P\®P2- This direct sum operator possesses a

one-parameter family of selfadjoint extensions P\ in Hc = L2(B\)®L2(B2) defined on domains

of functions satisfying, among other things, the boundary condition t/>i(0) = e~lX ^2(0), A e

[0,27r). These operators have generalised eigenfunctions of the form [1, 2]

'pXp — 'PlXp © p2Xpi P £ IB

<Pixp = eWX) xeRq, i — i/h

P2XP = elXewx, x<eR£.

Clearly these eigenfunctions generally have a phase discontinuity at the junction. The super-

current operator is defined to be proportional to the momentum operator, i.e.,

JCx = ^Px- (2-175)
In order to model a superconducting system we must input the characteristic features of

superconductivity into the theory. For the DC effect these features are summarised into two

physical assumptions [1, 2]:

(PAl) A superconducting state with an established DC supercurrent I corresponds to a

(generalised) eigenfunction of the supercurrent operator Jc with I equal to the corresponding

eigenvalue j.

(PA2) A superconducting state with an established supercurrent I must also correspond
to a (generalised) eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian of the system.

The way the condensate in a superconductor behaves differently from a one-particle sys¬

tem in orthodox quantum mechanics lies in our assumptions (PAl) and (PA2) above. This

requirement amounts to the third stage of our quantisation by part scheme, i.e., the third

quantisation stage of correlations. We have to correlate the supercurrent and the Hamilto¬
nian. First, (PAl) tells us that the condensate is in state ipxP and that it suffers no reflection
at a potential barrier. In contrast, a reflection generally occurs when a particle in orthodox

quantum mechanics with low energy meets up with a high potential barrier. Secondly, (PA2)
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ensures the stability of the supercurrent, i.e., for a superconducting state to remain station¬

ary, maintaining a stable DC current, the superconducting state ip\p must be an eigenfunction
of the Hamiltonian as well.

For the Hamiltonian of the system we look for a suitable selfadjoint extension of Kq in

H compatible with (PAl) and (PA2). Our initial choice is an extension defined by boundary
{11)

conditions (BCll) with A — B > 0, i.e., K++. Being an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian
ipxp must satisfy the boundary condition (BCll). Substituting <p\p into equations (2.148) we

obtain the following relations between A,B and A,p:

ip = A + B eiX, (2.176)

ipelX = —AelX — B, provided A ^ 0,n. (2.177)

When A = 0,7r the function ip\p does not satisfy boundary conditions (BCll). Equating real
and imaginary parts of equation (2.176) yields

0 — A -|- B cos A,

p = hB sin A.

No new relation emerges from (2.177). The Josephson equation now follows:

j = — p — — sin A. (2.180)
m m

This is not the end of the story; a lot more physics can be obtained based on this math¬

ematical analysis. We can assume that parameter B is characteristic of the junction, and

hence independent of the current and A. The parameter A, however, is environmental depen¬

dent, i.e., its value is dependent on the actual value of the supercurrent, or equivalently A,

being given by equation (2.178) in terms of B and A. In other words, the junction does not

determine a unique extension of the Kq. One can carry the physical argument forward to

arrive at a superselection rule for this superconducting system, a feature of these macroscopic

quantum systems which we shall discuss in more detail later. It is in this sense that we really
11)

have a new type of Hamiltonian operator, different from K\ , . Full details are available in
Wan and Fountain [1, 2],

The 7T-j unction

Let us explore what happens when the phase difference A at the junction is equal to 0 or ir.

One is tempted, by simply equating A to 0 or ir in equation (2.180), to say that the current

(2.178)

(2.179)
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would simply be zero. This is fallacious since Josephson's equation (2.180) is not applicable

in these cases.

We can see that the A = 0 case should correspond to the conductor having no junction,

and hence no point interaction at all. The momentum operator P£=0 is equal to the usual
momentum p in L2(R), and the Hamiltonian for the system should then be taken as the
usual free Hamiltonian again in L'2(R). A non-zero current can certainly flow in the
conductor.

The A = 7r case requires a little more thought. However, if we persist a little and look
for another selfadjoint extension of Kq which can fit (PAl) and (PA2) for our description of

superconductivity we would see that a Type 7 full 7r-phase shifter does fit. To see this we

observe that the (generalised) eigenfunctions of K(7> are

I eikx, x < 0
<p(x) = { • (2.181)I -elkx, x > 0

These eigenfunctions are of the form of equation (2.48), corresponding to R = 0, T =

— 1. These are also the eigenfunctions of the momentum operator P\=7r So, we can take
Kir) as the Hamiltonian and P£=rr and J^=7r = {q/m)P^=7X as the momentum and current

operators respectively. Then K^\ P(=7r and J^=jr share the eigenfunctions above, and hence
satisfy (PAl) and (PA2). Physically this would describe a superconducting system having a

supercurrent j = (q/m)p together with a 7r-phase shift in its wave function across the junction.
It would appear that this result is in agreement with the recently discovered 7r-junction in

superconductivity and superfluidity [48]. This would also explain why these systems can exist
in a stable superconducting state with a non-zero current when they reach a phase difference
of 7T. The nature of the point interaction for a 7r-junction, as visualised in terms of a limiting

family of ^-potentials, is clearly very different from that of a Josephson junction.
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2.5 Point interactions, quantisation by parts and boundary
conditions on a ring

In the previous section we introduced a general method for analysing and categorising point

interactions on the real line. We now proceed to apply this method to analyse a difFerent

geometry, a point interaction on a ring. This situation provides a real physical system upon

which the results of our analysis can be more readily realised. This system contains no,

physical infinites, so it is possible to construct a physical system which has a very strong

analogy with the model. Indeed many superconducting circuits, SQUID's for example, are

in the form of a ring.

2.6 Quantisation by parts, kinetic energy operators and Hamil-

tonians

Consider a particle of mass m moving around a circle 5*, where S* indicates a circle with

a point missing or a "cut", in one-dimension23 coordinated by an angle variable 6 e (0,27r).
The point at which the potential abruptly changes is at the cut 9 = 0. The Hilbert space

H{Sl) is taken as the functions on S] square-integrable with respect to the measure d.0, i.e.,

7i{Sl) = L2(0, 27t). A normalised wave function 0, describing the state of the particle, is

a member of TL(Sl) = L2(0,27r). To define an operator in L2{0, 27r) we must again specify

both the operator expression and the domain on which the operator acts in order to define

the operator.

Proceeding as before, let Co°(0,2ir) denote the set of infinitely differentiable functions on

S}., each of which vanishes outside a closed and bounded interval in SCq°(0, 2n) is a dense
subset of L2(0, 27t). Now, consider quantum mechanical operators acting in L2(0, 2ir). We

follow the standard procedure of initially setting the domain of the operator to be Cq°(0, 2tt),
and again denote the resulting symmetric operator by Aq. In the case of the kinetic energy

one would initially introduce the operator K0 defined by the differential expression

h2 d2
^z^dff2' (2'l82)

acting on the domain Cq°(0, 2tt). As before we can show [47] that the resulting operator is

symmetric, and it possesses many selfadjoint extensions. We now proceed to discuss these

extensions.

3A brief discussion of some of the results presented in this section was presented in section 1.5.1.
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2.7 Selfadjoint boundary conditions and point interactions

on a ring

We can classify the dynamically symmetric selfadjoint extensions24 for the kinetic energy

operator Kq into eleven types. The boundary conditions for all of these extensions, can be

obtained as special cases of the general boundary conditions listed in Appendix 1.2.

Note that throughout this section, as in the previous section, we will find selfadjoint

boundary conditions and derive physical potentials which provided these conditions. There

are two very important points to be made about this analysis:

1. In the analysis of the boundary conditions, where we state an appropriate potential
and transfer matrix; these potentials and transfer matrices will translate directly from

the two-branch case of a single point interaction on the real line.

2. When we proceed with the analysis on (0,27r) we must bear in mind that we are

modelling a physical system consisting of a ring with a single point interaction at

9 = 0. This will enable us to envisage potentials as providing the boundary conditions

between the ends of the interval. In Chapter 4 we will present a more intuitive way of

dealing with point interactions in a ring.

We shall now proceed to present the point interaction analysis on a circle.

2.7.1 Type 1: The periodic boundary conditions

The first type of selfadjoint extension, denoted by K^\ is defined on domain V(h composed

of wave functions which satisfy boundary conditions (S4: BCl)25:

V>(0+)-V(27T_) = 0, V'(0+) — V'(27r_) = 0, (2.183)

where a dash signifies a derivative with respect to 0. Note that ip(0+), \p(2ir_) denote the

values of ip evaluated at 9 = 0 and 9 = 2n as the limits lim^o ip(0 + e) and lim^o ip(2ir - e)

respectively, for some small, real, positive number e. Analogous limits are used for the

derivatives.

24Recall that a selfadjoint extension is dynamically symmetric if the domain of the extension is invariant

under the action of the parity operator p. The parity operator p is defined by p<j>($) = — 6) for all

<t> e L2(0,2tt).
25Prom conditions (1.114) and (1.115) in Appendix 1.2 with ah = a'+ and a_ = a+.
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The most general form for the eigenfunctions of a kinetic energy extension on the ring is

clearly

ip(x) = Cleike +c2e~ikd, 0g(O,2tt) (2.184)

where k is real or imaginary26 and ci,C2 £ C. We would again like to use this most general

eigenfunction to help us make use of transfer matrices on the ring geometry [55, 56]. Generally,
let (p(6\+), be the values of the wave function <fi and its spatial derivative 4>' at the point

6\ evaluated as a limit from above, and let <f>(92-), <p'(02-) be their values at 62 evaluated as

limits from below, where 61,62 £ (0, 2tt). For the wave function ip the transfer matrix linking

the values of ip and ip' at two points 0\+, 62- is defined to be the matrix M(6\,62) satisfying
\

M(0i,02)
1+

Wi+) j
(2.185)

From equation (2.184) we obtain
/

M(0l,02) = (2.186)
cosfc(#2- -0i+) k 1 smk(02- -01+)

^ —k sin k{02- - 9\.+) cos k(02- — 9i+)
When the wave function and its derivative are continuous, the transfer matrix tends to the

2x2 identity matrix 1 as 9i —> 62, e.g., M{9\,02) —> 1 as 9\ —» 62• Note that the matrix

.A4($i,02) depends only on the separation [62- — 9i+), not on the the starting point 9\.
We continue the analogy between this situation and the two-branch circuit by defining the

transfer matrix relating ip(6j_), ip'(0j_) to tp(02+), ip'{62+) by curly brackets, i.e., M{9\, 62}-
Similar definitions for M(9\,02} and M{9\)02) hold here.

We can then rewrite (5^: BCl) in terms of a transfer matrix
/

M(1) *«w
_ «*.) where M(1)j.., (2187)

^'(0+) / I ^'(2TT_) / I 0 1\

Where the transfer matrix is defined to be

lim M{e, 2n — e}, e > 0. (2.188)

Conditions BCl) says that the wave function and its derivative are continuous across

the point interaction. Clearly this is the requirement for the wave functions to satisfy the

standard periodic boundary conditions. The eigenfunctions of are of the form

V{1](6) = —where n = 0, ±1, ±2,..., (2.189)
V 27T

26 A complex k would possess a complex energy eigenvalue and is therefore forbidden. Note that the eigen¬

functions in a ring are degenerate, since for every eigenvalue k, there is a similar eigenfunction with the

eigenvalue — k.
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with eigenvalues

£(, =
w- <2-,90>

2.7.2 Type 2: The (5-function potential

(2)
This selfadjoint extension is defined on domain V± formed by wave functions which must

satisfy boundary conditions (S*: BC2±)27:

±2mr_ \ = ^'(27r_) - ^'(0+), Vo ) V^-) = - ^'(0+).

The corresponding transfer matrix is

M(?l = 1 ~ I (2.191)±Vi 1 ±^v„1 1
1 0

Conditions (S*: BC2±) imply the continuity of the wave function and the discontinuity of
-—-72)

its derivative across the point interaction. The operator K± matches a <5-function potential

of strength ±Vo, where Vq is a positive real constant, in a manner that we shall now discuss.
To relate K±^ to a (5-function p.

in the neighbourhood of the cut by

To relate 'K^ to a (5-function potential at the cut we can introduce a new coordinate 9

, 9, if0€(O,e)
9={ (2.192)

9 — 2n, if 0 € (27T — e,27r].

Then in the neighbourhood 0 G (—e,e), Kcan be symbolically written in the form of a

Hamiltonian with a ^-function potential, i.e., as

h2 d2
2mr2 d92

with the eigenvalue equation

f = (2.193)

— ± Vb«(»)v±'w = V±'W- (2.194)2mr2 d02

In the new coordinate system we see that (S,1: BC2±) can be rewritten as

= ^"(O-) - VS'(0+), ^ ^(°-) = ^'(O-) ~ ^'(°+).
which are the standard boundary conditions associated with a (5-function potential [50, 57, 58],

-~-/2) f-(2)
confirming the fact that we can rewrite as H± .

7From conditions (1.114) and (1.115) in Appendix 1.2 with a'_ = a'+ and q_ ^ a+.
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We can calculate the eigenfunctions of the eigenvalue equation

<P±\0) = £±} <S>±(0), (2.195)

—/2)
in the following way. We know that functions in the domain of K± satisfy the boundary
conditions (5*: BC2±), so by substituting the most general kinetic energy eigenfunctions for

this geometry (2.184), into (SBC2±), assuming k is real, we find

^{Q) = a(eik±e+ e2ik*eik±e) (2.196)
= 2cieifc±7rcos k±(0 - n), (2.197)

which can be normalised tc give

f±\0) = J— *^f elk±n cosk±{9 — 7r). (2.198)r± w
y 2k±it + sin2fc±7r v ' v '

For the eigenfunctions (0) to satisfy (S^: BC2±) we must also have

h2k+
Vo = ± x-tanfc±7r, (2.199)mrz

which determines two discrete sets of real k values, and

& = <"»>

If we set k = in in (2.184), where n e R, and substitute this into (5*: BC2±) we find that

we have eigenfunctions of the form

^\0) = J — cosh k(0 - 7r), (2.201)v ' V 2K7r + sinh2/OT v h y '

where

ft 2
Vo — —-x-tanh/OT. (2.202)mrl

This equation can only be satisfied when we take the positive case from (S\: BC2±) which

corresponds to an attractive28 <5-function potential (see section 2.4.2). Equation (2.202) has

only one solution when n = k2) and

h2K2
E<2) = —-4. (2.203)* 2mr2 v '

28In the two-branch case we could distinguish attractive and repulsive potentials by analysing their eigen¬

functions. Attractive potentials possessed eigenfunctions and repulsive potentials possessed only generalised

eigenfunctions. The situation is reflected here, as only the selfadjoint extensions corresponding to attractive

potentials can possess eigenfunctions with negative energy eigenvalues.
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Note that throught the rest of this section we shall write eigenfunctions in terms of k±

when we have used (2.184) with k g R to generate the eigenfunctions, as in the first case for

the (5-function potential. We shall also write eigenfunctions in terms of n when we have used

(2.184) with k = in where k € R to generate the eigenfunctions, as in the second case for the
^-function potential above.

2.7.3 Type 3: The ^'-function potential

This selfadjoint extension is defined on domain T>^ formed by wave functions which must

satisfy boundary conditions (5*: BC3±)29:
,2

\ /

The corresponding transfer matrix at 6 = 0 is30

Co ) (V(2tt_) - ^(0+)) = ^(0+), V/(0+) = ^,(27r_). (2.204)

1
1 i ft2,

2mr'2Vo

\° 1
(2.205)

Conditions (SBC3±) imply the continuity of the derivative and the discontinuity of its

wave function across the point interaction. Note that the wave function is now discontinuous

while its derivative is apparently continuous. The eigenvalue equation

Kf V±\0) = E{± (2.206)

admits the following eigenfunctions:

^)(q\ - . I 2k±
where

d-\0) = \ 7T, ^T—eifc±7r 8ink±(0 - 7f)' (2-20?)V 2k±ir — sin 2k±ir

h2b,
Vo = ^-—±cotk±n, (2.208)

4mr1

which determines two discrete sets of real k values, and

Ef= (2.209,

29From conditions (1.114) and (1.115) in Appendix 1.2 with ot'l — a'+ ^ 0 and cc_ = a+.
30We can see by introducing the coordinate 6 that we now have a more physical appreciation of the boundary

conditions. This is because we can more easily associate the transfer matrices in the 9 coordinates with poten¬

tials at the "cut". A transfer matrix in 9 transfers the wave function from 9 = 0- to 0 = 0+, where the point

interaction is at 9 = 0. This allows the point interaction analysis in the ring to mirror the analysis presented
for the two-branch case. Note that the transfer matrices are invariant under the coordinate transform, # —> #.
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K±^ also admits eigenfunctions of the form

^>W = VsinhJr-2^S"""'(^'r)- (2210)
where

h2n
Vo — , 0 coth ktt. (2.211)4mr2

This equation can only be satisfied when we take the negative case from (S*: BC3±) which

we shall shortly see corresponds to an attractive ^'-function potential (see also section 2.4.3).

Equation (2.211) has only one solution when k = K3, and

= -g|. (2.212)
If we make the coordinate transform from 0 to d, {S^: BC3±) becomes:

Bo ) $(0_) - ^(0+)) = ^(0+), ^(0+) = ^(0_). (2.213)

Given these boundary conditions, the operator K± ^ is often said to correspond to a 6'-
potential with a formal Hamiltonian [59, 68]

=^ (2.214)
We now show that a limiting family of ^-functions produce the same boundary conditions,

by using a direct analogy of the work on a point interaction 011 the two-branch circuit.

Consider the following:

•COT = 9tme-na), = ^ {^W0Ta " ') ' (2215)
a), g-{S) = tV2mraVo _ ] j (2.216)

Where n is a positive integer and a is small enough to ensure that </j"(0) is positive and </„(#)
is negative and a < e/30 < rr/15 (this ensures that all the limiting families can be defined in

terms of 6 and will 'fit' into (0,2-ir)).
Now consider a family of these <5-potentials combined together to form a new potential

defined by
= v-{6) + vta{0) + vtM + v;a(0). (2.217)

The corresponding Hamiltonians are

= + (2218)
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/ox

To write down the transfer matrix Mv^a{0,4a} linking the wave function xp and its derivative
xp' at 6 = 0_ to that at 0 — 4a+, for this Hamiltonian, we proceed as with the analysis

presented in the previous section, and write down

Mv0JaRM = 2-(o) x M{0\Sa,4a) x M®} § x A4(0)(2a,3a) x
M

9a W
(2)
gt(0)x. X M^\a,2a) x x A4(u){0, a).

9a (0)

This reduces to

M$,a{0,4a} =

( 1 + °(a) 2mrW0 + 0(fll/2)
O(a) 1 + 0(a)

(2.219)

/ox

If we now let a tend to zero, the limit matrix lima_o MVq a{0, 4a} will coincide with the
transfer matrix M.y^ for the repulsive /('-potential

We conclude that A+ with boundary conditions (S<!: BC3+) corresponds to a Hamilto¬
nian with the above limiting family of /(-function potentials. Similarly for K^ with boundary
conditions (Sp: BC3_), the attractive /('-potential, we have

V±%(9) = -V0 6(6) + V^l(6) - Ho 6(9 - 5a) + V^(6 - 5a) -

H0 6(0 - 10a) - 2H0 6(0 - 11a) + V^a(6 - 11a) -

2Ho 6(6 - 16a) + V^(0 - 16a).

The transfer matrix linking the wave function and its derivative for the corresponding Hamil¬
tonian is

M(%Ota{0,20a} A4^a(16a, 20a} x M^\Vo x Al^(15a, 16a) x

a(Ha, 15a} x M^\Vo x At^°^(10a, 11a) x

■M^y0 x M^(9a, 10a) x My^a(5a, 9a} x

x M(0)(4a,5a) x A4^a(0,4a} x M{\.
To the order of a1/2 we get

^-\a{0>20a} =

\1 + ^(«1/2) ~2^v0+O(a1/2)
0(a1/2) l+0(a1/2)

As a —» 0 the potentials collapse to a point and the transfer matrix becomes

h2

(2.220)
/

M-V0 =
2rar2 Vo

1
(2.221)

which is equivalent to the transfer matrix for an attractive /('-potential.
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2.7.4 Type 4: The infinite square well

Extension corresponds to the Dirichlet boundary conditions (S*: BC4)31:

^(0+) = 0, ^(2tt_) = 0. (2.222)

Conditions (S*: BC4) correspond to the standard infinite square well potential. Eigenfunc-
tions of Khave the form

ip^A\0) = —sin \n6 where n = ±1, ±2,..., (2.223)
\/7r 2

with eigenvalues

h2n2
eW = nn (2 224)

8mrz

2.7.5 Type 5 potential

Extension K^ corresponds to the boundary conditions (S^: BC5)32:

i/j'(27t_) = aip(2ir_), ^'(0+) = —at/>(0+) a € R and a / 0. (2.225)

There is no transfer matrix since the wave functions on both sides of 0 = 0, i.e., at 6 — 0+

and 6 — 27t_, are not directly related; they are not totally unrelated either since they share

a common coefficient a. The eigenvalue equation is of the form

Ki5) <^5) (0) = E(±] <^45) (0). (2.226)

To calculate the eigenfunctions allowed by this extension we proceed as follows. If we assume

k is real in (2.184) and then substitute (2.184) into (S)!: BC5) we find that the two boundary
conditions are only consistent if a satisfies the following equation:

a2 - 2afc cot 2A;7r — k2 = 0. (2.227)

This equation has two possible roots for a, the first is when

a = a+ — k+ cot k+n, (2.228)

where we find the eigenfunctions take on the form

<2-229>

31From conditions (1.114) and (1.115) in Appendix 1.2 with a'__ = a'+ = a_ = 0 or a'_ = a'+ = a+ = 0.
32Prom conditions (1.114) and (1.115) in Appendix 1.2 with either a_ = a'_ = 0 or a+ = a'+ = 0.
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and the second is when

a = a_ = — k- tan k-ir, (2.230)

where we find

^\e) = J— 2k: n, eik-n cos fc_(<? — 7r). (2.231)w V 2fc_7T + sin2A:_7r v ' y '
Each of the conditions on a specify a discrete set of real values allowable for k, and we find
that

e±='3- (2-232>
If, however, we assume k is imaginary and equal to in where k e R, and then substitute

(2.184) into (S^: BC5), we find that the two boundary conditions are only consistent if a

satisfies the following equation:

c? — 2ftacoth2K7r + k2 = 0. (2.233)

Once again we have two allowable roots for a. So when

ol — a+ = k+ coth k+7t, (2.234)

we find the eigenfunctions take on the form

2Kh
sinh 2k+7t — 2k+ir<PkI(0) = „+ o- „ sinh^v+(g-7r), (2.235)

and when

ot = ot— — K— tanh«_7r, (2.236)

we find the eigenfunctions take on the form

tp^(6) = \ - "K cosh «;_(<? —7r). (2.237)'

y 2k_7t + sinh 2k_7t v y '
There is one allowed value for k in each of the cases given above, which only occurs when

a± > 0. For these cases we find the eigenvalues are

45 = (2.238)
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2.7.6 Type 6: The open end

This extension, K^ is characterised by Neumann boundary conditions (SBC6)33:

0'(O) = 0, = 0. (2.239)

There is no transfer matrix as in the case of types 4 and 5. Eigenfunctions of K^ have the

form

= -^=cos \nd where n = ±l,±2,..., (2.240)
V7T 2

with eigenvalues

h2n2
E(6) = tt. (2.241)

8mr2

2.7.7 Type 7: The full 7r-phase shifter

Extension is defined by boundary conditions (SBC7)34:

■0(0+) + ,0(27r_) = 0, 0'(O+)+ 0'(2TT_) = 0. (2.242)

The corresponding transfer matrix at 9 = 0 is

'-10^
0 -1

(2.243)

with eigenfunctions

<p(r)(9) = -L^ei{n+%)e where n = 0, ±1, ±2,.... (2.244)
v 2ir

E^ = ~(n+±)2. (2.245)

and eigenvalues

2mr2 \ 2 J

We can visualise this point interaction potential in terms of a family of <5-function potentials.

Effectively the same family which created the analogous boundary conditions in the two-

branch case for the real line35:

V(7\0) = -2V0 6(9)+ Vi3l(9)-2V0 6(6-ba) + vi3l(d-ba). (2.246)

33Prom conditions (1.114) and (1.115) in Appendix 1.2 with a'_ = a+ = a_ = 0 or a'+ = a+ = q_ = 0.
34From conditions (1.114) and (1.115) in Appendix 1.2 with a\ = — a'_ and a+ = —a~.

35See section 2.4.7.
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The transfer matrix for the wave function and its derivative for this potential is

M^{0,9a} = A4^a(5a,9a} x M^yQ x A4(0'(4a, 5a) x

•^Vq,a(0> 4a} x A4^_2v0>
which reduces to

' -l + 0(a1'2) 0(a1'2)
O(o}/2) —I +0(a}t2)

As a —> 0 the potentials collapse to a point and this matrix becomes .

(2.247)

A4i7'{0,9a} =

V
(2.248)

2.7.8 Type 8 potential

For extension f we have boundary conditions (5*: BC8±)36:

ip(0+) + ip(2n-) = 0,
2mr

Vo ^(0+) = -0'(O+) + xp'(2n-). (2.249)

The corresponding transfer matrix at 0 = 0 is

/

MfVo =
-1 0

-1
(2.250)

The relevant family of <5-potentials contains a <5-function potential of strength ±Vo at 9 = 0

followed by Va7\o — a), i.e.,

k£>(0) = ±Vq 6(9) + vy\e - a). (2.251)

The transfer matrix is then

^iv-cai0'10®} = Ma]ia- 10al x M(0)(0,a) x M±y0,

which reduces to M±yg = M^ x M±yo in the limit a —> 0. The eigenvalue equation

K^)^l\d) = E^' <p¥(6),(8) ,A8),

admits the following eigenfunctions:

^8,(«)=

where

2k±
2k±n — sin 2k±n

aik±ix sin k±(9 — 7r),

hk±
Vq ~ ± 5- COt fc±7T,

mr"

(2.252)

(2.253)

(2.254)

sProm conditions (1.114) and (1.115) in Appendix 1.2 with a'+ = — c/_ and a+ ^ —a_.
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which determines two discrete sets of real k values, and

<2-255>

—(g)
K± also admits eigenfunctions of the form

1 \-r-,———-— sinh k(0 — n), (2.256)v '
V sinh 2/-C7T - 2nn v ; v '

where

h2n
Vq = p coth K7T. (2.257)mr2

This equation can only be satisfied when we take the negative case from (S^- BC8±), and

(2.257) has only one solution when k = k$, and

(2-258)

2.7.9 Type 9 potential

This selfadjoint extension is defined on domain formed by wave functions which must

satisfy boundary conditions (S*: BC9±)37:

(2?77 \±-^2-Vol (^(0+) + V(2tt_)) = ^'(2tt_), ^'(0+)+^'(27T_) = 0. (2.259)
The corresponding transfer matrix at 9 = 0 is

M% = ^ _1 T2mr*v° j . (2.260)
Taking the negative case first we have that the corresponding family of 6-potentials consists

of Va7\d) and V^a(6 - 10a), i.e.,

= vy\d) + V^a(e - 10a). (2.261)

The transfer matrix is

M(\ a{0,30a} = M^y0 a{10a, 30a} x M(0)(9a, 10a) x

M7){0,9a}, (2.262)

which again reduces to = M-lo x M^ in the limit a —> 0. For the positive case, the
/'7\ — / Q\ —

corresponding family of 6-potentials consists of Va (9) and V\_ 'a{6 — 9a), i.e.,

vi>") = V}7)0) + vfl{e - 9a). (2.263)
37From conditions (1.114) and (1.115) in Appendix 1.2 with oil — oil 0 and a_ = — a+.
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The corresponding transfer matrix is

13«} = M$la(9a, 13a} x (2.264)

which reduces to Myl = My) x in the limit a —> 0. The eigenvalue equation

^l\d) = E£9) </i9)(0), (2.265)

admits the following eigenfunctions:

where

=V2faTfs Uklie"""COS*±(" " (2'266)

h2kj_
Vo = ±- 5- tanA:±7r, (2.267)4mr

which determines two discrete sets of real k values, and

4* = • (2.268)

also supports eigenfunctions of the form

= 1/A ~r~; cosh«;(d —7r), (2.269)w V 2ktt + sinh 2ktt v ;» v y

where

ft? K

Co = r tanh K7r. (2.270)4mr2

This equation can only be satisfied when we take the positive case from (S*: BC9±), and

(2.270) has only one solution when k = Kg, and

fl2K2
£<») = - —9 (2.271)2mr2 v '

2.7.10 Type 10 potential

For extension K±we have boundary conditions (S*: BC10±)38:

K, t/>(2ff_),*<*-) = 4^1 K„) «0+). (2.272)
The corresponding transfer matrix is

=

/ 0 = *2 ^' 2mr'2Vo
i_2mr2Vn n

V 0 J
(2.273)

8Prom conditions (1.114) and (1.115) in Appendix 1.2 with either a_ = a'+ = 0 or a+ = a'_ = 0.
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Taking the negative case first we see that the appropriate family of ^-potentials consists of

two repulsive ^-potentials and an attractive ^'-potential:

v[WJ{e) = Co 6(9) + V^a(9 - a) + Co 6(6 - 22a). (2.274)

The transfer matrix is then

A<^,a{0,22a} = x M^(2la, 22a) x M% a{a,21a} x
f(2)lV0A4<°>(0,a) x

which reduces to = as a —> 0. For the positive case the appropriate

family of ^-potentials consists of two attractive ^-potentials and a repulsive <5'-potential:

V+f(0) = -Co 6(0) + vi3l(d) - Co 6(9 - 5a). (2.275)

The transfer matrix is then

-^©0, 5a} = M% x M<°>(4a, 5a) x M(_\a(0,4a} x M%, (2.276)

which reduces to A4^ = M^y0 x x M^y0 as a —> 0. To derive the form of the
eigenfunctions which satisfy the following eigenvalue equation

K^0) <p£o)(0) = E{20) <pL1O)(0), (2.277)

we proceed in a way analogous to the method used to derive the eigenfunctions for the Type
5 extension. To reinforce this analogy we rewrite (S1*: BC10±) as

ip'(0+) = fhp(2tt_), = —(3ip(0+), (2.278)

where p = ±(2mr2Vo/h2), so (3 e R\ {0}. Once again, if we assume k is real in (2.184) and
then substitute (2.184) into the modified version of (S*: BC10) written above, we find that

the two boundary conditions are only consistent if (3 satisfies the following equation:

P2 — 2h(3cosec 2kir + k2 = 0. (2.279)

There are two possible values for P which satisfy this equation, when

P = P+= k+ cot fc+7r, (2.280)

we find the eigenfunctions take on the form

V(+0)(°) = \hrh ^ 9, eik+n smk+(d-n), (2.281)V 2k+n - sin 2k+n
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and when

/? = /?_ = k- tan k-n, (2.282)

we find

^0,«" = 2i~«e'k-'C°sA-<""*>' <2'283)
Each of the conditions on (3 specify a discrete set of real values allowable for k, and we find

that

(10) _ h2k%E± ~ (2-284)

If, however, we assume k is imaginary and equal to in where n € R and then substitute

(2.184) into the modified (5)1: BC10), we find that the two boundary conditions are only
consistent if (3 satisfies the following equation:

/32 — 2K/0cosech2K7r - n2 = 0. (2.285)

Once again we have two allowable roots for (3. So when

(3 — f3+ — n+ coth k+7t, (2.286)

we find the eigenfunctions take on the form

2/tH
sinh 2k+7t — 2k+7t^+{6) = _+ 0„ sinhn+{9 — n), (2.287)

and when

(3 — (3- = -K- tanhK_7r, (2.288)

we find the eigenfunctions take on the form

— coshk-{6 - ix). (2.289)*K~ w
y 2k_7I" + sinh2k_7T v y '

There is one allowed value for n in each of the cases given above, only when (3+ > 0 or when

P_ < 0. For these cases we find the eigenvalues are

4'0) = "£|. (2.290)
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2.7.11 Type 11: A, B junction or Josephson junction

The extensions, denoted by K^n\ are defined on domains containing wave functions satisfying
the following boundary conditions (5j: BC11)39:

ip(0+) = aip'(0+) — (3ip'(2n-), = (3ip'(0+) — aip'(27t_), (2.291)

where a, (3 are real, a2 ^ (32 and « ^ 0, /i / 0. It is possible to include the boundary

conditions of several of the previous cases into this extension by relaxing the conditions on

a2 and f32. We may include (5j: BC2±) by allowing a = (3 ^ 0, (S'j: BC3±) by allowing
a — -(3 ^ 0, (5j: BC5) by allowing 0 = 0 and (5j: BC10) by allowing a = 0.

In the present case with a2 / 02 we can recast (2.291) into the form

ip'(0+) = A ip{0+) + B ■0(27t_), ip'(2n-) = — Aip(2n-) — Bxp(0+), (2.292)

where A,BeR, and has a transfer matrix at 9 = 0 of the form

/
M{n) = —

B
\

-a i

A2 - B2 -A
B / 0. (2.293)

The various quantities are related by

B = (2.294)a2 — 02 a2 — 02'
01 =

A2 — B2 ' ^ ~ ~ A2 — B2' (2.295)
This extension allows us to model the following physical system. Consider a perfectly circu¬

lar, uniformly thick, superconducting ring, interrupted by a very thin insulating gap. It is

well known that a supercurrent can tunnel through the insulating gap, known as a Josephson

junction. Since Feynman's macroscopic wave function hypothesis still holds for a supercur¬

rent in a ring, we have that the wave function describing the supercurrent is once again an

eigenfunction of the momentum operator for the system, see Appendix 1.2. That is

<Pp(9) = -l—eiPr6 — _L_et(n+^)e since p = — (n + . (2.296)P V2tt r V
For this eigenfunction to represent a persistent current we require that it is a stationary state

of the system and hence in the domain of this selfadjoint extension of the kinetic energy.

Substituting this eigenfunction into (S'j: BC11) we get

0 = A + B cos A, (2.297)

pr = hB sin X. (2.298)

From conditions (1.114) and (1.115) in Appendix 1.2 with a„ — a+ ^ 0.
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If we assume B represents the physical characteristics of the junction and is fixed by the

system, then (2.297) fixes A in terms of B and A and (2.298) gives us the Josephson equation

[34].
If we, however, ignore the exceptional case where the system is superconducting, we find

that given the eigenvalue equation

K^l) V>±n)(0) = ^iU) v4U)(0)> (2-2")

the kinetic energy eigenfunctions for this extension, assuming k is real in (2.184), exist only
when

A2 sin 2kir + 2kA cos 2kn — (B2 + k2) sin 2kir + 2kB = 0. (2.300)

We find that one of the allowed roots is

A — A+ — k+ tan fc+7r — B, (2.301)

and in this case the eigenfunctions take on the form:

V{}l\e) = J— eik+n cos k+(0 — 7r). (2.302)Y+ w y 2k+n + sin 2k+ix +v ' y '
There is another possible form for the eigenfunctions of this extension, and this occurs when

A = A_ = — A:_ cot k-ir + B, (2.303)

and takes on the form

(2.304,

where the corresponding eigenvalues are

£i(ii) = (2.305)
2mrz

If we substitute (2.184) into (5ch BCll), but set k = in where n £ It, then we can find
some other eigenfunctions of Once again, these eigenfunctions can only occur when
the following equation is satisfied

A2 sinh 2mr + 2 An cosh 2nir — (B2 — n2) sinh 2ktc + 2Bn = 0. (2.306)

This equation has two roots, one of the allowed solutions occurs when

A = A+ — —n+ tanh n+ir — B, (2.307)
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and the corresponding eigenfunction is

in[u\0) = \ 2k+_ cosh k+(9 — 7r). (2.v ; V 2n+n + smh2n+n +v

The other allowed solution occurs when

A = A_ = —k_ coth k_7t 4- B, (2.

and the corresponding eigenfunction is

ip\}l\Q) = \ . , „ 2K sinh k_(0 - 7r). (2.310)w V sinh2«;_7r - 2k_tt v

These eigenfunctions possess eigenvalues of the form

h2*2
(n) ,2

2mr2' 1
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2.7.12 Characterising the point interactions in a ring

Although we have as many selfadjoint extensions for the kinetic energy in a ring as we do

on the line, the behaviour of the extensions on the ring does not possess the diversity found

on the line. The retributional nature of the potentials in the ring, that is the fact that any

reflected or transmitted parts of the wave function propagate around the ring to once again

impinge on the potential, greatly restricts the possible behaviour of this system. We can split

the discussion of the characterisation of the point interactions in a ring into two sections. The
first section discusses potentials which could be found in single electron systems, the second

section discusses potentials which could be found in superconducting systems.

Potentials for single electron ring systems

We saw in the introduction to the Type 11 potentials that we were able to include some of

the other types of potentials as particular cases of the Type 11 boundary conditions. For

example by setting /3 = 0 in (5*: BCll) we found we have (Sl'. BC5). In the two-branch

circuit we argued that these particular cases had their own physically distinct characteristics

and therefore warranted their own discussion as entities in their own right, rather than as

exceptions to Type 11. In the ring, however, we see that this argument is not as convincing.

We see that potentials of Type 2, 3, 8 and 9 can be incorporated in the Type 5 potential or

Type 10 potential. For example if we take the Type 5 potential with o_ = :pVbmr2/h2, we

find that we reproduce the eigenfunctions for the Type 2 potential, when k from (2.184) is

real. Or if we take the Type 10 potential with (3+ = 4Vomr2/h2, we find that we reproduce the

eigenfunctions for the Type 3 potential, when k = in from using (2.184) in their derivation.

To recapitulate, all the eigenfunctions from the Type 2, 3, 8 and 9 potentials can be recreated

in this way from either the Type 5 potential or the Type 10 potential.

We then find that the Type 5 potential is equivalent to the Type 11 potential with B = 0,

A+ = —a- and A_ = — a+. The Type 10 potential is equivalent to the Type 11 potential
with B — 0, A+ = P_ and A_ = — /3+. Consequently, we can choose values for the constants

in the Type 11 potential to reproduce all the eigenfunctions from the Type 2, 3, 5, 8, 9 and 10

potentials. The discrete eigenvalues of these potentials are embedded in the set of eigenvalues

permitted in the Type 11 extension. We are then left with four types of extension from which
we can recreate all the possible behaviours for a single electron traversing a ring, they are:
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1. Type 1: The periodic boundary conditions.

2. Type 4- The infinite square well.

3. Type 6: The open ends.

4. Type 11: A, B junctions.

Note that the Type 7 extension is not supported by single electron systems.

Potentials for superconducting ring systems

We know from our work in section 2.4.12 and 2.7.11 that if we want to describe a supercon¬

ducting system using the method of quantisation by parts we are looking for extensions of
K0 which are compatible with the physical assumptions (PA1) and (PA2) given in section

2.4.12. This means that we are looking for kinetic energy extensions whose eigenfunctions
are also eigenfunctions of the momentum operator on the geometry. For a ring system we

find that there are only three possible extensions:

1. Type 1: The periodic boundary conditions.

2. Type 7: The full 7r-phase shifter.

3. Type 11: The Josephson junction.

The periodic boundary conditions correspond to the case where there is no point in¬
teraction and we have a supercurrent going round a closed loop, where the quantisation of

supercurrent is well established. The Josephson junction is discussed in section 2.7.11, and the
full 7r-phase shifter corresponds to the newly discovered 7r-junction in a ring. This extension

would then describe a superconducting system with a supercurrent j = (qh/mr)(n + 1/2) to¬

gether with a 7r-phase shift in its wave function across the junction. That is, the behaviour of
a ring system with a 7r-junction follows that of a 7r-junction in a two-branch circuit presented
in section 2.4.12.
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2.8 Concluding remarks

Let us summarise our results as follows:

1. Intuitively the basic building block for a point interaction is the ^-function. First, we

derive the so-called repulsive <5'-potential as the limit of a family of four ^-function

potentials. We then derive most of the rest of point interactions in terms of a finite

family of <5-function potentials and the repulsive 5'-potential.

2. The composite quantisation of the kinetic energy operator gives rise to about eleven
conventional types of selfadjoint extensions which may serve as the Hamiltonians for

different types of point interactions. Hamiltonians can be constructed to apply to super¬

conducting systems with a Josephson junction and with a 7r-junction. A superselection
rule emerges and the general theory presented in Chapter 1 can be applied.

3. The non-uniqueness of composite quantisation is a general feature of our scheme of

quantisation by parts. This demonstrates the richness and complexity of point inter¬

actions as well as the non-uniqueness of quantisation in general. The application to

superconducting systems shows that quantisation is not just a mathematical process.

Instead, we have to incorporate the physics involved, and it is the mathematical non-

uniqueness which enables us to incorporate physics into the quantisation process.

4. The quantisation by parts scheme can be applied to more complex circuits, for example,

a four-branch SQUID circuit [33]

Even though each of the potentials mentioned are very different physically, they all have

a common geometric origin. It is the use of this geometry by the method of quantisation by

parts that gives it its generality. Often the unspoken aim of traditional quantisation schemes

is to produce a unique quantised theory. The present work demonstrates the fallacy of such

an aim. A quantum mechanical description of a physical system is, in general more complex

than the corresponding classical description. It is then natural that the same classical system

in a given geometric configuration can be quantised into quite distinct quantum systems.

An interesting point arising from the work in the ring is that we see the same potentials

behaving very differently in different geometries. The retributional nature of potential scat¬

tering in a ring restricts the possible behaviour of the system. We have seen how various

potentials, which possess extremely different physical characteristics when they are in a line,
behave practically identically when they are placed in the ring. This again reinforces the
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geometry of the system to be the key defining characteristic and underlines the strength of

an analytical method based on the geometry.

Hopefully the theoretical possibility of these potentials will find applications, e.g., in

identifying some of these point interactions with known phenomena as well as in prompting

new experiments to verify their existence. Finally we point out that symmetric operators and

the studies of their extensions, not often discussed in physics texts, are well-worth exploring

for their physical applications [32].
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Geometrical constraints and

quantisation by parts

We have seen that the method of quantisation by parts is a powerful tool for the analysis
and characterisation of point interactions in one-dimensional systems. In this chapter we

demonstrate how the method of quantisation by parts can predict interesting and novel

physical behaviour based more on the geometry of the systems in question than the point

interactions.

To demonstrate this phenomenon we shall present a quantitative but not exhaustive anal¬

ysis of three systems with physically interesting geometries, concentrating on demonstrating
new physical behaviour rather than producing a complete characterisation.

The first system in question is a Y-circuit configuration, which has interesting conse¬

quences regarding the pure or mixed nature of a supercurrent state on this geometry. We

also generalised the transfer matrix analysis formulated in the preceding chapter to encorpo-

rate branching circuits such as this one, which we find has consequences with regards to the

Feynman propagator description of this system. The second and third geometries discussed
in this chapter are a "quantum dot and leads" system and a system consisting of a "quantum

dot in a ring". In these systems we find the geometrical constraint imposed by the dot can

severely affect the behaviour of the system, especially when we also require the model to

describe a superconducting system.

121
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3.1 Three-branch Y-shaped circuit, generalised transfer ma¬

trices and the Feynman propagator

In this section we introduce a three-branch Y-shaped circuit, in our analysis of this system

we will focus on how the method we have developed in the previous chapter copes with this

most basic branched geometry, and discuss the implications with regards to the concept of

the Feynman propagator and the mixed or pure nature of a supercurrent in such a geometry.

The circuit in question consists of three long branches which all meet at a single point

interaction which prevents direct contact of the branches, as shown in the following diagram:

Figure 3.1: Y-shaped circuit configuration

Following the analysis in [2] (see Appendix 1.3) we will now describe how the method of

quantisation by parts may be applied to this system. We begin with the momentum.

3.1.1 Momentum operators on a Y-shaped circuit

Partial quantisation

We imagine that a current flows into the circuit from the far left into branch B\. Branch B\

is then chosen to be R^ and the Hilbert space is therefore H\ = L2(B\) = L2(R^). Branches
£>2 and Bz are chosen to correspond to and the Hilbert spaces are therefore chosen to

be Ti.2 = L2(B2) = L2(Rq) and Hz = L2(Bz) = L2(Rq) respectively. The corresponding

partially quantised momenta are respectively pi in Hi, jp2 in H2 and pz in Hz where

Pj = on C^(Bj), (3.1)

where Xj € Bj and j = 1,2,3. These operators are all maximal symmetric with deficiency
indices (0,1), (1,0) and (1,0) respectively.
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3.1.2 Maximal symmetric operators as observables

As the composite momentum we take the direct sum

Pq -Pi ®P2 ©P3 in Hc = H\ ©7t2 ©H3- (3.2)

Since Pq has deficiency indices (2,1) it follows that Pq has no selfadjoint extensions [54] and
that the largest closed symmetric extensions are merely maximal symmetric [32]. We are

confronted with two alternatives:

1. We can adhere rigidly to orthodox quantum mechanics where observables correspond

to selfadjoint operators. So there are no momentum observables at all, for the system,

no branch momentum nor a composite momentum.

2. We can generalise quantum mechanics to accept maximal symmetric operators for the

description of observables. Wan et. al. have recently formulated such a generalisation

of quantum mechanics [32].

It should be pointed out here that the generalisation of quantum mechanics to accept maximal

symmetric operators as observables is different to the approach presented in [29, 74, 75, 76].
In these cases an observable is identified with a positive operator valued (POV) measure.

A problem with these approaches is that there exist POV measures which admit no finite

variance for any state vector [10, 77]. This then prevents an arbitrary POV measure from

representing an observable as, in these exceptional cases the expectation values are effectively
rendered meaningless. Another advantage of extending the set of observables to include
maximal symmetric operators, and not any POV measure, is that a maximal symmetric

operator does possess a unique spectral function. In contrast a general POV measure does not

correspond to a unique symmetric operator [10, 77]. This enables us to have a single operator

as representing an observable. The momentum operator in the Y-circuit is a physical example

where the use of maximal symmetric operators as observables is desirable. We can therefore

adopt Wan's generalisation [32] and admit maximal symmetric momentum operators.

General approach to composite quantisation for momentum

We can work out all the closed symmetric extensions (see Appendix 1.3) for the composite
momentum operator and we find that the most general boundary conditions corresponding
to an extension of the momentum are:
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02(O) = Vl - a2etA20i(O), (3.3)

03 (0) = aelAs0i(O), (3.4)

where A2,A3 6 [0, 27t), a G [0,1] and 0j(O) G Hj for j = 1,2,3. In other words we have a

three parameter family of maximal symmetric extensions. If we write A = {a, A2, A3} then
we shall denote the momentum extension corresponding to this most general case Py The

generalised eigenfunctions of are of the form

<^A = e^xi © © aexXHwx\ (3.5)

where Xj G Bj.
To redeem all the interesting and relevant features of this model it is auspicious to consider

the following three specific cases:

a) Since the circuit is assumed to be symmetrical in B2 and H3; we seek extensions which
are invariant with respect to the interchange of 62 and B3. Clearly such extensions

correspond to the choice a = 2_1/2,A2 = A3 = A G [0,2n). The resulting maximal

symmetric extensions, to be denoted by Py possess generalised eigenfunctions of the
form

= e**1 © ~^eiXeWX2 © 2=e<Ae**s. (3.6)\/2 \/2

b) This case is asymmetrical and occurs when we take a = 0. The resulting extension

P\2 = P\2 © P3■ Here P\2 is a selfadjoint extension of pi ©p2 in Hi © H2 derived in
Chapter 2 for the two-branch circuit. We have

02(0) = ea20i(O), (3.7)

03(O) = 0. (3.8)

With generalised eigenfunctions of P£ taking the form

<pA2 = e^1 © eiA2e^X2 © O3, (3.9)

where O3 is the zero function in H3. Note that p3 has no generalised eigenfunction in

Hz because of the condition 03(0) = 0.

c) This case is asymmetrical and occurs when we take a = 1. The resulting extension

P£3 = P\3 ©p2. Here P\3 is a selfadjoint extension of pi ©p3 in Hi ®Hz derived in
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Chapter 2 and used in an analogous manner in case b) above. We have

$2(0) = 0, (3.10)

$3(0) = eiX3M0)- (3.11)

With generalised eigenfunctions of P£s taking the form

«^A3 = e^1 ©02®eiA3e*pX3, (3.12)

where 02 is the zero function in H2. Note that p2 has no generalised eigenfunction in

H2 because of the condition $2(0) = 0.

Supercurrent operators

The partially quantised supercurrent operators for the branches are Jj = (q/m)pj where

q = 2e and m are the charge and mass of a Cooper pair in the current, respectively. The super-

current operator for the circuit as a whole is JA = (q/m) PA which admits <p\ as eigenfunctions
with desired eigenvalues j\ = (q/m)p. In the symmetrical case with a = 2~1//2, A2 = A3 = A.

The functions ip\ do not vanish on any branch. The momentum operator is PA and the su¬

percurrent operator for the circuit becomes JA = (q/m) P£. This correspond to an incoming
current / splitting equally into branches B2 and B3. However, in the asymmetrical cases with

a = 0 or a = 1. The momentum eigenfunctions vanish on B3 or B2 respectively. In these

cases the incoming current goes solely from B\ into either B2 or B3.

3.1.3 Kinetic energy operators on a Y-shaped circuit

We can adopt as the partially quantised kinetic energy operators in the branches

—Isl* onC~{B'h ' =

For composite quantisation we construct the direct sum

Kc0 = Kw 0 K20 © K30 defined on V(KC0) = V(K10) ®V(K20) ® V(KZ0). (3.13)

The deficiency indices of Kq are (3,3), and so Kq possesses a 9-parameter family of selfadjoint
extensions [47].

It is sufficient to consider only those extensions which can be correlated with the momen¬

tum and current operators obtained earlier. There are three cases of interest:
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1. The symmetrical case with extensions invariant with respect to the interchange of B2

and A3. Details of how we calculate the extensions for this geometry are presented

in Appendix 1.3. We find that we are left with a 2-parameter family of selfadjoint

extensions for the kinetic energy specified by boundary conditions on the wave functions

at the junction at x = 0 characterised by two arbitrary real parameters a, b on the

domains of the extension operators, namely by the conditions:

ip[(0) = atpi(0) +6(^2(0) +^3(0)), (3.14)

i/4(0)+ Vs(0) = —n ("02 (0) + t/>3(0)) — 2tnpi(0), (3.15)

^2(0) = ^3(0), (3.16)

where a dash represents a differentiation with respect to the appropriate position vari¬

able. We shall denote the resulting extensions by Aj; b.

2. The asymmetrical case with a — 0. The momentum operator is P? = P\2 0 pz and
the current operator becomes J\2 — (q/m) (P\2 ©P3). The system is acting like a
two-branch circuit. It follows that we should obtain similar extensions by proceeding

as follows:

(a) First we consider a selfadjoint extension A^i) of A10© A20 for B\ and A2. Where
K( 11) is the eleventh extension presented in section 2.4.11 for the two-branch

circuit.

(b) Then we take the direct sum of A^11) with a selfadjoint extension of Ado in A3,

a natural choice being A3 = (l/2m)p\pz, i.e., we get K^2B = A^11) 0 A3. The
A, A evident in K^2B represent the constants implicit in A'(n) which define the
extension.

3. The asymmetrical case with a = 1. This behaves identically to the asymmetrical case

formed by setting a = 0 except that the branches B2 and A3 are interchanged. Choose

the kinetic energy operator to be the direct sum of A^1^ in TL\©A3 and A2 = l/2mp\ P2
--~-l 0

in V.2- The resulting extensions are denoted by K^ B.

3.1.4 Correlation process for the Y-shaped circuit

The plrysical phenomenon under investigation here is the DC Josephson effect. We require

that any current state of the systems be a steady state. This implies that any eigenfunction
of the current operator, i.e., the momentum operator, is a stationary state of the system,
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meaning that the momentum eigenfunctions must lie in the domain of the Hamiltonian of

the system and therefore they must be in the domain of the relevant kinetic energy extension.

The momentum eigenfunctions must therefore satisfy (3.14) - (3.16). Again we examine the
three special cases:

1. The symmetrical case with a — 2-1/2, A2 = A3 = A. Substituting into the boundary

conditions (3.14) - (3.16) we obtain1

ip = a + /2belX, (3.17)

ipelX = -aelX - /2b, provided A / 0, n. (3.18)

Equating real and imaginary parts of above equations yields

0 = a + \/2 6cosA, (3.19)

p = h/2bs\n A. (3.20)

We now make the following assumption:

(PA3) The parameter /2 6, which plays the role of a coupling constant, is characteristic
of and unique to the junction, for example /2 b could depend on the geometry of the

junction and in particular a/2 b should be independent of A.

It follows that the other parameter a is dependent on A, i.e., a = -\pl 6cos A. Equation

(3.20) then gives the Josephson equation as it is equivalent to

j = jo sin A, (3.21)

where

j = jx — — p j0 = — h\f2b > 0 on assuming -/2 b > 0. (3.22)
m m

We can now identify j above with the established current I and jo with the critical
current. The critical current is seen to be characteristic of the junction and independent

of A. The incoming current from B\ splits up equally and flows into B2 and B3.

2. The asymmetrical case with a = 0. Here we can simply carry out the correlations
between P\2 and as for the two-branch circuit (see section 2.4.12) to obtain the
Josephson equation

j = jo sin A2, (3.23)

'When A = 0,7r the function ip\ does not satisfy boundary conditions (3.14) - (3.16) and should be excluded.
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where

j = j\or> = ~Pi jo — — bVb > 0 on assuming b > 0. (3.24)w m m

The incoming current I in B\ goes straight through to B2 with no current going into

B3 ■

3. The other extreme case with a = 1 the situation is the same except with B2, B3 , i.e

the current flows in from B\ into B3 without going into B2.

To complete the analysis a superselection must be introduced. In the two asymmetric cases

which are essentially the same as two-branch circuits we have already established the neces¬

sary superselection rule in section 2.4.12. A superselection rule for the symmetrical case can

be formulated by direct analogy with these two exceptional cases, the details of the analysis
can be found in [2].

3.1.5 Is a Y-circuit superconducting condensate in a pure or a mixed state?

It is often stated that a superconducting condensate consists of Cooper pairs all in the same

state [35, 36]. The model presented in this section offers a chance to test this statement by
an experiment based on the argument that the state represented by the function ip\ is really
a mixture of <p\2 and tp\3. In other words the condensate consists of a mixture of two parts,

one part corresponds to tp\2 and the other part corresponds to tp\3, with the result that a

current in branch B\ can flow into B2 and B3 without requiring each Cooper pair to "split

up" into B2 and B3. If we fed a supercurrent into B\ the analysis presented in this section

implies that we could have one of the following three possible results:

1. The current from B\ flows entirely into B2 with no current in B3. This means that the
condensate is in a pure state described by ip\2.

2. The current from B\ flows entirely into B3 with no current in B2. This means that the
condensate is in a pure state described by </?a3 •

3. The current from B\ splits up and flows equally into B2 and B3. This is describable by

In [1] it is argued that we should treat ^ as a mixture of ip\2 and <p\3. A mixture of
these two eigenfunctions means that the incoming current flowing into B\ consists of two

components with one component flowing into B2 and one component flowing into B3. This
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is not interpreted as each Cooper pair "splitting" into £>2 and B?,. If each Cooper pair were

to split up we would be confronted with a de-Broglie-type paradox [78, 79, 80], namely we

are faced with the problem of not knowing what happens to the electron pair after splitting,

i.e., in which branch the electrons are in and so on. Since we expect that the supercurrent is

in a pure state, when we feed a supercurrent into branch B\ it should, by this analysis, exit

from either £>2 or 63 but not both. This then provides a striking test of the pure or mixed

nature of the superconducting state.

3.1.6 Generalised transfer matrices and the three-branch Y-shaped circuit

To begin this section it is useful to remind ourselves of the definition of a transfer matrix

given in section 2.3. Generally, let 0(oq), 0'(oq) be the values of the wave function 0 and
its spatial derivative 0' at the point xi, and let xp(x2),xi/(x2) be their values at x2- The

transfer matrix linking the values of 0 and 0' at two points x\, X2 is defined to be the matrix

M\°'{x\, X2) satisfying2
/

M^0\x1,22)
1

ip(xi) Xp(x2)

xp'(x2)
(3.25)

y tf(xi) j y
In the previous sections these matrices have been crucial in forming a comprehensive analysis

of a given quantisation task and we would like to see if they may be re-applied in a similar

way here.

Consider the boundary conditions (3.14) - (3.16) that define the kinetic energy extension

for the Y-shaped circuit. They may be rewritten in the following form

"01 (0) = -A0i(O) + BXP'2(0) + BXP'3(0) (3.26)

02(0) = —Bxp[(0) + —xp'2(0) + —"03(0) (3.27)

02 (0) = -B0i(O) + ^02(0) + ^03(0) (3.28)
where

A = ~

a2 — 262' B = a2 - 2h2 (3'29)
We define a generalised transfer matrix on a three-branch circuit in the following way. Let

0i(Ti)> 02(^2) and 03(0:3) be the values of the wave function 0 at the points oq,0:2,0^3

2Recall that this notation also allows us to define At(0'(x1,3:2} as the transfer matrix relating il>{x\+),

ip'(x1+) to ip(x2+), i>'(x2+), and {x1,2:2) as the transfer matrix relating ip{x 1 _), tp'(xi-) to ip{x2-),
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from branches B\,B2 and 83 respectively (evaluated as limits from the right, left and left

respectively), and let ip[(xi), ^2(^2), ^3(^3) be the values of the spatial derivative of the

wave function at the same points. The generalised transfer matrix links the values of ip and
%p' at the points xi,X2,xz, and is defined to be the matrix QM{x\,x2,xz) satisfying3

GM(xi,X2,Xz) (3.30)1p'2(x2) = lfo(x2)

\ tfzixs) / \ ^3(^3) )

Now, consider rewriting the reformulated boundary conditions, stated above, in the following
way

' Vi(0) X
^2(0)

V ^3(0) j

1 Vi(o) ^
= GMa,b V4(o)

^3(0)

(3.31)

/

where

1 -A B

GMa,B -B A A
2 2

V

(3.32)
TD A A

"2 2"/
where GMa.b is evaluated in the following way:

GMA,B = \\vbGM.A,B{—e,€, e},£—►0
€ > 0. (3.33)

It is important at this point to emphasise the differences between the standard transfer

matrices and these generalised ones. The standard matrices defined by (2.49) relate tho wavo

function and its derivative on B\ across to the other branch. This is very much in agreement
with the concept of the Feynman propagator [81]. The generalised transfer matrices, however,
relate the spatial derivative of the wave function on all the branches to the wave function

at the same points. It is tempting to refer to these generalised transfer matrices as global
transfer matrices because a system described by these matrices behaves more as a whole, since
for a complete description, knowledge of the wave function at points on all of the branches
are needed a priori.

We shall now proceed to show that it is indeed advantageous to describe the Y-shaped
circuit under consideration here in terms of these generalised transfer matrices.

M11 a direct analogy with the previous case, tliis notation also allows us to define QAi (xi, x-2, x,i) as the trans
fci matrix relating ip'(xi + ), t//(2U+) and 4*'(x6 + ) to the wave functions at the same pointc, and GA4 {an,3:2,3:3)
as relating ip'(x2~) and 4>'(xz-) to the wave functions at the same points.
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3.1.7 Improved understanding of the Y-circuit behaviour through gener¬

alised transfer matrix analysis

We know now that the most general kinetic energy extension for the Y-circuit corresponds to

the generalised transfer matrix GMa,b- When we correlate this extension with the eigenfunc-
tions of the symmetric momentum extension we found that we had Josephson tunnelling from
branch B\ into both branches B2 and B3. To improve our understanding of this system, it is

auspicious to consider how the two-branch kinetic energy extension which can be correlated

to produce the Josephson equation, may be viewed in our generalised transfer matrix frame¬

work. The boundary conditions which characterise this extension gave rise to the standard

transfer matrix A011) from section 2.4.11. If we assume that this two-branch extension were

to hold between branches one and two of our three-branch system then we can rewrite the

Mboundary condition as

/

\

0i(O)

02(0)

a
A'^-B'2

b
At-B'i

(3.34)

We can then rewrite this as a generalised transfer matrix on our three-branch circuit as

1 "01 (0) ^
02(0)

03(0)

= GM 1,2,0

' 01(0) X
02(0)

V 03(0)

(3.35)

where

GAA 1,2,0 =

(

\

,,

'02 —B12
Bl2

12 ~

0

^12 B12

^12_B12
.^12

„

0

0 ^
0

0/

(3.36)

with A12, B12 e IR. For the situation where we have Josephson tunnelling from B\ solely into

Bi we can similarly write down

GM 1,0,3 =

/

V

At 2
A 2 _ r2*13 a13

0

Bt2
*i3-h3

0

0

0

Bt2
*^13 B13

0

\

.^13 .

*<2-Bl, J

(3.37)

13 13

with A13, B!3 e JR. We must now discuss one more generalised transfer matrix. Consider the

matrix GM.0,2,3 of the form

/on n \

GM.0,2,3 —

0 0 0

0 0 B23

0 B23 0

(3.38)
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We can now see that

gma,b = SM 1,2,0 + 5^1,0,3 + 5^0,2,3) (3.39)

with

2A 4B A
ai2 = ais = ~a2_4b2> b12 = bi3 = ^ _ 4q2 ' = j' (3'4°)

We find that GMa,b, which is the generalised transfer matrix corresponding to the scenario
where we have a Y-shaped circuit with a Josephson tunnelling from b\ to 62 and £3, could

be thought of as a mixture of two parts. It is in fact the sum of the two Josephson couplings

from b\ to b2 and S3 and the matrix qm0,2,3- The important thing about the matrix gm.0,2,3
is that it does not correspond to a selfadjoint extension on a two-branch system. That is, if

we take b2 and S3 as a two-branch circuit, the transfer matrix version of gmq^;a does not

correspond to a set of selfadjoint boundary conditions on the two branches. We therefore

find that this system cannot support a normal current or a supercurrent across a junction of

this type.

We stated earlier that in [1] it is argued that we should treat tp\ as a mixture of <pa2 and

<Pa3- A mixture of these two eigenfunctions meant that the incoming current flowing into b\
consisted of two components, one component flowing into S2 and one component flowing into

S3. This was not interpreted as each Cooper pair "splitting" into S2 and S3 to avoid a de-

Broglie-type paradox. It is also argued in the same reference that the intrinsic global nature

of the condensate in the DC state prevents delayed choice experiments with this system [82].
It is now apparent that the generalised transfer matrix analysis of the Y-circuit has indeed

improved our understanding of this system. Firstly, we have used that transfer matrix analysis
to see in a more quantitative manner that a pure current state, existing in all three branches,

can be thought of as two, two-branch Josephson junction systems tunnelling between b\

and b2 and b\ and £>3, with a term that isolates the branches £>2 and b3. This reinforces

the idea that if the condensate tunnels into both branches then it is a mixed state. The

geometry of this system is then seen to impose a constraint on the fundamental quantum

mechanical nature of the system. Secondly, we see that we can reinforce the argument that

the "intrinsic global nature of the condensate" prevents delayed choice experiments. We find

from the transfer matrix analysis that it is only possible to model the system using generalised

transfer matrices which we have seen are intrinsically global in nature and negate a Feynman

propagator-type description of this system.
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3.2 Quantisation of a quantum dot and leads geometry

Consider a system with the following geometry:

#1 B2 63
-co ■<: 1 >• 00

-a 0 a

Figure 3.2: Geometry of the quantum dot and leads circuit

where a e [0,00) and we have the three branches B\ = RZa = (—00, -a), B2 = (-a, a) and
B3 = R+ = (a, 00). We take the Hilbert space of the system to be

Hc = Hi ®H2®H3, (3.41)

where Hx = L2(BX) = L2{RZa), H2 = L2(B2) = L2{-a,a) and H3 = L2(B3) = L2(R+).
We associate the geometry of this model with a quantum dot and leads quantum circuit
as we assume the parameter a is small enough to give us an accurate representation of the

quasi-zero-dimensional experimental structures referred to as quantum dots [83, 84, 85, 86].

3.2.1 Momentum operators on a quantum dot and leads

We shall follow the general method of quantisation by parts (see section 2.3) which has been
used as the basis for all the quantisation analysis throughout this thesis. To this end we

begin with the partial quantisation process.

Partial quantisation

We envisage that a current flows from the far left into branch B\. The corresponding partially
quantised momenta are respectively px in Hi, p2 in H2 and p3 in H3 where

pj = -ih-£- on (3.42)CLXj

where Xj € Bd and j = 1,2,3. These three operators have deficiency indices (0,1), (1,1) and
(1,0) respectively.

General approach to composite quantisation for momentum

The composite momentum for the system is

Pq = Pi ©P2 ©P3, (3.43)
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The adjoint of Pq in Hc is

Pq] = p\ ®P3' (3-44)

the domain of the adjoint operator being

P(F0Ct) = = fa © fa © fa € Hc : (pj G AC(By), ^ G Hy for j = 1,2,3 j , (3.45)
where AC(Bj) is the set of absolutely continuous functions on Bj. The deficiency spaces of

Pq are

A= {</>€ V(P?) : (P0Ct T i) <P = 0} • (3.46)
A/*_ is two-dimensional and spanned by an orthonormal basis consisting of the following
elements

/i = CieXl©O2 0O3 where C\ = V2ea, (3-47)

/2 = 0i©C2e;r2©O3 where C2 = (sinh 2a)-1/2. (3.48)

Note that Oi, O2 and O3 are the zero elements of Hi, H2 and H3 respectively. Similarly, A/+
is two-dimensional and spanned by an orthonormal basis consisting of the following elements

92 = Ox ®c2e~X2 ©03, (3.49)

93 = Oi ® 02 & Cxe~X3. (3.50)

The deficiency indices for the composite momentum are therefore (2, 2), as we would expect

from the partial quantisation stage, and we are therefore looking for a four parameter family
of selfadjoint extensions. Von Neumann's method states that the domain of a selfadjoint
extension of the momentum should consist of functions of the form

$ = / + X ^ (di + X) uvf^j >
(3.51)

3

where <p G D(P§), kj G C and crucially i = 1,2 and j = 2,3. This then can be written

explicitly as

<f> = / + k2{92 + U12/1 + U22/2) + k3(g3 + U13/1 + 1423/2)- (3-52)

We are at liberty to split this vector into its constituent spaces and write

$ = $1 ©<f>2 ©$3, (3.53)
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where

$1 = 0i + (&2«i2 + k3u\z)f\, (3.54)

$2 = 02 + k2(g2 + W22/2) + £3^23/2, (3.55)

$3 = 03+&3#3, (3-56)

with 4>i G 70i, <I>2 e H2 and $3 G 703- At this point we can substitute in the explicit forms

of the unit vector g/s and fa's and evaluate the functions at the boundaries, where 01, 02
and 03 vanish. We find that

<f>i(-a) = Ci(k2ui2 + k3ui3)e~a, (3.57)

$2 {-a) = k2c2(ea + u22e~a) + k3u23c2e~a, (3.58)

$2 (a) = k2c2{e~a + U22ea) + k3u23c2ea, (3.59)

$3(a) = k3ae~a. (3.60)

We are left with the four conditions above which contain the two arbitrary constants k2 and

k3. Eliminating these constants, by substitution between these equations, we can establish

the required boundary conditions. The first step is to use equation (3.60) to eliminate k3
from (3.57) - (3.59). This leaves us with three equations:

$i(-a) = k2ciui2e~a + ui3$3(a), (3.61)

4>2(-a) = k2c2(ea + u22e~a) +—u23$3(a), (3.62)
c 1

$2(a) = k2c2{e~a + u22ea) +—u23e2a^3{a). (3.63)
c 1

When we eliminate k2 from these equations we are left with the following three dependent
equations. Only two out of the three equations are actually independent and the way we

eliminate k2 from (3.61) - (3.63) decides which two.

C2(e2a + W22)$i(—a) — ciwi24>2(—o) — C2(wi3(e2a + M22) — ^12^23)^3(0) = 0, (3.64)

ci(e~a + w22ea)<l)2(-a)-ci(ea+M22e~a)$2(o)+2c2u23easinh2a<i>3(a) = 0, (3.65)

C2(l + W22e2a)4>i(—a) — ciui2<3>2(ci) — c2(iii3(l + M22e2a) — Mi2U23e2a)<t'3(o) = 0. (3.66)

This scheme has left us with three boundary conditions that represent selfadjoint extensions

of the momentum on this geometry. The m/s evident in these boundary conditions are the
elements of a 2 x 2 complex unitary matrix. Being elements of a 2 x 2 complex unitary matrix

means that their most general representation can be made in terms of four real parameters,

to this end consider using the following form of a 2 x 2 complex unitary matrix:

U12 ttl3
/ ^ ( ^4gi(Ai+A3) yT _ J42gi(A3-A2)

y U22 U2Z -Vl - A2eiX2 Ae~iXl
(3.67)
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fixed by four real parameters A, Ai, A2 and A3, where A e [0,1], Ai, A2 and A3 e [0,27r).
Using this general definition for the unitary matrix, the candidate boundary conditions, i.e.,

equations (3.64) - (3.66), become

c2(e2a - y/l - A2eiA2)<f>i(-a) - AClei(Al+A3)$2(-a) + c2eiA3(l - y/l - A2e~iX2e2a)^3{a)
= 0, (3.68)

Cl(e-« - y/l - A2eiX2ea)$2(~a) - ci(ea - y/l - A2eiX2e~a)<i>2(a) + 2Ac2eae~iXl sinh2a$3(a)
= 0, (3.69)

c2(l - \/l - A2eiA2e2a)$i(-a) - ^c1ei(Al+A3l$2(o) + c2eiA3(e2a - Vl - A2e"iA2)<I>3(a)
= 0. (3.70)

So we arrive at these three dependent boundary conditions that correspond to selfadjoint

extensions for the momentum. We shall now proceed to discuss some specific selfadjoint
momentum extensions.

Case 1:

If we take (3.68), (3.69) and (3.70) and set A2 = 0 and A = y/l — e~4a we find that these

equations reduce to the following two equations:

$2(-o) = e-i(Al+A3)$!(—a), (3.71)

$3(0) = eai<f>2(a), (3.72)

1. Type 1: When Ai = A3 = 0, we have the conditions

$i(_a) = d>2(—a), (3.73)

$2(0) = $3(a), (3.74)

The resulting selfadjoint extension pA) is just the usual momentum operator p on the

real line, as we can consider this extension as having effectively removed the point

interactions and returned us to quantising on the real line. As a small aside, we could

also use this particular momentum extension in a way which is immediately familiar to

us from elementary scattering theory in one-dimension. In a direct analogy to the work
in Chapter 2 we can define a operator in the following way:

= |^(P(1))2, (3-75)
where ^ is this Type 1 momentum extension. KA) is then a selfadjoint extension of
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the kinetic energy on this geometry and can be combined with the following potential:

V(x) = <

0, if x < —a

Vo, if - a < x < a (3.76)

0, if x > a

where Vo is a positive constant, to arrive at the usual Hamiltonian ± V

corresponding to a square potential barrier/well.

2. Type 2: Continuous two parameter momentum extension: For this extension we

take the boundary conditions

$2(-o) = e~l(Al+A3)<h(-a), (3.77)

d>3(a) = eiAl$2(a). (3.78)

where Ai ^ 0 ^ \3. This extension has generalised eigenfunctions of the form

= e^xi ®e-i(Al+A3)e^3 ©e-a3e^X3. (3.79)

3. Type 3: Continuous one-parameter momentum extension: For this extension ft3' we

take boundary conditions (3.71) and (3.72) with A3 = 0. This corresponds to the

following boundary conditions

$2(-a) = e~iAl$i (—a), (3.80)

4>3(a) - eiAl4>2(a). (3.81)

This extension has generalised eigenfunctions of the form

<pW(x) = eWXl © e~iXletpX2 © e^3. (3.82)

Case 2:

4. Type 4: Disjoint momentum extension: Consider the selfadjoint extension defined

by the conditions (3.68), (3.69) and (3.70) with A = 0. We find that under these
restrictions (3.68), (3.69) and (3.70) reduce to

$3 (a) = ei(A2-A3)<h(-a), (3.83)
p ® pi"^2 p®1

<M«) = ♦'(-")■ <3 84)
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which can be rewritten as

$3(a) = eiA'$i(—a), (3.85)

$2(a) = eiA"$2(-a), (3.86)

where

./ > > kit _i / — sinA2sinh2a \A = A2 - A3, A = tan 1 ( —— . (3.87)\1 — cos A2cosh 2a J

The disjoint nature of this momentum extensions implies that the generalised eigen-

functions for this potential then take on the form

<p$(x) = eTO ®02®elA'eWl(x3-2a\ (3.88)

<p$(x) = Oi©eTO©03, (3.89)

where p i e R and

p2 = ^~ (27iir + A"), (3.90)

where n is an integer. Note that we have normalised the system to one particle per unit

volume.

We shall now introduce some selfadjoint extensions of the kinetic energy for this geometry

which will prove physically interesting when correlated with the momentum extensions given

above.

3.2.2 Kinetic energy operators on a quantum dot and leads

Partial quantisation

The corresponding partially quantised kinetic energies are respectively Kw in Hi, K2o in H2

and K30 in Hj,. We adopt as the partially quantised kinetic energy operators in the branches

Kjo = ~ ^-^2 onC0°°(% j = 1,2,3. (3.91)
These three operators have deficiency indices (1,1), (2,2) and (1,1) respectively.

Composite quantisation for kinetic energy

The composite kinetic energy for the system is

KS = KW(BK20(BK30, (3.92)
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The deficiency indices are (4,4), and it follows that there is a sixteen parameter family of

selfadjoint extensions. The largest domain the differential expression in (3.91) can operate

on is

T> = = (pi © <p2 © 03 £ 7~LC '■ (pji ^ AC'(Bj), ^2 € Ttj j • (3.93)
A particular selfadjoint extension K^x will operate on a smaller domain, i.e., a domain con¬

sisting of the part of V which satisfies some appropriate boundary conditions. To establish

these conditions consider

(vh | Kcex<£>) - (Kcex<f | 4>> = 0, (3.94)

for all 4> e V>(K^X) and ft' G T>{K^\). Recall that if the boundary conditions which define

V(K^X) and those which define V(K^X) coincide, then the operator is selfadjoint.
If we evaluate the expectation values in (3.94) explicitly, and taking into account the

geometry of operation, we find that the condition above holds only if

VX-aWi-a) - ^x(-a)^(-a) + *$(a)$'2(a) - *2(a)*2*(a) -

*5(-a)$'2(-a) + $2(-a)tf2*(-a) - ^(a)$'3(a) + <t>3(a)^(a) = 0, (3.95)

where the subscripts indicate which branch each of the wave function elements belongs to.

Let KCA B x be the selfadjoint extension of the kinetic energy for this system which corresponds
to the following boundary conditions on V:

$i(-a) = A<f>i(-a) + B<f>2(-a), (3.96)

4>2(-a) = -B®i(-a) - A4>2(-a), (3.97)

4>'2(a) = A4»2(a) + -B4>3(a), (3.98)

4>3(a) = -£4>2(a) - A4>3(a), (3.99)

where A2 ^ B2, A 7^ 0, B ^ 0 and A, B e R. By substituting (3.96) - (3.99) into (3.95),
we find that (3.95) is only satisfied if T e V(KCAB :) also satisfy boundary conditions (3.96)
- (3.99). From this we can see that KCA B x operating on a domain defined as V with the

boundary conditions (3.96) - (3.99) is selfadjoint.
This selfadjoint extension is also dynamically symmetric, as these boundary conditions

are invariant under the action of the parity operator4. This extension embodies a coupling
between branches B\ and £>2, and also a coupling between £>2 and Z?3.

4A relevant definition of the parity operator can be found in Appendix 1.1.
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Using a similar argument to the one given above we can show that the following extensions

of Kq are all selfadjoint and dynamically symmetric. We shall define KCA B 2 by the following

boundary conditions on V:

&i(-a) = A4>i(-a) + f?<J>3(a), (3.100)

<f>3(a) = -B<bi(-a) - A<f>3(a), (3.101)

$'2(—a) = A<t>2(-a) + B$2(a), (3.102)

$'2(a) = -BQ2(-a) - A$2(a), (3.103)

where A2 ^ B2, A ^ 0, i? 7^ 0 and A, B e R. This extension embodies a coupling between

branches B\ and B3 only. The selfadjoint extension K^ x is defined by the following boundary
conditions on V:

®2(—a) = —<f>i(—a), (3.104)

$2(-a) = —4>'1(—a), (3.105)

$3(a) - -$2(0), (3.106)

$'3(a) = -$'2(a), (3.107)

where there is a coupling between #1 and B2, and also a coupling between ,62 and B3. Finally,

the selfadjoint extension K%2 is defined by:

$3(a) = -$i(-a), (3.108)

^(a) = —$i(—a), (3.109)

$2(0) = -$2(-a), (3.110)

$'2(a) = —$2(—a), (3.111)

on P. This extension effectively couples B\ and B3 only. The notation K%x and K%2 will
become obvious later.

3.2.3 Operator correlations and Josephson junctions for a quantum dot
and leads geometry

We can now correlate the momentum and kinetic energy extensions for this system. This

correlation process will lead to a variety physical models associated with a system with this

geometry. Since we require the system to exist in states which are eigenfunctions of both
a selfadjoint momentum extension and a selfadjoint extension of Kq in this section, we are

effectively restricting our attention to superconducting systems.
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In our present theory, all we need is to take as the Hamiltonian are the selfadjoint exten¬

sions of Kq in the Hilbert space TLC specified above. The requirement that the momentum

eigenfunction be an eigenfunction of these extensions acting as the Hamiltonian means that

the momentum eigenfunction must satisfy the relevant selfadjointness boundary conditions

which help define the domains of the extensions.

Correlating KA B t and p^2)

Substituting <Pp\x) into (3.96) - (3.99), we find the equations are only consistent if A3 = —2 A1
and then we obtain the following two equations:

= A + BeiX\ (3.112)

ipeai = -B-AeiXl. (3.113)

From the real and imaginary parts of which we get these two independent equations

0 = A + B cos Ai, (3.114)

p = Bh sin An (3.115)

Once again, if we assume B is characteristic of the junction then the first equation of this pair

fixes A in terms of Ai and the second is the Josephson equation. The system then consists of

two Josephson junctions either side of the superconducting dot satisfying the same Josephson

equation, and the system exists in generalised eigenfunction states of the form

f^jj,i(x) = e^Xl ®zlXleWX2 ®e2iXleWX3. (3.116)

Here we find that we have a continuous range of p supported by a system defined by correlating

Kca b j and the case 2 momentum extension. Our system determines a unique momentum,

supercurrent and kinetic energy operator for each value of Aj through equations (3.114) and

(3.115). We can see that this is true by comparing this correlated system to the analysis
set out for the Josephson junction systems in the one and two-branch circuit discussions

(see sections 2.4.12 and 2.7.11). The argument which establishes a superselection rule there
also applies here. The result is the same as before in that there is a superselection rule

parameterised by the phase Ai, which again reduces each supersector to one-dimension.

Correlating KA B j and

Substituting Wp\x) into (3.96) - (3.99), we find the equations imply p = 0.
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Correlating KCA B j and p^

Substituting (x) and fpf(x) into (3.96) - (3.99) we we find the equations imply P\ = P2 =

0.

Correlating K'\ B 2 and

Substituting ^p\x) into (3.100) - (3.103), we find we have the following four equations

ip = A + Be~iX3e24pa, (3.117)

ipe~iX3e24pa = -B - Ae~iX3e2ipa, (3.118)

ip = A + Be2ipa, (3.119)

ipe2 wa = _B_Ae2ipa (3.120)

For these equations to be consistent we require A3 = 2rwr, where n is an integer. We are then

left with the following two equations

ip = A + Be2ipa, (3.121)

ipe2wa = -B-Ae2vpa, (3.122)

the real and imaginary parts of which give the following two independent equations

0 = A + Bcos^p, (3.123)
p = Bhsin—^. (3.124)

If we assume that B is characteristic of the junction, and a is fixed, then (3.124) fixes a

discrete set of allowed momentum values. For these momentum values, equation (3.123) then

fixes A. So for a given A and B that satisfy these conditions we have, at most, a discrete
set of allowed momentum states. An interesting property of this particular model is that the

allowed momentum values will change if we vary the length of the quantum dot. That is, for

a given A and B which satisfy the conditions above, different values for a will give rise to

different discrete sets of allowed momentum values. This system then supports a discrete set

of length-tunable currents with eigenfunctions of the form

^\x) = ewx' ©e-aie^2 ©e^3, (3.125)

where p takes a value from one of the discrete sets detailed above.
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Correlating KA B2 and p^3)

Substituting p^\x) into (3.100) - (3.103) we we find that this systems behaves identically
to the system described by correlating KAB 2 and described above, as it is equivalent to

the case where n — 0.

Correlating KCA B 2 and p^

Substituting pp^(x) and <pj>2 (x) into (3.100) - (3.103) we we are left with the following
equations:

ipi = A + BeiA\ (3.126)

iPleiA' = —B — AeiA\ (3.127)

ip2 = A + BeiA", (3.128)

ip2elA" = -B-AeiA", (3.129)

which are only consistent if pi = P2 and A' = A". This reduces these four equations to the

following two

ip2 = A + BeiA", (3.130)

ip2elA = -B — AelA , (3.131)

from the real and imaginary parts of which we get

0 = A + B cos A", (3.132)

P2 = BhsinA". (3.133)

We again find that if we assume B is characteristic of the junction then the first equation of

this pair fixes A in terms of A" and the second is the Josephson equation. The system then
consists of two Josephson junctions either side of the superconducting dot satisfying the same

Josephson equation, and the system exists in generalised eigenfunction states of the form

p%(x) = e^2Xl ©eiA"e^2X2 ©e^2X3. (3.134)

However, we know that

p2 = ^(2nn + A"), (3.135)
which makes a dramatic difference for the behaviour of this system compared with the system

described by correlating KA B x and p^. Here we see that for a given a, and a given value B
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in the operator KAB 2, (3.132), (3.133) and (3.135) fix the value of A", A and n which will

satisfy the Josephson equation. This system then supports a discrete set of supercurrents

through the quantum dot with two Josephson junctions linking the dot to the leads. This

is in direct contrast with the analysis for the system described by correlating KCA B j and

^. That system supports a continuous range of momentum values across the direct integral

Hilbert space.

3.2.4 Operator correlations and 7r-junctions for a quantum dot and leads

geometry

We now move on to analyse how the different momentum cases we derived earlier behave
when correlated with K% A and 2.

Correlating A and p^
(2)

Substituting <pp (x) into (3.104) - (3.107), we find that the equations are only consistent if

A3 = 2m7r, and Ai = (2n + l)7r where n, m are integers. The system then exists in generalised

eigenfunction states of the form

= e**1 © -e^2 ©e^3, (3.136)

where p can hold any value up a magnitude that corresponds to the critical current [24]. We
then have a system consisting of two 7r-junctions, hence the notation K^A.

Correlating A and p^3)

Substituting f^ix) into (3.104) - (3.107), we find that this system behaves identically to

system corresponding to correlating K% and p^2\ as it is equivalent to the case where m = 0.
Notice here that the generalised eigenfunctions of can exist in a system which possesses

two 7r-junctions, but are not supported by a system with two Josephson junctions. This
contrasts with the generalised eigenfunctions p^2^ which can exist in either system.

Correlating x and p^4^

Substituting <p>p\x) into (3.104) - (3.107) we find the equations cannot be made consistent.
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Correlating K% o and p<2'

Substituting Vp\x) into (3.108) - (3.111), we find that the equations are only consistent if

A3 = In-K and

p = ^-(2m + l)7r, (3.137)

where n and m are integers. The system then exists in generalised eigenfunction states of

the form

<pg(z) - e^xi ®e-iAle^X2 ©e^*3. (3.138)

This particular correlation gives us a system with a discrete set of allowed momentum values
which implies that this system possesses quantised supercurrent. We also see that this system

only corresponds to a system with 7r-junctions in the exceptional case where Aj = n.

Correlating K% 2 and pi3'

Substituting <pp3\x) into (3.108) - (3.111), we find that this system behaves identically to the

system analysed above corresponding to correlating K^ 2 and p^2\ as it is equivalent to the
case where n = 0.

Correlating 2 and pi4'

Substituting ip${x) and into (3.108) - (3.111) we find that the equations are only
consistent if A' = A" = it. The systems then exists in generalised eigenfunction states of the

form

pWpi{x) = e^1*1 ® 02 (B-eWl{x3~2a), (3.139)

pl4l2(x) = Oi©e™®03, (3.140)

where

P2 = ^2n+ 1')7r' (3.141)
with n being an integer. This correlation does not force pi = p2, and we have effectively two

disjoint systems, the quantum dot, and the leads. A current will only exist in the system

in the exceptional case when p\ — p2. For this exception we find that the system exists in

generalised eigenfunction states of the form

<pg = e^2*1 © e™ © e^2*3, (3.142)
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with P2 as given in (3.141). This system then permits quantised supercurrents pertaining to

the quantised allowed momentum values for p2-
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3.3 Quantisation of a quantum dot in a ring geometry

Consider a system with the following geometry:

Bi B2
1

-a 0 a Zn-a

Figure 3.3: Geometry of the quantum dot in a ring circuit

where a <E [0, 7t/2) and we have two branches B\ = (—a, a), B2 — (a,2ir — a). We take the
Hilbert space of the system to be

Hc = Hl®H2, (3.143)

where H\ = L2(B\) = L2(—a,a), H2 — L2(B2) = L2(a, 2ir — a). We take the measure to

be (16j in Hj where 6j 6 Bj and j = 1, 2. In what follows we shall consider values for a in
the range a e (0, 7t/2), but only when a is relatively small are we justified in using the term

"quantum dot" [87].

3.3.1 Momentum operators on a quantum dot in a ring

We shall follow the general method of quantisation by parts (see section 2.3) which has been
used as the basis for all the quantisation analysis throughout this thesis. To this end we

begin with the partial quantisation process.

Partial quantisation

The corresponding partially quantised momenta are respectively pi in TYiand p2 in H2 where

Pj for j = 1,2 have the form

Pj = - on C?(Bj), (3.144)

where 0j € Bj and r is the radius of the circle. These two operators both have deficiency
indices (1,1).

General approach to composite quantisation for momentum

The composite momentum for the system is

Pq = V\ ® p21 (3.145)
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The adjoint of Pq in Tic is

Pq=A®vI (3.146)

The domain of the adjoint operator being

V(P(?) = {<£ = 01 © <p2 e nc : (f>3 G AC(Bj), ^ G H} for j = 1,2 j , (3.147)
where AC(Bj) is the set of absolutely continuous functions on Bj. The deficiency spaces of

Pq are

A/± = {(P G P(P0ct) : (p0ct T i) <f> = o} , (3.148)
Af- is two-dimensional and spanned by an orthonormal basis consisting of the following

elements

/i = Ciedl 0O2 where C\ = 1/Vsinh 2a, (3.149)

fi = Oi0C2e02 where C2 = l/i/e21 sinh'2(n - a). (3.150)

Note that 0\ and O2 are the zero elements of Ti\ and H2 respectively. Similarly, A/*+ is

two-dimensional and spanned by an orthonormal basis consisting of the following elements

g2 = Cle~e20O2, (3.151)

53 — 0\®c?,e~6i where C3 = e2nc2- (3.152)

The deficiency indices for the composite momentum are therefore (2,2), as we would expect

from the partial quantisation stage, and we are looking for a four parameter family of selfad-

joint extensions. Von Neumann's method states that the domain of the selfadjoint extension

of the momentum should consist of functions of the form

$ = 0 + J2 ki (di + uvfij > (3.153)
where <fi G T>(Pq), kj G C and i, j = 1,2. This then can be written explicitly as

<J> = 4> + ki(gi + un/i + U21/2) + k2(g2 + unfi + ^22/2)- (3.154)

We are at liberty to split this vector into its constituent spaces and write

$ = 4>!0$2, (3.155)
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where

<f>i = 0i +ki(gi +uufi) + fc2ui2/i, (3.156)

<f>2 = 02 + &W21/2 + k2{g2 + U22/2), (3.157)

with 4>i G Hi and $2 G H.2- At this point we can substitute in the explicit forms of the unit

vector gj's and /,' s and then write down the values of the functions at the boundaries, where
0i, 02 and 03 vanish. We find that

$i(—a) = fciCi(ea + une_a) + fc2CiUi2e_a, (3.158)

4>i(a) = kici(e~a + unea) + k2ciui2ea, (3.159)

<h2(a) = kiC2U2iea + k2C2{e2n~a + u22e-a), (3.160)

<E>2(27t — a) = kic2u2ie2n~a + k2C2{ea + u22e2*~a). (3.161)

We are left with the four conditions above which all contain the two arbitrary constants

k 1 and k2- We are free to eliminate the arbitrary constants, by substitution between these

equations. Consider rearranging (3.158) for k2 and then using it to eliminate k\ from the

other three equations. We are left with

$1(0) = e2a$i(—a) — 2k\C\ea sinh 2a, (3.162)

Ci«i2$2(a) = c2(e27r + rt22e2a)<I>i(-a)
+ £iCiC2(ui2u2iea - (e27r + u22e2o)(ea + une~a)), (3.163)

ciiti2$2(27T - a) = C2(e2a + U22e27r)<I)i(-a)

+ fciCiC2(ui2U2ie27r~a - (e2a + u22e2n)(ea + une~a)). (3.164)

Eliminating k\ from these equations leaves us with the following boundary conditions:

2cini2easinh2a$2(27r - a) =

C2ea<l>i(-a) ^2sinh2a(e2a + u22^)+
ui2U2ie2a - (e2° + U22e2?r)(e2a + mi)j -

C2&i(a)(ui2U2ie2n~a — (e2a + u22£2n){ea + uue a)),

2cini2ea sinh 2a<l>2(a) —

C2<i,i(-a) ^2ea sinh 2a(e27r + U22e2o)+
e2a(u\2U2\ea - (e27r + U22e2a)(ea + une~a)) -

c2<l,i(a)(ui2ii2iea - (e27r + u22e2a)(ea + une~a)),
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-C2U2i{e4n~a + ea(e2a + 2u22e27r)<h1(-a) =

ci{ui2u2iea - (e2?r + u22e2a)(ea + une-a))$2(27r - a) -

Ci(«i2ti2ie27r_a - (e2a + u22e27r)(ea + «iie-tt))4>2(a).

This scheme has left us with a set of three boundary conditions that represent selfadjoint

extensions of the momentum on this geometry. As before these three equations are not

independent. The way we eliminate k\ from (3.162) - (3.164) will decide which two of the
three equations are independent, the third equation will then depend on the other two. The

Ui/s evident in these boundary conditions are the elements of a 2 x 2 complex unitary matrix.
As before we have

fixed by four real parameters A e [0, lj and Ai, A2 and A3 6 [0, 2n). We shall now proceed to

discuss a particularly interesting selfadjoint momentum extension.

1. Type 1: Disjoint momentum extension: Consider the case when A = 1. In this specific
case (3.165) becomes

(3.165)

V
and the three boundary conditions above reduce to the following two equations:

/
(3.166)

(3.167)

(3.168)

We can rewrite these boundary conditions as

<J>i(a) = etA'<I>i(-a)
<i>2(27r-a) = etA"<f>2(a),

(3.169)

(3.170)

where

(3.171)

and

(3.172)
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We shall denote this extension of Pq by We find that p^ supports eigenfunctions
of the form

ip$(0) = e^ir9le02, (3.173)

v4?(0) = Ojee^2, (3.174)

where

and

Pi = ^~(2wr + A')' (3.175)

P2 = 0 ,h , (2mn + A"), (3.176)2r(7r — a)

where n and m are integers. We can see that this momentum extension has no coupling
between branches and 82-

We shall now proceed to introduce kinetic energy operators on this geometry and use a

correlation between these operators and the momentum extension above to provide us with

some models of physical systems with interesting behaviour.

3.3.2 Kinetic energy operators on a quantum dot in a ring

Partial quantisation

The corresponding partially quantised kinetic energies are respectively K\0 in H\ and K20 in

H.2 where K]0 for j = 1,2 have the form

^ = -2^4- °° (3177)
where 6j G Bj. These two operators both have deficiency indices (2, 2).

Composite quantisation for kinetic energy

The composite kinetic energy for the system is

Kc0 = Kw © K20, (3.178)

The deficiency indices are (4,4), and it follows that there is a sixteen parameter family of

selfadjoint extensions. The largest domain the differential expression in (3.177) can operate

on is

v= = 0 02 G7fc:^-,^ eAC(Bj),^ eftjj. (3.179)
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for j = 1,2. We know that a particular selfadjoint extension K£x will operate on a smaller

domain consisting of the part of V which satisfies some appropriate boundary conditions.

Once again, we establish these conditions by considering

(*\Kcex<S>)-(KcexV\ $) = (), (3.180)

for all <I> G V(K^X) and ^ G V(K£%.). K£x will be selfadjoint if the boundary conditions which
define its domain and those which define the domain of KXJX coincide.

If we evaluate the expectation values in (3.180) explicitly, and taking into account the

geometry of operation, we find that the condition above only holds if

^t(a)^(a) - ^(-a)$'x(-a) + %{2ix - o)<$>'2{2tx - a)-

^(a)$'2(a) - 4>!(a)^(a) + #!(-a)^(-a) -

$2(27t - a.)^2*(2vr - a) + <f>2(a)T2*(a) = 0 (3.181)

Let KA b , be the selfadjoint extension of the kinetic energy for this system which correspond
to the following boundary conditions on V:

<b\ (a) = /!<3>i(a) + -B<h2(a), (3.182)

^2 (®) = ~ B4>i(a) — A$2(a), (3.183)

<S>'2(2t: — a) = A<fr2(2-K — a) + B<b\(—a), (3.184)

4>'i(—o) = -5<f>2(27r - a) - A$i(-a). (3.185)

where A2 ^ B2, A / 0, B ^ 0 and A,BeR. By substituting (3.182) - (3.185) into (3.181),
we find that (3.181) is only satisfied if the 4/ g V(Kab j) also satisfy (3.182) - (3.185). From
this we can see that KAB t operating on a domain defined as V with the boundary conditions

(3.182) - (3.185) is selfadjoint.
This selfadjoint extension is also dynamically symmetric, as these boundary conditions

are invariant under the action of the parity operator pa, where pa is defined by pa4>i(#i) =

<fi2(27r — 6\) and pa(p2(^2) — <^i(2tt — 82). We can also see that this extension embodies a

coupling between branches B\ and B2.

Following the argument above which shows that KCA B j is a dynamically symmetric self¬

adjoint extension of Kq, we can show that the following extensions for the kinetic energy on

this geometry are also selfadjoint and dynamically symmetric. We shall define KCA B 2 by the
following boundary conditions on V:
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$i(-a) = A$i(-a) + B$i(a),

4»i(a) = — a) — A$i(a),

$2(a) = A$2(a) + i?$2(27r - a),

(3.186)

(3.187)

(3.188)

(3.189)$2(271" — a) = — f?$2(a) — A$2(27t — a),

where there is effectively no coupling between the two branches. Another extension x is

defined by the following boundary conditions on V:

where we can see that branches B\ and B2 are effectively coupled together in this extension.

Finally, the extension K% 2's defined by the following boundary conditions on V:

and this extension does not couple the two branches.

3.3.3 Operator correlations and Josephson junctions for a quantum dot in
a ring geometry

We can now correlate the momentum and kinetic energy extensions for this system. This
correlation process will lead to physical models associated with a quantum system with this

geometry. Since we require the system to exist in states which are eigenfunctions of both a

selfadjoint momentum extension and a selfadjoint kinetic energy extension in this section, we

are effectively restricting our attention to superconducting systems.

Correlating KCA B j and

Substituting '*Ppi {0) from (3.173) and <Pp^($) fr°m (3.174) into (3.182) - (3.185) we find that
the resulting equations are only consistent of pi — p2 = 0.

$i(-a) = -$2(27r-a),

$'i(-a) = -$'2(27T - a),

$2(a) = —$i(a),

$'2(a) = —$i(a),

(3.190)

(3.191)

(3.192)

(3.193)

$1(0) = -$i(—a),

$i(a) = — $1(—a),

$2(27r-a) = -$2(o),

$2(2tr-a) = -$2(a),

(3.194)

(3.195)

(3.196)

(3.197)
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Correlating KAB2 and

Substituting (pp\\6) from (3.173) and <£$(9) from (3.174) into (3.186) - (3.189) we arrive at:

ipir = A + BelA\ (3.198)

iPlreiA' = -B-AeiA', (3.199)

ip2r = A + BelA'\ (3.200)

ip2relA" — -B-AelA". (3.201)

These four equations become consistent if p\ = p2 and A' = A". Under these restiictions we

are left with the following two equations

ip2r m A + BeiA", (3.202)

ip2reiA" = -B-AeiA". (3.203)

From the real and imaginary parts of which we get two independent equations

0 = A + B cos A", (3.204)

p2r = Bh sin A", (3.205)

with

Pi = P2 = 7r~{(n + m,)n + A"). (3.206)
Z7Tr

Eliminating p2 from between (3.205) and (3.206) we get

((n + m)7r + A") = 27rHsin A". (3.207)

Once again, if we assume B is characteristic of the junction then equation (3.207) fixes the

allowed values of A", n and m for this system. Given B and these values of A", (3.204)
fixes a corresponding value for A. For these sets of A, B, A", n and m values, the system

then consists of two Josephson junctions either side of the superconducting quantum dot

satisfying the same Josephson equation. From this analysis we can see that the system

supports a discrete set of allowed momentum values. At this point this system is in direct

analogy with the quantum dot and leads system described by correlating KA B 2 and (see
section 3.2.3). However, the quantum dot in a ring geometry constrains this system even

further. It follows by direct substitution, that the restrictions pi = p2 and A' = A" imposed

by this correlation process also imply that

(2n7r + A")n
2((n + m)7r + A")'

(3.208)
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We have seen that each of the allowed momentum valued detailed above specifies an allowed

value for A" and values for n and m. Equation (3.208) then fixes a value for a in terms of

these variables. From this we conclude that only when we have tuned the length of the dot

correctly, to match this value, are we allowed a momentum value and hence a current in the

ring. This current will then satisfy the Josephson equation at the junctions on either side of
the dot. The system exists in eigenfunction states of the form

VJJ,2(0) = ^2Tdl © ^2r(>2 » (3-209)

where p2 takes one of the values permitted by the argument presented above.

3.3.4 Operator correlations and 7r-junctions for a quantum dot in a ring

geometry

Correlating K% x and pf1)

Substituting from (3.173) and from (3.174) into (3.190) - (3.193) we find that
the resultant equations cannot be made compatible.

Correlating 2 and pd)

Substituting (6) from (3.173) and <pp^($) from (3.174) into (3.194) - (3.197) we find that
the equations are only consistent if A' = A" = n. Under this restriction the system exists in

eigenfunctions of the form

= e^ir<?10O2, (3.210)

= Olee^r0\ (3.211)

where

pi = ~(2n + l)n, (3.212)
2ar

and

P2 = + 1)lr- (3.213)

where n and m are integers. The two branches in this ring system have been quantised

entirely separately, but if we analyse the exceptional case where pi = p2 we can then have a

current flow between the branches in the ring. In this exceptional case we find
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and

Pi = P2 = ~((n + m) + 1). (3.215)

Once again we find that only a discrete set of dot lengths and their associated momentums

are allowed to exist in a system described by this particular pair of correlated extensions. For

this exceptional case the system exists in eigenfunctions of the form

¥>$0?) = e^lW?1©e^ir<?\ (3.216)

with pi given by (3.215).
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3.4 Concluding remarks

In the first part of this chapter we discussed the Y-circuit system. We used this system to

reinforce an argument for the inclusion of maximal symmetric operators as observables in

quantum mechanics. We also saw how the flexible analytical transfer matrix approach to

point interactions championed in Chapter 2, could be reformulated to cope with elementary

branch point circuits. We saw that the reformulated matrices improved our understanding
of the simple Y-circuit and reaffirmed the conclusion that, experimentally this system could
form an physically striking test of the pure or mixed nature of the superconducting state.

We have made considerable use of transfer matrices throughout Chapters 2 and 3, however

we are not unique in applying transfer matrices as an analytical tool. Transfer matrices have

formed a useful mathematical method in a wide range of physical models from the propagation

of sound waves down a long pipe [88], to the analysis of one-dimensional scattering potentials

[89]. In these methods the transfer matrix only deals with the wave function, and does not

explicitly deal with the derivative of the wave function, as in our method and that of Pearson

[55]. This alternative definition of a transfer matrix can be used to tackle some potentials in

a way that is reminiscent of the approach used in this chapter and in Chapter 2. In reference

[90], transfer matrices are used to deal with the ^-potential and the step function potential,

but this method falls way short of the full characterisation possible with the combination

of selfadjoint extension theory and transfer matrices used here. In fact the transfer matrix

method demonstrated in Chapter 2, for generating a desired set of boundary conditions from

a limiting family of potentials, would not arise from the analysis in [90] as they start with
the known 8 and step function potentials and have no way of generating any new physically

viable, i.e., selfadjoint, boundary conditions.

In the second section where we considered a superconducting quantum dot coupled to

two superconducting leads we found that a wide range of physical models were generated by
the method of quantisation by parts. The extra flexibility in this section over the analysis

found in Chapter 2 arose from the fact that this system possesses a four parameter family

of momentum extensions as well as a sixteen parameter family of kinetic energy extensions.

Having more than a one parameter family of momentum extensions is the feature which gives

the method of quantisation by parts more flexibility on these systems over those presented in

Chapter 2. The correlation process fixes the type of physical system described by the method
of quantisation by parts. Choosing different pairs of momentum and kinetic energy extensions

gives us different physical behaviour for our model and would correspond to different systems
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Quantisation by parts and quantum dot and leads systems

KE extension Momentum type Correlated behaviour

KA,B, i

2 Two Josephson junctions

3 No current, p = 0

4 No current, p = 0

2 Length tuning

3 Length tuning

4
Two Josephson junctions

and quantised current

2 Two 7r-j unctions

3 Two 7r-junctions
4 Incompatible
2 Quantised current

3 Quantised current

4 Quantised current

Table 3.1: Quantisation by parts and quantum dot and leads systems

with this geometry. The important thing about this flexibility is that there are a lot of

physically interesting systems which possess this geometry, for example quantum dot systems
with geometries analogous to the system presented here are used in cellular automata to

perform logical calculations [91] and as qubits, the basic elements of quantum computers

[92, 93, 94], This demonstrates the analytical strength and physical applicability of the
method of quantisation by parts. We summarise the behaviour of the systems modelled

by quantisation by parts on a quantum dot and leads geometry in Table 3.1. From this
table we see that the method of quantisation by parts predicts a wide range of interesting

behaviour, even when we only consider a small subset of the possible momentum and kinetic

energy extensions. We see that we have systems which possess two Josephson junctions

between the quantum dot and the leads. We also found systems with Josephson junctions
and quantised current, 7r-junction systems, systems with length tuning characteristics as well
as some quantised current systems without Josephson junctions. We also see that there are

cases where the correlation process forces p = 0. These cases correspond to superconducting

systems which act like insulators, blocking the current flow.
In the quantum dot in a ring system we saw different behaviour. In particular we saw
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length resonance effects in Josephson junction systems. That is, superconducting systems

with two Josephson junctions, where only certain lengths of the quantum dot permitted

current to flow around the ring. We also found that the insulating effect seen for the quantum

dot and leads geometry was also reproduced in the ring system.

The research presented in this chapter reaffirms that the method of quantisation by parts

is a leading method in the process of quantisation.
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A path space formalism and point

interactions on a circle

Philosophy is written in this grand book - I mean the universe - which stands

continually open to our gaze, but it cannot be understood unless one first

learns to comprehend the language and to interpret the characters in

which it is written. It is written in the language of mathematics, and its

characters are triangles, circles, and other geometrical figures, without

which it is humanly impossible to understand a single word of it; without

these, one is wandering about in a dark labyrinth.

G. Galilei

In this chapter we formulate a path space approach to quantum mechanics. We apply the

formalism to reinterpret the quantum mechanical theory of a ring presented in Chapter 2.

The path space approach provides an elegant and natural interpretation of the current flow

across a Josephson junction in a ring amongst other things. A striking feature of the theory
is the emergence of a superselection rule inherent in the fundamental structure of the theory,

without needing additional ad hoc assumptions.

We begin by discussing the single valuedness of the wave function and its dependence

upon phase. We then construct the path space formalism, where single/multi-valuedness
of the wave function can be seen to be related to the topology of the space on which one

is operating. A set of logical constraints are then constructed for this theory so that it

is consistent with standard quantum theory. We then proceed to quantise the path space

formalism by constructing a Hilbert space and selfadjoint operators on path space. It is then

160
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easy to see a direct correlation between this theory and the single point interaction analysis

in a ring presented in Chapter 2. Some specific point interactions are discussed, specifically
the 8 and <5'-function potentials.

The origins of the path space approach to quantum mechanics can be attributed to Dirac.

In 1931 Dirac [95] pointed out a striking ambiguity in the wave function namely that

the position probability density function \<p(x)\2 only determines the wave function up to an

arbitrary phase factor. Writing the wave function in the form

<j>(x) = R(x) e*5^, i — i/h (4.1)

where R(x) and S(x) are real-valued functions of x, it is clear that adding a constant to

the phase function S produces no physically observable consequences. In other words it is

the phase difference which is physically significant, not the actual value of the phase. The

situation resembles the potential function in classical mechanics, i.e., it is only the potential

difference which is significant. This realisation opens the way to generalise quantum mechan¬

ics to embody multi-valued wave functions. A formal approach is through the introduction

of a path space and functions defined on the path space. There have been quite a number of

general formulations along such lines. In this chapter we shall endeavour to keep the math¬
ematics to a bare minimum by avoiding general and abstract discussions. Instead we shall

confine ourselves to concrete examples which have direct physical applications, making full

use of some of the existing general formulations [96, 97, 98].
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4.1 Path space

Let M be a Riemannian manifold [99] and m a point in M. In the standard formulation of

quantum mechanics, with M as the physical space, we would first introduce complex-valued

functions <p(m) on M, which are square-integrable with respect to a given volume element

dfj,(m) on M, i.e.,

/ (p*(m)<p(m) dfj,(m) < oo. (4.2)JlM

With the usual definition of scalar product

(<fi \ ip) = [ 4>*{m)ip(m) dn(m), (4.3)Jim

these functions form a scalar product space which can be completed to form a Hilbert space,

and will be denoted by H(M). A function cp in Ji-(M) is normalised if

[ cj)*(m)<j)(m)dn(m) = 1. (4.4)Jm

All functions we refer to from H{M) are assumed to be normalised from now on. Functions

(f) in 7i(M) give rise to probability density functions \cp(m)\ , and any two functions cpi, (p2

in H(M) differing by an arbitrary local phase1 i.e.,

(pi{m) = e"*Ql'2(m)02(m), (4.5)

give rise to the same probability density function since |</>i(m)|2 = |02(m)|2. For a quantum

particle moving in M, the standard approach is to associate the Hilbert space 7i(M) with the

particle and 4> in TL{M) as possible wave functions, with |</>(m)|2 interpreted as the position

probability density function of the particle on M. We can see that there is no observational
distinction between wave functions differing by an arbitrary global phase factor since it does

not affect any expectation values2. As a consequence of this, the states of the system are

identified one-to-one with rays in H(M) [6, 100]. Alternatively the states of the system can

be identified with one-dimensional subspaces of H(M).

The phase indeterminacy can be given a systematic and geometric formulation which can

take into account specific topological properties of M. Dirac already realised this possibility
and proposed a kind of path space formulation of quantum mechanics which we shall now

discuss [95].
■""The phase is local in that its value is dependent on m C M. If it has a constant value for all m C ft'/ it is

called global.
2A local phase will generally affect the expectation value, albeit not the position probability density

function.
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Given a manifold M, choose some point mo e M, which may be called the origin and is

to be held fixed from now on. We assume that M is connected so that any point m in M

may be joined to mo by a path3. Let am be any path from mo to m. There is an infinite set

nm of paths

Llm = {<7m, am, <Jm • • •} , (4-6)

linking mo to m, of which am and a'm are but two (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Two paths in M joining mo to m

We shall denote by

n(M) = {IIm : m G M} , (4.7)

the set of all paths from the origin mo to all points m e M, and refer to IT(M) as the path

space on the manifold M centered at mo-

Two paths may be different in a variety of ways. There is a sophisticated scheme to

classify paths, i.e., homotopy theory. We shall not digress into this branch of mathematics.
Instead we shall confine ourselves to manifolds M of one and two dimensions where we can

classify paths in an intuitive and pictorial manner. Two paths am and a'm on M are said

to be homotopic or homotopically equivalent if they can be continuously deformed into one

another. Whether two paths are homotopic depends on the topological nature of M. If M

is the plane R2 then any two paths, as depicted in Figure 4.1, are homotopic. However, if
M is a plane with a hole, i.e., with a region removed, then not all the paths are homotopic.

Figure 4.2 serves to illustrate this situation. Here, not all paths are homotopic, the missing

3A path in a manifold means a differential)le curve in the manifold.
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hole spoils the topology of the plane so that not all paths will be continuously deformable

into one another. We have to examine how the paths enclose the hole.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Paths in M

The paths c'm and c^ in Figure 4.2(a) are homotopic, but neither is homotopic to the path

cm because of the missing hole. The path cm is not homotopic to the path cmj in Figure

4.2(b) which is formed by a loop (closed curve) C\ around the hole in an anti-clockwise
direction once followed by am, since the loop encloses the hole it cannot be contracted to the

point mo-

Path cm in Figure 4.2(a) is not homotopic to the path cm-1 in Figure 4.3, since cm,~ i

is made of a loop £_i around the hole in the clockwise direction once followed by cm.
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Figure 4.3: The path am-1

It is generally the case that two paths are hornotopic if they go around the origin in the

same way. Before we classify paths we shall introduce a classification of the loops starting

and ending at mo in FI(JVI):

Class 0: [£o] = {all loops not enclosing the hole }
Class 1: [£i] = {all loops circling the hole once in an anti-clockwise direction }
Class-1: [£_i] = {all loops circling the hole once in a clockwise direction}

Class t. [Ce\ = {all loops circling the hole I times in an

anti-clockwise direction, I > 0}
Class —£: [£-r] = {all loops circling the origin £ times in a

clockwise direction, I > 0}

These are called homotopic classes of loops, and the integer I of the class [£/?] is known
as the winding number of the class. A member of [£/>] will be denoted by L(_. We shall use

this classification of loops to classify paths.

Let [crm,o] denote the set of all paths from mo to m, curving around the hole in an anti¬
clockwise direction but not enclosing the hole. The path am of Figure 4.1(a) is an element of
this set. A general path in IIm will either be in the set [<7m,o], or will circle the hole a number
of times before ending up at the point m. For example, in Figure 4.2(b) the path am,i is a

sequence of two curves, £i € [£i] followed by am € km,o]- We shall denote this symbolically

by

^ra, 1 = &m * £l- (4-8)
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Similarly for the path am-i in Figure 4.3 we have

&m,— 1 = &m * ■£—1- (4-9)

It follows that any path in Iim which is homotopic to crmj is of the form of a sequence of two

curves, one from [£i] followed by one from [<7mio]- We can collect all paths in IIm homotopic
to <Tm,i shown in Figure 4.2 to form a class to be denoted by

km.i] = [crm,o] * [A]- (4-10)

Generally, we can divide all the paths in IIm into such classes according to whether they

are homotopic to a sequence of two curves, one from [Cg\ followed by one from [<rm,o]- Such
classes are to be denoted by

[ffm/] = [fm,o] * [£t], t = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . , (4-11)

with a member of the class denoted by aWe can see that the structure of the path space

is independent of the choice of the origin mo-
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4.2 Functions on path space

Consider a mapping / of the set of paths on M to the set of complex numbers C:

/ : n(M) C by am,e /(<w) € C. (4.12)

Such a mapping may be regarded as a complex-valued function on the path space 11(111).
The value of the function f(am,e) depends on the end point m as well as the path am,e- In
other words may be viewed as a multi-valued function on M.

We do not want arbitrary functions on II(M). Instead we want a smaller set of functions

on II(M) satisfying the following five physically motivated conditions [96, 97, 98]:

1. Single-valueness up to a phase as functions on M. A function / on II(M) is said to

be single-valued up to a phase as a function on M if its modulus |/(am/)| depends only
on the end point m, not on the path linking the origin to m. This condition ensures

that /(<7m^) can give rise to a well defined probability density function |/(<rm/)|2 on

M, whenever |/(<rm/)|2 is integrable and normalised with respect to a chosen volume

element for integration on ill.

This requirement means that the path dependence of the function will be present only
in the phase, i.e., given two paths a'me and am/ there exists a real-valued function

SUch that

fWmS>) = (4.13)

We call $(<7^ e, <Jm/) a path difference function between paths a'm e, and Generally
^(a'm t' am,e) may be different for different /.

2. Universal path difference function. Two functions / and g on II(M) are said to share
a path difference function i?(cr'm ?, Om}e) if

/«*) = f(am,e), (4.14)
= e*1?(<7™.*"<7m'£)5((7m,e). (4.15)

The path difference function in equation (4.13) is said to be universal to a set of func¬

tions on fl(M) if this path difference function is shared by all the functions in the
set.

A set of functions on II(M) which are single-valued up to a phase as functions on

M, and which share a path difference function $(<7^,,<rm/), form a vector space. To
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appreciate this let / and g be two functions on Let us try to define their sum,

/ + g, as a function on II(M) by defining

(/ + 0)(<w) = /(<w) + g(vm,e)- (4.16)

Then we must have

(/ + 9)(a'm,e') = + g(c'm/')- (4-17)

If they share a path difference function then their sum, as defined by equation (4.16),
will share the same path difference function, i.e.,

(f + 9)(°'m,e) = f(v'm,e') + 9(<r'm,e') (4-18)
= + e*«<n**<nJg{am4)
= ei,^f7rn^"arn,e\f((7m,e) +g{cfm,e))
= e^{a'^"arn'e\f + g)(am/). (4.19)

The desire to form a vector space is motivated by the need for a superposition principle

in quantum mechanics. In other words the state space of an orthodox quantum system

must be a vector space so that we can form a superposition of two different states.

It follows that if we are to use functions on path space to represent the states of a

given quantum system, we must choose one definite universal path difference function

t° be shared by all its states. A new universal path difference function

would then correspond to a new physical system and vice versa. This will have im¬

portant consequences for the properties of a quantum theory formulated on path space

functions.

The path difference function $(<7^,, am/) may be regarded as a measure of the differ¬
ence between the paths o'ml, and We expect am/) = 0 if a'm£, and am/

are identical. A natural generalisation of this to homotopic paths is given below.

3. Homotopic functions. A function / on II(M) is called a homotopic function if at

every point m e M the path difference function for any two homotopic paths a'm e and

am<£ satisfies

crm,i) = 2irhn where n is an integer (4.20)

so that

= e^(^.',ffm'<)/(<7m/) = f(am,e), (4.21)
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for homotopic paths.

We are now in a position to relate functions on the path space II(M) to functions on

M in the following manner:

(a) For each m € M choose a particular path amto km,o]- Then define a function <f>

on these paths. Since the paths are chosen and fixed from the start, this function

4> becomes a function on M, i.e., it is a single-valued function on M with a unique

value 4>{m) at each point m e M.

(b) Choose a path difference function $(<7m,r, erm,o) and define a function / on II(M)
in terms of by

/(<W) = (4.22)

In general / is multi-valued on M, i.e., the value of / at M changes with the winding
number I. If the manifold M is the plane R2 without any holes, the situation simplifies

considerably, since all paths from mo to m are homotopic to crm,o- It follows that a

homotopic function / on the path space II(M) coincides with a single-valued function

cp on M. There is then no point in generalising functions on M to II(M). Quantum
mechanics formulated in terms of homotopic wave functions on the path space II(M)
will be identical to the usual theory in terms of wave functions on the physical space

M.

When M does not have the topology of R or J?2 a theory based on the path space will

then have new features. Before we can do this we need to introduce further conditions

on the path space functions.

In standard quantum theory on M, any wave function can be given a phase factor

without affecting the state described by the wave function, as long as the phase is a

global one. To reflect this property we shall introduce the following item.

4. Globally homotopic functions. A homotopic function / on n(M) is said to be a

global one if the path difference function amounts to the addition of a phase which is

dependent on the winding numbers £ and and independent of m e M. This means

that the path difference function $(<7^ e,, crmfor any pair of curves orn£ and a'm£, is
of the form

Cm,e) = = £>{£',£)■ (4.23)
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We can rewrite equation (4.22) as

f(crm,e) = (4.24)

To arrive at the value f(<rm,e) we can imagine taking the value of around a loop of
the hole I times, with each loop round resulting in an additional phase. We desire the

path difference function to vary in a well behaved manner as we increase the winding
number. This is made clear in the next condition.

5. Additivity of the path difference function. A path difference function is said to be

additive if it increases by the same amount as we increase the winding number by 1,

i.e., ,d(£,0) is of the form

So, each time we loop the hole we simply pick up a phase A, this phase is to be referred
to as a universal path difference constant.

0) = £h\ for some real parameter A € [0,2n). (4.25)
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4.3 Quantisation in the path space II(51)

Let us consider setting up a quantum theory on the circle M = Sl of radius r. The circle Sl
is mathematically equivalent to the plane R2 with a hole, so our previous constructs apply

with little alteration. We take as our coordinate on S1 the angle variable 6 e [0,27r), which

measures the angular distance from some fixed point mo on S1, coordinated by 9 = 0, to any

other point m coordinated by 9.

4.3.1 The Hilbert space

We would now like to construct a Hilbert space out of functions defined on the path space

We start with the set jFA(n(S'1)) of functions on n(51) satisfying the five properties

listed in the preceding section with a chosen universal path difference constant A. A function

fx G JAA(n(S1)) will then be of the form

= (Fmx m e S1, (4-26)

where 0 is a single-valued function on S1. We can conveniently rewrite functions in ^rA(n(S'1))
as multi-valued functions of the coordinate 6, i.e., as a multi-valued function F\(9,£) of angle
6 and winding number £ of the path crm,f-

A(<W) = Fx(9,£) = eUhXm, 0 e [0, 2tt). (4.27)

Sharing the same universal path difference constant A, these functions can be added to form
a vector space. An ^-independent scalar product can also be defined as

r 2n

(fx I fx)a = (Fx I F'x)x = / F*x{9,£)F'x(9,e)dn(6). (4.28)Jo

The volume element is taken as dfx(9) = d9. This scalar product space can be completed
in the usual way to form a Hilbert space 7"fA(n(S'1)). We have in effect a set of Hilbert

spaces Hx = Ha(H(S1)) parameterised by the universal path difference constant A. Each H\

contains functions which change phase by the same amount A when taken around a single

loop anti-clockwise. It should be stressed that we cannot superpose functions from different

TYa's. Let

Fx(9,£) = eUhXm € Hx, F'x,(9,£) = e'ehX'ctf (0) € Hy (4.29)

If we carry out a formal sum we get

Fx(9,£) + F'x,(9,£) = eUhx (f)(9) + eUhX' f(9) (4.30)
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which belongs to neither TALKS'1)) nor Ha'(11(5'1))-
Let us examine the description of the functions in ^(f^S1)) in more detail before we

introduce operators. The first thing to note is that looping around the circle can be described

by introducing an extended coordinate variable 9ex which varies from —oo to oo. The first
loop round anti-clockwise corresponds to 9ex taking values in the range [27r, 47r), and the
first loop round clockwise corresponds to values in the range [—27r,0) and so on. So, we can

imagine functions in H\ to be functions defined for 0ex G R = (—oo, oo).
We conclude that functions in ^(I^S1)) can be treated explicitly in one of the following

forms:

1. as single-valued functions f\((Tm,e) on the path space n(S'1))

2. as multi-valued functions F\(9,£) on the circle 51,

3. as single-valued functions Ta(9ex) on JR. related to F\(£,9), and hence to by

Ta(9ex) = F\{9,£) = e) = e.^ehx <t>{9), where 9ex = 9 + 2£-k. (4.31)

In the rest of this chapter we shall always adhere to the notation 9ex G (—oo, oo), 9 e [0,27r),
and the relation 9ex = 9 + 2£ir, whenever these variables are mentioned. The reasons for

introducing Ta(9ex) are two-fold: first, we are more familiar in dealing with single-valued
functions on JR than multi-valued functions on S1 or functions on path space, and more

importantly the variable 9ex embodies a notion of continuity of flow as we go round and
round the circle, a notion very useful in appreciating some important mathematical models

of physical situations, such as a current flowing round a conducting ring.

To help us appreciate the whole situation, we can compare the Hilbert spaces 7-^a(TI(5'1))
with the familiar space L2(0,2n) of square-integrable functions ip(9) on the open interval

(0, 27t) with respect to the volume element d9. First, introduce a formal translation operator

Tq acting on ^\(9ex) by

Ta fk\(9ex) = Ta (9ex - a). (4.32)

The effect is literally to translate the function Ta (9ex) by the amount a. Translating the
function by a loop round S1 can be effected by

T2**x(9ex) = *x(0ex-2n) = FX(9,£ + 1). (4.33)

We shall consider H\=o and Tix^to separately as follows:
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1- 7"C=o: We can establish a natural mapping between Ha=o and L2(0,27r). First, each

continuous function ip(9) e L2(0,2tt) can be related to a ^A^^ez) e 7Ya=o by

^\=o(9ex) = 6>ex 7^ 2lir (4-34)

^A=o(0) = V(0+) = lim ip{6), (4.35)
u—►(J

*a=O(2M = 4A=O(0). (4.36)

When translated by 2n, ^\=o(9ex) just repeat themselves:

7W *A=o(0es) = *A=0 (6ex) • (4.37)

These functions are called periodic in 0ex on account of equations (4.36, 4.37). A typical

example is

^\=o(Oex) = e*hn0 for some integer n. (4.38)

However, not every function is periodic in a continuous manner in 9ex, i.e., not every

function is both periodic and continuous in 9ex. Consider the following continuous

function in L2(0,27r):

= e*hPd/2n^ where /3 is a real number but not an integer multiple of it. (4.39)

The corresponding function ^A=o(^ex) is given by

*A=o(0«r) = e'h06/2\ 9ex / 2lir (4.40)

TA=0(2^7r) = #A=O(0+) = 1. (4.41)

There is a discontinuity at 9ex = 2Cr since

TA=0(27r_)= lim ^a=o(M = eh0 ± Ta=o(27t) = 1. (4.42)
0ex-+2n-

The function Ta=o is therefore periodic and discontinuous at 9ex — 21-k. We can

conveniently symbolise the relations defined by (4.34, 4.36) between L2(0,27r) and H\=o

by writing4
Ta=0 = U\=oip- (4-43)

Clearly Ha=o may be regarded as a unitary operator relating L2(0,2tt) to 7i\-o.
4Since continuous functions tp in L2(0,2tt) form a dense set, relations (4.34, 4.36) can be continuously

extended to give a definition of a unique bounded operator U\=o on the entire Hilbert space L2(0, 2n).
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2. 70a/o: Again this can be mapped to L2(0,2n) but in a different manner. Each
continuous function -0(0) e L2(0,2n) can be mapped to Ta/o{9ex) € 70a/o by

^xM&ex) = eihni>(9), 9ex^2tir (4.44)

*A/o(0) = V(0+), (4.45)

*a/o(20tt) = e4MX ^a^o(O). (4.46)

These functions are called quasi-periodic. A typical example is

^\^o(6ex) = eth(n+x/'2n)9 for some integer n. (4.47)

Again there are discontinuities generally. For example using (4.39) above we have

^a/o(M = e*ehX$(6) = e*ehXe4hf>0/2ir, 6ex^2£n, (4.48)

Ta^o(2£7t) = eUhX ^(0+) = eUhx. (4.49)

Clearly there are discontinuities at 9ex — 2lit. For example, we have

*a/o(2tt_) = e4hX ^ ^a/o^tt) = eihX. (4.50)

We can similarly symbolise the relations defined by (4.44, 4.45, 4.46) between L2(0,27r)
and 77a/0 hy writing

*a/o = £A/OV'- (4-51)

Again La/o may be regarded as a unitary operator relating L2(0,2tt) to 70a/o-

To define selfadjoint differential operators in L2(0,2ix) we usually introduce a differential

expression to act on the dense subset Co°(0,27t) of infinitely differentiable functions of com¬

pact support in (0,27r), i.e., for each ip(9) € Co°(0,2n) there is an interval [61,62] C (0,27r)
such that ip(6) = 0 for 6 lying outside [61,62]- This would produce symmetric operators, and
we can then go on to unearth their selfadjoint extensions. In our present situation we shall

proceed similarly in 70a(F1(S'1)). First we shall single out a similar set of smooth functions in
Let C^°A(n(51)) be the set of functions <fr\(9ex) in 70A(n(S'1)) defined in terms

of ip{0) e C§°(0, 27t) according to equations (4.44, 4.45, 4.46). These functions possess the

following properties:

1. ^A^ei) is infinitely differentiable with respect to 6ex.

2. For every $\(9ex) there exists a closed interval [9\,9?\ C (0,27r) such that ^\{6ex)
vanishes for every value of 9ex corresponding to 9 lying outside the interval [#i,#2]-
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1 = 2

1 = 1

1 = 0

Figure 4.4: The path space forms a helix

Clearly C£°A(n(S'1)) is a dense subset of Ha^S'1)), being the unitary equivalence of the
subset Co°(0,27t) which is known to be dense in L2(0,2n).

Intuitively we can see that functions defined on the path space n(51) can be perceived

to be defined on a helix (see Figure 4.4). The extended angle variable 0ex can be visualised

as varying along the helix and a differentiation with respect to 6ex as a differentiation along
the helix. The values of such functions at corresponding points on successive loops differ by
a phase factor.

Note that although functions ^(^ex) are formally defined for the entire range of values
of Oex 6 (—oo, oo), the scalar product involves an integral only over the range (0,2n):

r2n

i$\(0ex) I $\{8ex))\ = / <I>i{0ex)$X(9ex)d6ex. (4.52)Jo

4.3.2 The position and momentum operators in T^a^^1))

We can define the angular position operator on the Hilbert space ?-fA(n(5'1)) as either 9\

9xFx(e,£) =6Fx(ej), (4.53)

Or Oex,A

&ex,\^\(9ex) = 0ex ^X(9ex)i (4.54)
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with expectation values similarly given either by
r2irrZTT

(Fx(OJ)\exFx(ej))x = / F${6,£)8Fx(0,e)d6, (4.55)Jo

or by

/•2n

(^(y|i,A^(y)A = / n(8ex)0ex*X (eex)dOex. (4.56)Jo

This angular position operator is a bounded selfadjoint operator which acts in the same

way in all TixiUiS1)), independent of A. One can say that there is a unique angular position

operator on the circle S1, denoted simply by 6 or 9ex. Note that although 9ex as a variable has

a formal range of (—oo, oo) of values, the operator expression 9ex has only finite expectation

values.

It is more involved when we come to define a selfadjoint (linear) momentum operator;

momentum operators are unbounded, a fact requiring careful specification of their domains

of operation. Let us first recall the operator po = (—ih/r)d/dd acting on the dense domain

Cq°(0, 27t) in the Hilbert space L2(0,2ir). It is well-known that this operator is only sym¬

metric, but it admits a one-parameter family of selfadjoint extensions px = (—ih/r)d/d9
characterised by their domains Vx(0,2tt) C L2(0, 2n) which consist of absolutely continu¬

ous functions <px(0) on the interval (0,27r) satisfying the following quasi-periodic boundary
condition [46]

V?(2tr_) = ea<p(0+), A e [0, 2tt). (4.57)

In 7Y>,(n(S'1)) we can similarly introduce an operator p0;x acting on Co°A(n(5'1)) C ^(IKS1))
by

PO;X$x(0ex) = d*^ex), 4>A(0ex) e CgxOUS1)). (4.58)
This operator is symmetric, and not selfadjoint in 7YA(n(5x)). We now need to investigate

possible selfadjoint extensions to po;A in HxfiliS1)). Let us now consider the following two

cases:

1. In the Hilbert space 7fA=o(n(5'1)). Since functions in Ha=o(H(5'1)) satisfy the periodic

boundary condition, the natural selfadjoint extension is the one corresponding to px

in L2(0,27t) with A = 0. In other words we have a selfadjoint extension to po;a=o,

denoted by Pa=o> defined on the domain consisting of functions in 7fA=o(n(51)) which
are absolutely continuous5 in 6ex € R■ Note that the continuity requirement implies

5Absolutely continuous functions are once differentiable almost everywhere [46].
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that functions in the domain of operation of pA=o are periodic in a continuous manner

in 9ex.

2. In Hilbert space Ha^o^S1)). Since functions in Ha^o(H(51)) satisfy the quasi-

periodic boundary condition, the natural selfadjoint extension is that one corresponding
to pa in L2(0,2n) with A ^ 0. In other words we have a selfadjoint extension to po;A#o,

denoted by Pa/o, defined on the domain consisting of functions in 7tA^o(n(51)) which
are absolutely continuous in 9ex. These functions satisfy quasi-periodic boundary con¬

ditions (4.46) in a continuous manner in 9ex.

Note that p\ possesses a purely discrete spectrum pA,n with normalised eigenfunctions <pPA

with pa= y h(n + A/27r) for some integer n.

The striking feature here is that it is possible to single out a preferred extension pa^o

acting on absolutely continuous functions in each Hilbert space 77a^o(H(51)), a situation not

available in L2(0,2it).

4.3.3 Kinetic energy operators in ^(n^1))

The system we have in mind is a quantum circuit system where an electron or a current

in a superconductor is confined to flow round a circular conducting ring. There are two

scenarios: (1) the ring is cut so that a very narrow insulating gap appears to interrupt the

otherwise continuous ring, and (2) a continuous ring without any cut. Clearly the first case

is more complex and more interesting and we have discussed this situation in other contexts

in Chapters 1 and 2. Now, a ring with a cut at 9 = 0, denoted by S/ may be visualised as

a circle with the point 9 — 0 removed. It follows that 5/ is topologically equivalent to an

interval (0,27r). So, we can establish a theory on the Hilbert space L2(0, 27r), since we can

identify L2{Sl) naturally with L2(0,2n) as we have shown in Chapter 2. To obtain a kinetic

energy operator in L2(0,2ix) we start with the differential operator Ko on Co°(0,27r):

given by

(4.59)

h2 d2ip(9)
, #)eQ0,2tt). (4.60)2mr2 d92

This operator is symmetric. An obvious selfadjoint extension is simply

(4.61)
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However, Kq possesses a large number of other selfadjoint extensions some of which will be

discussed in what follows [2].

Clearly we can transfer all the technical results from L2(0,27r) to the Hilbert space

?tA(n(51)) in a unitary manner using the unitary operator U\ introduced earlier. We shall
illustrate this by constructing an explicit theory to model the Josephson effect in a super¬

conducting ring interrupted by a narrow cut. This result demonstrates that a path space

approach is a natural way to proceed.

4.3.4 A model theory of Josephson effect in ^(n^1))

There is a class of selfadjoint extensions6 I<a,b to Kq which are characterised by two real pa¬

rameters A, B in the sense that the extension operator Ka,b acts on a domain T>a,b £

L2(0, 2ir) consisting of twice differentiable functions in L2(0,2tt) satisfying the following-

boundary conditions [2]:

^(0+) = -Aip(0+) - 5^(27r_), (4.62)

xP'(2tt-) = Aip(2n-) + Bip(0+), (4.63)

To transfer these results in L2(0,2tt) to 7i\(n(S'1)) we can write down the corresponding

operators in Wa(H(S'1)) by

>Ca,B-,X = UxKABUI (4.64)

and through U\ we can write down the corresponding boundary conditions for the functions

in the domain of ICa,bX-

4,/a(27T_) = 4^A(27r_) + He-iA^A(27r+), (4.65)

e-iA4'A(27T+) = —Ae~iX 4A(27r+) — B 4'a(27t_). (4.66)

The resulting operator ICa,b;a is selfadjoint in HA(n(51)).
An electrical current in a superconductor is caused by the condensate treated as a quasi-

particle going round and round the circle. To describe this quasi-particle in the Hilbert space

7ix(U(S1)) we would identify

1. The quasi-particle's position with the extended angular position operator 0ex which has
a formal range of values (-oo, oo).

6This is equivalent to the extension K(-u) from section 2.7.11, but for the sake of clarity and to avoid

confusion with the extension from section 2.4.11, we shall use the notation given.
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2. The quasi-particle's (linear) momentum with the operator pA in

3. The quasi-particle's state with a normalised function Ta(0ex ) € Ha(H(51)).
To have a current flow we require the state to be an eigenfunction of the momentum operator

Pa in Ha^S1)), i.e., fPXn(9ex) given by equation (4.59), since an electrical current is pro¬

portional to the momentum [1]. To maintain a stable and time independent current the state
must be a stationary state, i.e., it must be an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian of the system.
All we need is to take the selfadjoint operator K.a,b-,x 'n 7"6,(n(S'1)) specified by boundary
conditions (4.65, 4.66) as the Hamiltonian. The requirement that ipPx n be an eigenfunction of
Ka,b-,x acting as the Hamiltonian means that <pPx n must satisfy the selfadjointness boundary
conditions (4.65, 4.66). Substituting ipPx,n(6ex) into (4.65, 4.66) gives

The parameter A is seen to be dependent on A and the other parameter B, i.e., A = —B cos A.

Equation (4.68) then leads to

This is effectively the Josephson equation, when we take the supercurrent to be proportional
to px,n [1, 2]. The physical interpretation is transparent now. The wave function <^PA,n(#ex)
describing the system can be regarded as a continuous single-valued function of the extended

position variable 9ex. When the quasi-particle passes the junction in completing a loop, i.e.,

0ex increases by 27r, the phase of the wave function increases smoothly by A. This phase is the
all important quantity here since it determines the magnitude of the supercurrent through

Px,n- The traditional description in terms of functions of 0 will have to consider multi-valued
functions on S1 where the wave function changes abruptly at the junction.

4.3.5 Circular motion in a <5-potential

There is a class of selfadjoint extensions K$ to Kq given by the following boundary conditions:

P\,n = (TiB/r) sin A.

0 = A 4- B cos A, (4.67)

(4.68)

P\,n = Po sin A, po = hB/r. (4.69)

^2~ ^(2tt_) = ip'(2n-) -elXip'(0+), V0 > 0
= ^'(27r_)-etA^'(0+).

(4.70)

(4.71)

Boundary conditions (4.70, 4.71) amount to choosing

a'_ = 1, = (2mVo/h2)elX, a'+ = elX, a+ = 0,
(3'_ = 1, (5_ = 0, /?; = eiX, p+ = -(2mVo/h2)

(4.72)
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in equations (1.107) and (1.108) in Appendix 1.2. With this choice we find that conditions

(Cl) and (C2) in Appendix 1.2 are clearly satisfied from which it follows that (4.70, 4.71)

do lead to a selfadjoint extension of Kq in L2(0,27t). When these boundary conditions are

transferred to HaWS"1)), using U\, we get

2mVq
h2

2mVo

V(2£7T-) = d''(2£7r_) - V'(2£ir+), (4.73)

2 9(2£jr+) = V'(2£ir-)-V'(2£7r+). (4.74)h

These are then the standard boundary conditions for a repulsive <5-potential centered at

0ex = 2iix [50, 58, 101, 102]. It follows that we can visualise Ks acting as a Hamiltonian
with a simple point interaction in the form of a <5-potential of strength Vq centered7 at the

cut in 5*. The corresponding operator ICs;\ = U\Kst)\ in HaC^S11)) admits the following
eigenfunctions

(/ pi\ _ p2ik-K \ \eifc* + ^e_2ifar_eiAj e~ik0J , 9ex * 2£tt, (4.75)
where A is a normalisation constant. The eigenvalues are E — (hk)2/2m where k is related

to A and Vq by
mVo ( sin2A;7r >

k =

~W V cos 2kir — cos A ' ' (4J6)
An attractive <5-function potential can be similarly constructed.

4.3.6 Circular motion in a ^'-potential

Another simple point interaction involves the so-called ^'-potential. Consider a selfadjoint
extension K# to Kq determined by the following boundary conditions:

2mVo

2mVo

Boundary conditions (4.77,4.78) amount to choosing

(V(27r_)-eiAt/;(0+)) = e*V(0+), Vq > 0, (4.77)
27t_) - elXip(0+)^J = tp'(27r_). (4-78)

a'_ = elA, a_ = —(2mVo/h2) elX, a'+ =0, a+ = —2mVo/h2
/?'_ =0, 0- = (2mVo/h2) elX, 0\ = elA, /?+ = 2mV0/h2,

(4.79)

intuitively, such a Hamiltonian may be written as

h2 d2
2mr2 dO2

+ Vb 6(G).
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in equations (1.107) and (1.108) from Appendix 1.2. With this choice we find that conditions

(Cl) and (C2) from Appendix 1.2 are clearly satisfied, from which it follows that (4.77, 4.78)
do lead to a selfadjoint extension of Kq in L2(0,2n). When transferred to Tixi^S1)) the

above conditions become

2m VQ (^(2£tt_) - 4/(2£TT+)) = 4>,(2£7T+), (4.80)
("F(2£TT_) - 4>(2J?7T+)) = T'(2£TT_). (4.81)

h2
2m Vq

These are the standard boundary conditions for a repulsive ^'-potential centered at 9ex — 2iix

[50, 102], The corresponding operator Ky-,a = U\K&WX in "^(II^1)) admits the following
eigenfunctions

/ / p2ikir pi\ \ \
n0ex) = Ae^ex ^+^ee_2ifc7r_eeiAj e~ikeJ , eex^2£n, (4.82)

where A is a normalisation constant. The eigenvalues are E = (hk)2/2m where k is related

to A and Vo by
4mVo /cos2A:7r — cos A\

k = 7/ -777 ■ 4.83h \ sm2fc7r /

4.3.7 The Kronig-Penny model and the path space of S1

Functions in the Hilbert space kix(II(51)) resemble Bloch functions in solid state physics.

Take the idealised example of a Kronig-Penny model of a one-dimensional periodic crystal

lattice, which pictures the effect of the one-dimensional crystal as an infinite array of 8-

potentials, of strength Vo, evenly spaced out on the point set Z = {x^ = la, I — 0, ±1, ±2, ■ ■ ■}
on the real line R [58, 101[. The Hamiltonian for an electron in such a crystal is traditionally

written as

a?+!>««-ao. «•«>
An alternative and mathematically rigorous definition of this Hamiltonian is to introduce the

kinetic energy operator by the differential expression — (h2/2m) d2/dx2 acting on Cq°(R — Z).
The resulting operator is symmetric, but it possesses infinitely many selfadjoint extensions.

One of the selfadjoint extensions, denoted by K^p, is specified by a domain consisting of

continuous functions in L2(R) which are twice differentiate on R — Z and satisfying the

following A-potential boundary condition at every point in Z [50]:
/ 2777, \

ip'(xe+) - ip'(xe~) = voj xe e Z. (4.85)
For example one can easily check that the generalised eigenfunctions of Hkp satisfy this

boundary condition [58]. We can therefore identify Hkp with Kkp-
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Generally for a perfectly periodic potential with periodicity a the generalised eigenfunc-
tions of the Hamiltonian are known to be of the form [58]

7ik(x) = elkx uk(x), (4.86)

where A: is a real number and Uk(x) is a periodic function of x, i.e., uk(x — a) = Uk(x). These
are the Bloch functions from solid state physics. Using the translation operator Ta again we

have, for any integer £,

Tia mix) = Vk(x - ta) = e~Ma rjk(x). (4.87)

Since the derivative u'k(x) is periodic on account of the periodicity of uk(x) the derivative

rfk(x) also satisfies (4.87), i.e.,

rfk(x) = ik r]k(x) + elkx u'k{x) => Tla rj'k(x) = e~Ma rfk(x). (4.88)

For the specific case of periodic ^-potentials, rjk(x) must also satisfy the following additional

boundary conditions [50] at x = la where the <5-potentials are centered:

Vk(la+) ~ Vk(la-) = (jIt Vq) Vk(la), and r)k{la+) - rjk(la_) = 0. (4.89)
It appears at first sight that Bloch functions arise naturally as functions in our path

space theory on 51, since every 77a(II(S'1)) consists of quasi-periodic functions 4^ in 9ex. A

quantum particle going round and round in Sl with a single 6-potential appears to resemble a

particle in the Kronig-Penny model moving in the straight line R encountering a ^-potential

periodically, especially when we set the periodicity a — 2n. However, a simple identification

of Bloch functions with functions in Ha^S'1)) fails since Bloch functions possess a range of

phase constants k while once a H^Il^S1)) is chosen, the phase constant A is fixed. So, we

have to form an appropriate direct integral space over Ha^S1)) with different A. This can

be achieved technically by first constructing a Hamiltonian with a ^-potential in L2(0,27t)
defined on a domain satisfying the following additional boundary conditions:

rpk(2tt_) = eiX tpk(0+), ^(2tt_) = eiA^(0+),
^ ^

7T_) = -0fc(7T+), 1p'k(lT+) ~ -0fc(7T-) = V0 1pk{7r).

In other words, we are taking a Hamiltonian in L2(0,27t) of the form

2 777

K\ + g- Uo 8(0 — 7r). (4.91)

These conditions resemble conditions (4.89) for Bloch functions r]k(x) for some specific k.
One then has to perform a direct integral of these Hamitonians, corresponding to different
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A, to obtain a final Hamiltonian, in order to be able to compare with Hkp [50]. Finally one

can transfer the results on L2(0,27t) to a corresponding direct integral of 7YA(n(S'1)).
It is clear that the origin of the quasi-periodic nature of the wave function in the path

space theory on the circle S1, and in a periodic potential in traditional solid state physics

with R as the physical space, is fundamentally different.
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4.4 Concluding remarks

We have seen that the path space offers a formulation of quantum mechanics which can

naturally lead to new physical insights in certain circumstances. The application of path

space formulation to closed circuit configurations is particularly interesting in view of its

easy accommodation of physical quantities like the momentum operator p\ together with

its eigenfunctions (4.59) which are singled-valued and continuous functions of the extended

angle variable 9ex. This constrasts sharply with the need for discontinuous and possibly
multi-valued functions in the traditional formulation in the Hilbert space L2(Sl). We can

also see that when the path space formalism is employed to describe the condensate in a

circuit with a Josephson junction the superselection rules emerge in a natural manner.
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The emergence of classical

properties and superselection rules

We shall review the situation regarding the emergence of classical properties in this chapter,

using the general formulation set out in Chapter 1. The important points to be addressed
are:

1. The existence or otherwise of physical systems with superselection rules.

2. Possible origins of superselection rules.

3. Applicability of the formulation presented in Chapter 1.

5.1 Classical systems and superselection rules

We have explicitly demonstrated in Chapter 1 that classical systems with finite degrees of
freedom can be described in terms of a Hilbert space theory with superselection rules. As
there is no controversy here we shall push on to examine mixed quantum systems.

5.2 Mixed quantum systems and superselection rules

We saw in Chapters 2 and 3 that we had mixed quantum systems with superselection rules

arising from a macroscopic wave function theory based on the quantisation by parts scheme.
To recapitulate, we derived, for a variety of composite geometries, the selfadjoint extensions

for the momentum and kinetic energy. We saw that we could correlate the momentum exten¬

sion eigenfunctions with the kinetic energy extensions to provide macroscopic wave function

185
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models of superconducting systems on these geometries. After this correlation process we

found that some systems provided models of superconducting systems with DC Josephson

junctions. In these cases the phase difference across the junction, A, was seen to determine a

unique current value /, through the relation

/ = To sin A, (5.1)

where Io was the critical current value of the superconductor. A crucial property of these

models was that each value of A specified a unique momentum, supercurrent and kinetic

energy operator. It was then inconsistent to take any of these three operators as pertaining

to the whole system. Taking the supercurrent operator as an example, if we let Jx be super-

current operator in question, we know that Jx possessed a spectrum of different eigenvalues.
A particular eigenvalue /' then corresponds to a value A' through the relation (5.1), which
in turn corresponds to a new supercurrent operator Jx,. We can see that this is a problem.
The way out of this dilemma was to recognise that these systems are essentially one-state

systems. Each value of A then indexes a one-dimensional Hilbert space Hx spanned by a

macroscopic wave function corresponding to the supercurrent / = To sin A. Using the formal¬
ism from Chapter 1, the Hilbert space for the system which is capable of carrying different

supercurrents is the Hilbert space

H® = Hcxd\, (5.2)

which is a direct integral of one-dimensional Hilbert spaces 7ix, with a superselection rule
between all the constituent spaces in the direct integral. The physical observables then

correspond to operators of the form

J® = Jxd\, (5.3)

to take the supercurrent observable as an example. Where Jx is the restriction of the su¬

percurrent operator Jx to the Hilbert space Hx. Since we are describing the DC Josephson
effect the supercurrent value remains constant, corresponding to an equilibrium stationary

state. Most importantly, all of the systems which we have discussed in this thesis which are

describable in these terms are examples of mixed quantum systems. They all exist in direct

integral Hilbert spaces of one-dimensional supersectors, all the observables commute as they
are all effectively multiplication operators, but these systems are not classical.

We can also show, at this stage, that we are able to describe inequilibrium mixed quantum

systems within the formalism presented in Chapter 1. Consider a superconducting ring system
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which possesses a Josephson junction. This is a mixed quantum system. If one applies
a constant voltage across the junction, by increasing the external magnetic flux, it is well
known that this produces a sinusoidal supercurrent of the form

/ = To sin (a0 - ^T~t] , (5.4)ft

which is known as the AC Josephson effect (see section 1.5.1). The DC Josephson equa¬

tion may be recovered from equation (5.4) by setting V = 0. We can see that this is an

inequilibrium system since the current changes with time.

So, if we take the Hilbert space description of the DC Josephson effect given above, and
then apply a Hamiltonian generator which generates the dynamics corresponding to

§--¥•
which is an equation describing the time dependence of A evident in (5.4), we should have
a description of an inequilibrium AC Josephson system. We shall now proceed to derive

the appropriate Hamiltonian generator. To this end, recall that the time-dependence of the

parameter which specifies the state of a first-order system obeys

dX .

— =v(\,t), (5.6)

for some function u(A, t) (see equation (1.27)). By comparing (5.5) and (5.6) we find that in

this case

= (5.7)

If we also recall (using equation (1.39)) that a time-dependent pure state of this system, in

our formalism is
'

dtl,tf-fapr1*-*.) HPUw-A, (5.8)
with

d(Tt'lX)
ax= exp C£ (10 ■ <5i»

Note that y(A) is the unit vector which spans this state of the system. In this case cp(A) is

the state corresponding to the DC Josephson state associated with the particular value A,

i.e., <p(\) = (l/V^eWa*)*. If we now substitute (5.7) into (5.9) we find that

d(Tf1X)
d\

and the time-dependent pure state reduces to

= 1, (5.10)

0:f =f 6(Tt-1X-\oMX)d\, (5.11)
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The next stage is to apply our knowledge of v(X, t) to define the Hamiltonian generator which

will provide the time evolution for the AC Josephson effect. The Hamiltonian generator for

first-order systems was defined by equation (1.41) and takes on the form

H90r = -ih | (u(A)A + ± |0 0(A) | v?(A) dX, (5.12)
for some 4>® <£ TL®. We now apply our knowledge of the explicit form of v(X,t) and the

time-dependent pure state to (5.12) and therefore define the Hamiltonian generator H^c for
this particular system. H^c then obeys

= 2ieV^ /~ 6(Tf1X-XoMX)dX (5.13)
— 2 ieV ye S'(Tf1X - Ao)v(A) dX, (5..14)

where 6' is the derivative of the ^-function with respect to its argument. Note that HgC is
not an observable of the system, as its functional form contains a derivative in A. This means

that it is not a decomposable operator in this direct integral Hilbert space and hence it is

not an observable. We know that the Hamiltonian generator has to satisfy the Schrodinger

equation, so

Hj°4>t = ih^f (5.15)
= injtfs(Tt^X-X0MX)dX (5.16)
= ihy® d^Ttdt Xh'(Tf1X-X0)<p(X)dX. (5.17)

Equating this expression with the explicit form of H^c<f>f give in equation (5.14), we find
that the Schrodinger equation only holds if

d(TtlX)
_ 2eV

dt h

which implies that

(5.18)

2pV
Tt_1A = A 4——t. (5.19)

Using equation (5.11), this in turn implies that the time-dependent pure states of this system

are of the form

2eUr(S 2eV
4>f = j 6(X -\——t - Xo)<p(X) dX, (5.20)

= f 6(X-(X0-2-ft)MX)dX. (5.21)
It is now plain that when we apply the unitary time evolution operator generated by H^c
to the DC model, the system exhibits the characteristic time evolution of the AC Josephson
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effect. It exists, for each A, in a state corresponding to a equilibrium DC Josephson junction

and then the Hamiltonian generator time evolution pushes the system across these supersee-

tors in a way that corresponds to the AC Josephson effect, a clear example of a inequilibrium
mixed quantum system.
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5.3 Superselection rule in superconductivity arising from the

microscopic BCS theory

The concept of electrons existing in pairs, coupled together by a phonon interaction, is at

the basis of the BCS theory of superconductivity [103]. We shall follow the description of the
zero temperature superconducting phenomenon attributed to Bogoliubov [104, 105], although
there are a number of other approaches. Bogoliubov's formal treatment begins by initially

confining the electrons to a cubic box of volume V which will be allowed to tend to infinity.
The electrons interact within this box according to the Hamiltonian

Hues = Y, Vf S/2/ -ol7X)£/0's/2-/S/,S-/,> (5-22)
/ /,/'

where 2^,2/ are respectively the free electron creation and annihilation operators with mo¬
mentum p and spin s labelled by the subscript / = (p,s) with -/ = (—p, -s), and p/,£/ are

real-valued functions of /, satisfying certain convergence criteria in the limit of infinite vol¬

ume V [104] (p.78). This Hamiltonian describes an interacting system in which electrons are

created and annihilated in pairs. These electron pairs are commonly referred to as Cooper

pairs, and this Hamiltonian is therefore referred to as the BCS pairing Hamiltonian. The

solutions for the ground state energy of this pairing Hamiltonian and the energy gap between
the ground state and the first excited state are exact in the limit of infinite volume [104, 105].
To obtain this solution, we rewrite Hbcs in two parts as Hbcs = H0 + H\ with

Ho = ^P/2^2/- | ^2^f{a*afa-f+ aa)a]_f}+ (5.23)
f Z f 2

Hi - -- ( £^21, - Vo-\ I 5>2/<2-/' ~ M > (5'24)

where the variational parameter a is complex. The ground state of Hq is exactly soluble. We

introduce two sets of numerical functions Uf and v/ of / as

1/2

V2 V ' £/M2 + i?/,
«f = 4d1+riiJf, „21 • <5-25)

" = (5'26)

We can see that the functions it/ are real and the Vf complex since their square roots are

real, u_/ = Uf, i>_/ = —Vf, and u2f + \vf\2 — 1. Next, we define a set of new operators bf
and their adjoints by

bf — UfUf - Vf = Ufd}f - v*fU-f. (5-27)
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One can verify that 6/, satisfy standard fermion anti-commutation relations. The transfor¬
mation of the description of the system to these new operators is known as the Bogoliubov-

Valatin transformation, and it is designed to reduce Ho to the form

Ho = + \vC, (5.28)
/ 2

where

£f = V^/H2 + 7?/> C = l^l2 ~ 77 E (ef ~ Vf) ■ (5-29)
/

We treat Hq as the Hamiltonian of a system of non-interacting quasi-fermions, known as

Bogolons [56] which are created by 6^ acting on the Bogolon vacuum state |To), the ground
state of Ho. The Bogolon ground state |To) is defined by

bf |To> = 0, V/. (5.30)

We can rewrite the Bogolon ground state in terms of the electron creation and annihilation

operators and the usual electron vacuum state |0) as

l^o) = II (u/ + Ws/s-/) 1°) • (5-31)
/

The functions Uf and v/ now have a direct physical interpretation: |u/|2 is the probability that
the pair of states indexed by / and —/ are occupied by a pair of electrons and consequently

u2j is the probability that the pair of states indexed by / and —/ are not occupied. We
commonly refer to this state as the BCS ground state. This state is not an eigenvector of

P, but the momentum expectation value of the BCS ground state, (To | PTo), is zero, and

hence this ground state carries no net current. A persistent current state in a superconductor

must then be generated by supplying the ground state with a net momentum.

The Bogolon vacuum state has an energy

mv\2) = lvC = lv(\a\2-±Y,UefW\2 + V2f-Vf) 1 ■ (5.32)2 2 1 V E(\A/M 2 + ?7/-J7/)j
This energy is dependent on |cr|2 and has a single minimum, i?0(|cr|o), at a certain value of

|cr|o £ (0,oo) [104] (p84). This value actually provides an upper bound on the ground state

energy Eg of Hbcs since H\ is a negative operator. It can also be shown that the ground
state energy of Hq per unit volume tends to that of Hbcs as the volume V tends to infinity,

hm ~ Eg = 0. (5.33)
V—>oo V
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We are extremely interested in the system of electrons in the ground state, known as

a Bose-Einstein condensate [106]. For the observer in the laboratory frame the condensate
is described by the ground state of the BCS pairing Hamiltonian Hbcs■ This state is, by

definition, a "single-state system" because the excited states of the Hamiltonian are separated
from the ground state by an energy gap and do not correspond to any state of the condensate

(in our idealised situation at zero temperature). Since Hbcs commutes with the number
operator N = X)/2y-3/ and the momentum operator P = ]Fypa|a/, it is intuitive to choose
the ground state, to be an eigenvector of the number operator corresponding to the
total number of electron pairs in the system. This state can be shown to have zero as its

momentum eigenvalue, this is an unsurprising result as the electrons are created in pairs of
opposite momentum. There is therefore no current flowing in the superconductor when it is
in the ground state: The condensate is at rest.

To obtain a superconducting state with a supercurrent / /Oa net momentum must be

supplied to the condensate. Feynman [36] (p.291) pointed out an intuitive way of visualising
a current carrying state, namely that a condensate in state |\I>9) in the laboratory frame
will be seen to be carrying a current by another observer in a moving inertial frame, or vice
versa. For non-relativistic velocities we can formalise Feynmann's idea by using a Galilean

transformation to introduce a net momentum to the condensate.

In standard quantum mechanics the wave function </>(x, t) for a free electron in the labo¬

ratory frame admits the following Fourier expansion

*(x<"= 575 SZEP-in' <5 34>
Performing a Galilean transformation x —► Tvtx = x — vt to a frame moving with velocity

v relative to the laboratory, the wave function transforms according to [107] (p942), [108]
(p87) [109, 110]

(Tvt<f>)(x,t) = e-^mv2te-™v,x euv-P(t>{xH) (5.35)
= e'Mi^w^^x + vtH), (5-36)

which results in a decrease in momentum: {Tvt4> \ pTvt(j>) = (cf> \ p<fi) - q, where q = mv. If
we substitute the Fourier expansion into this transformed expression and using the fact that

Ep + Eq — Ep-q + p-q/m, we obtain, writing T for Tvt,

(^)(X'', = (2^/l0pe<r'Xe"*Er''i3p' r=p-" (5 37)
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The expression above can then be equivalently rewritten as

(A) () = (2^ II ^ e~iEP'd3p (5-38)
We conclude that the Galilean transformation manifests itself as a transformation of the

coefficient ap. A Galilean transformation moving x —> x — vt, therefore corresponds directly
to (lp —> ap+q.

The physical interpretation1 is that Tvt(j)(x, t) is the wave function of the system viewed

from the moving Galilean reference frame. Note that x is a dummy coordinate variable in

any reference frame and that the Hilbert space in any reference frame is L2(E:\d3x). In

general, observables such as momentum remain unchanged; the exception to the rule being
the Hamiltonian generator, which transforms as [108] (p89)

H —> THT^ — ^mv2 — v-p. (5.39)
The moving observer employs this transformed operator as the Hamiltonian generator [109].
For a standard quantum system this operator is also seen to be the Hamiltonian.

When the Schrodinger equation is quantised in quantum field theory, similar transfor¬

mations apply. We now proceed to show that this is the case. A Galilean transformation
x —y Tx = x — vt transforms the quantised field </> according to [110, 111]

${x, t) e~Jim^v2t+v'x^$(T~1x, t), (5.40)

ap —» ap+q, ap —> ap+q, (5-41)
where the coefficients ap in equation (5.34) have become annihilation operators. We can

apply this transformation to the BCS ground state to give a momentum to the state l^o)-
With the Galilean boost velocity ^v, which imparts a momentum of q = mv to a Cooper
pair, we have

i*o)->g i*o>=n («/+v/a(/+f )4-/+§)) i°) • (5-42)
Here G is the transformation operator corresponding to T defined earlier.

The electron vacuum state |0) is invariant under Galilean transformations [108] (p386).
We find that the momentum operator for the quantised field P is unchanged while the Hamil¬

tonian generator transforms to [112]

GHBCs& - Q)2 - \vP. (5.43)
1We are taking the passive point of view as given in [108] p44.
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The fact that |^9) is equivalent to a superconducting state with a supercurrent is seen in the

following results:

(*q\P\%) = qYl\vf\2 >°' (5-44)
/

which shows that the state possesses a non-zero momentum.

We see that there is an isomorphism between each superconducting state, indexed by

q, and an inertial frame moving with velocity |v relative to the laboratory frame. The
incoherence of these inertial frames then implies an incoherence of the supercurrents. Thus

the superselection rule between different superconducting states derived in our macroscopic

wave function model in Chapter 2 and 3 is justified by the standard microscopic theory. The

fact that a condensate exists as a single-state system also sheds light on why a simple one-

particle macroscopic wave function approach is effective: The single state of the condensate
can be mapped one-to-one to the macroscopic wave function. Note that the evolution of |T9)
is given by the transformed Hamiltonian generator [112].

Crucially, this argument does not produce superselection rules when applied to a standard

quantum system. Consider, as an example, a quantised simple harmonic oscillator of mass

M. The Hilbert space is L2(R,dx) and every unit element of L2(R,dx) represents a state.

Let 0) be the ground state eigenfunction of the usual oscillator Hamiltonian Hsho- Then
the evolved state is

(po{x,t) = <f>o(x,0) e~*Eot, where Eq = ground state energy. (5.45)

Viewed from a frame, moving with velocity v relative to the oscillator rest frame, the wave

function is the transformed function Tvt(j)o- In this frame, Tvt(po(x, t) satisfies the Schrodinger

equation for time evolution with the Hamiltonian generator

TvtHshoTlt - ^Mv2 - vp. (5.46)
There is, however, an alternative interpretation of the transformed function. At each time

to, the function Tvto<po(x,to), being a member of L2(R,dx), also represents a state of the
oscillator in its rest frame, albeit not the original ground state, and the linear superposition

\{(f>o{x,to) + Tvto<po(x, to)) is again a possible state at t = to- That is, the transformed state
is coherent with the original at all times and the Galilean transformation has not led to

incoherence and superselection rules.

This is in marked contrast to the condensate, or any system with only a finite number

of states available to it. The transformed state is, in general, not a state of the original
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system and is therefore incoherent from the original state. In the case of the condensate, the

transformed state |\I*9) cannot be added to |^o) to form a new state of the condensate at any

instant of time.
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5.4 Superselection rules in the path space formulation of

quantum mechanics

In the case of a superconducting current going round in a circle we know experimentally

that there is no superposition of current values seen. We would then assume that there is a

superselection rule at work here [1, 2]. We would like to realise this rule, but avoid putting it
in by hand in a completely ad hoc manner. We saw an elegant origin for the superselection
rule in this system from the work presented in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 4 the lack of an observed superposition of current values in a ring corresponds
to there being no superposition of <PpX:n(Oex) and <pPx, n{0ex) which are the momentum eigen-
functions associated with the current states (see section 4.3.2 for definitions of these states).
In the path space approach to quantum mechanics on a ring we have a derivation of this su¬

perselection rule not based on an ad hoc argument, but directly on the fundamental structure

of the theory. Quantum mechanics on path space automatically generates a whole family of
one-dimensional Hilbert spaces H\ in such a way that functions from different spaces H\ and

H\> cannot be added together as shown in the argument following equation (4.30). Note that
each TL\ is spanned by a function ipVx n{dex).

In other words, the theory has a built in superselection rule forbidding any superposition

of functions from different spaces of the family. This would then explain why, physically, there

is no superposition of fPX n (9ex) and <pPv n (9ex) corresponding to currents with different phase
constants A and A'. One can include superselection rules explicitly in the theory by forming
a direct integral Hilbert space

in accordance with the systematic formulation of superselection rules in terms of direct inte¬

gral Hilbert spaces presented in Chapter 1.

•e

(5.47)
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5.5 Asymptotic superselection rules and Schrodinger's cat

As far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain;

and as far as they are certain, they do not refer to reality

A Einstein

Most derivations of superselection rules in the literature are asymptotic in nature. In other

words one starts with an orthodox quantum mechanical system with correlations between
states from some specified subspaces dependent on certain parameters. These parameters

could refer to the size of the system, the time duration and so on. The point is that as these

parameters become infinitely large the correlations become vanishingly small, resulting in

the emergence of superselection rules. Here we shall discuss this type of superselection rules
with the so-called Schrodinger cat states in mind. These states are attracting a great deal of
current interest.

Recent advances in quantum optics have allowed the experimental physicist to physically

realise investigations that have previously been considered gedanken experiments. In particu¬

lar there has been a considerable effort applied to constructing strong experimental analogies

to Schrodingers famous gedanken cat paradox:

One can even set up ridiculous cases. A cat is penned up in a steel chamber,

along with the following diabolical device (which must be secured

against direct interference by the cat): in a Geiger counter there is a

tiny bit of radioactive substance, so small that perhaps in the course

of one hour one of the atoms decays, but also, with equal probability, perhaps

none; if it happens, the counter tube discharges and through a relay releases

a hammer which shatters a small flask of hydrocyanic acid. If one has

left the entire system to itself for an hour, one would say that the cat

still lives if meanwhile no atom has decayed. The first atom decay would

have poisoned it. The if-function of the entire system would express this

by having in it the living and dead cat (pardon the expression) mixed or

smeared out in equal parts

E Schrodinger

The cat paradox is to do with coherent superpositions, of classically distinguishable states,

of quantum systems. These classically distinguishable states, in coherent superposition, are

now referred to as Schrodinger cat states. The object of this section is to provide a definition
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of Schrodinger cat states, and to explore how this definition copes with various experimental

incarnations of these states. Before we define the essence of Schrodinger cat states we must

first appreciate a purely classical and a purely quantum cat. An understanding of these

extreme cases will enable us to describe the Schrodinger cat state, which lies somewhere

between them.

5.5.1 Classical cat and its states

A classical cat, in the context of the Schrodinger cat paradox, is assumed to have only two

pure states, being alive and being dead; by definition there are no coherent superpositions

of a live and a dead cat (a state of limbo). Within the formalism of quantum mechanics we

can describe this cat with a two-dimensional Hilbert space hicc spanned by two orthonormal

vectors ipi and ipd, with ipi representing the pure state in which the cat is alive and ipd

representing the pure state in which the cat is dead. The absence of any state of limbo can

be achieved by a superselection rule [4] which forbids any coherent superposition of ipi and

ipd- This is equivalent to the requirement that all observables of a classical cat must be of

the form [4, 6]

Acc = ai |ipi) (ipt\ + ad |ipd) (ipd\, (5-48)

for some real numbers a/, ad. Operators of this form are unable to correlate the live and dead

states, i.e., (ipi \ Accipd) = 0. So, any linear combination

ip = Cixpi + Cdipd, where ci,cd G C, and |c/|2 -I- |cd|2 = 1, (5.49)

is equivalent to a mixture described by the density operator

p = |C/12 |ipi) {ipi\ + |cd|2 |ipd) (ipd|, (5.50)

in that they give identical expectation values to all observables of the form Acc.
Before proceeding further we wish to clear up a constant source of confusion that exists

in the distinction between a linear combination, and a coherent superposition of states. In

quantum mechanics a physical system is associated with a Hilbert space hi so that the states of
the system are described by unit vectors in hi. A linear combination is a purely mathematical

term, meaning that a certain vector in hi is a weighted sum of two or more other vectors in

hi. Typically, a unit vector (p is a linear combination of two other unit vectors (pi, (p2 in hi if

(p = C\(p\ + C2 (p2i (5.51)
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where ci, c2 G C . A coherent superposition of two states is a physical statement, meaning that

a state is a weighted sum of two or more other states, such that the constituent states in the

sum are correlated by some observables. In other words a coherent superposition is equivalent

to a linear combination, plus the possibility of observing a correlation or interference between

the constituent states. Mathematically this means the existence of physical observables,

represented by selfadjoint operators A, such that (0i | Atf>2) 7^ 0. This scalar product

appears in the expectation value of A, i.e.,

(0 I A(p) = |ci|2(0i I A(f>]) + |c2|2(02 I A(f>2) + 2Re(cjc2(0i | A02)), (5.52)

where Re(cjc2(0i \ Acf>2)) stands for the real part of (c\c2(<f> 1 | A<p2)). The correlation or

interference manifests itself in the fact that the expectation value (0 | A<j>) is not simply a

sum of (01 | A(f) 1) and (<j>2 | A02) worked out on each constituent state separately. There is an

additional term which is dependent on both 0i and 02 and cannot be calculated using 0i and

02 separately. The term Re(cjc2{0i | A02)) is known as the interference or correlation term.

It follows that whether a given linear combination has the significance of being a coherent

superposition or not, depends on the set of operators which are admissible as representing

observables. There are two obvious cases:

1. If one allows all selfadjoint operators in the Hilbert space to represent observables, then

every linear combination is a coherent superposition, since for any given 01 and 02 there

exist selfadjoint operators which give rise to non-zero correlation terms.

2. If not all selfadjoint operators are assumed to represent observables, then some linear

combinations may well not have the significance of a coherent superposition. This means

that the state described by the unit vector 0 = ci0i + c202 may well be equivalent to

the mixture represented by the density operator p = |ci|2 |0i) (0i| + |c2|2 |02) (02|.

A common procedure to reduce the set of selfadjoint operators capable of representing ob¬

servables is through the introduction of a superselection rule [4]. We know from previous

work in this chapter that this implies that a linear combination of two states from two differ¬

ent supersectors does not have the significance of a coherent superposition and is therefore

equivalent to a mixture of the two states.

5.5.2 Quantum cat and its states

A quantum cat is again assumed to have the two pure states 0; and tpd, spanning a two-

dimensional Hilbert space 7iqc. However no superselection rule exists for this system, so all
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selfadjoint operators on Hqc represent observables. Consequently there will be selfadjoint

operators Aqc on Hqc representing observables which correlate ipi and ipd, i.e., (ipi \ Aqcfi>d) 7^
0. So, any linear combination = ciipi + Cdf'd represents a new pure state describing a state

of limbo with the cat is being partially alive and partially dead, a situation quite distinct

from a mixture of ifii and ipd- A quantum cat is no different from any two level orthodox

quantum system.

5.5.3 Coherent states as classical-like states

There have been many attempts to construct Schrodinger cats in quantum optics [113], in

atoms [114, 115, 116], in molecules [117] and in Bose-Einstein condensates [118]. In quantum

optics and in trapped atoms and molecules, a common idea is to construct coherent states of

a quantised harmonic oscillator [119] or an electromagnetic field. To appreciate our definition
of classical distinguishability, it is first necessary to discuss the mathematical structure of the

set of coherent states.

Coherent states have been introduced into the physics literature in the following equivalent

ways:

1. An elementary quantum mechanical model for the harmonic oscillator:

I was to produce a wave-packet, ... , which was practically

confined to a small special region, and which as a matter of

fact revolves in precisely the harmonic ellipses described by

classical mechanics for an arbitrary longtime without

dispersing!

E Schrodinger

2. If we consider a free field of frequency u>, linearly polarised in the ^-direction in a cavity

length L, this can be modelled as a unit mass harmonic oscillator, with the electric and

magnetic fields playing the role of canonical position and momentum. Traditionally we

can use the energy eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator (number states |n)) to describe
the state of the system. Although the number states describe a state of precisely defined

energy, it does not define a state of well defined field. This forces the introduction of
coherent states.

3. Minimum uncertainty states for the harmonic oscillator.

4. Eigenfunctions of the oscillator annihilation operator a.
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Let us examine the commonly cited example of coherent states of a quantised simple

harmonic oscillator of mass m and angular frequency uj [113, 119]. The Hamiltonian is

Hsho = ~-p2 + \rnu2q2, p = -ihd/dx, q = x. (5.53)2m 2

One can verify that the following wave packet is a solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger

equation of the harmonic oscillator:

. , (mu>\* (i . . mui. , ,.9\ ,rri,

fat = c{t) exP ~ ~2fi(x - xc(t)) J » (5-54)
where:

1. xc(t) — Acos(wf — 0), pc(t) = —rnuoA sin(ut — 9). These quantities describe the motion
of a corresponding classical oscillator with 6 as the initial phase and A the amplitude
of oscillation.

2. c(t) satisfies

^cjf = 2mP<^) ~ \muj2xc(*) + \huJ- (5-55)
An appropriate solution is

c(t) = exp
i (\ 1.

. -mi wsin2(u;£ — 9) — -hwt (5.56)

The corresponding spatial probability density is

\4>zt(x)\ = ( exP (x-xc(t)Y (5.57)

Moreover, it is an eigenfunction of the annihilation operator

a = , ^ {rrnoq + ip) (5.58)
•y/2mhui

associated with the quantised oscillator corresponding to the complex eigenvalue

z = &)' (x-(t> + ip2(i)) • |z|2 = (w) ■ (5-59)
This explains the notion of the coherent state 4>zt- A coherent state is commonly considered

classical-like in the following senses:

1. Equation (5.57) shows that the state represents a wave packet which oscillates about
the origin without distortion like a classical oscillator. The magnitude of the oscillation

can be made arbitrarily large by increasing A.
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2. For large oscillation amplitudes the energy expectation value approaches the classical

value [120]:

(4>zt | H(pzt) ~ & — muj2- (5.60)

These coherent states are not mutually orthogonal since [119]

\icfrzt\M | = e-i|W|2, (5.61)

when z' = —2 we have

\(<f>zt I <t>-zt)\ = e~2,zl2 = e-^/^2 -»■ 0 as A —> oo. (5.62)

Now let p be the parity operator defined in the usual way by p<j>(x) = (/>(—x). Then we have,

pf'—zt = 4>ZU pt&zt = <t>-zt- (5.63)

In other words cpzt and (p-zt are mirror images of each other so that (cpzt | p(p-zt) = 1,

showing that (4>zt \ Acp^zt) ^ 0, even in the limit as 2 —> oo for some observables represented

by selfadjoint operators A, parity being an obvious example. It follows that <j>zt and can

form a coherent superposition with non-vanishing correlations even for large A.

5.5.4 Disjointness and classical distinguishability

We call two different states of a system, which possess a superselection rule, from two different

supersectors disjoint, or classically distinguishable.
It follows that for a classical cat, the two states ipi and Vrf are disjoint or classically dis¬

tinguishable since they cannot form a coherent superposition. On the other hand a quantised

harmonic oscillator is an orthodox quantum system with no superselection rules. Conse¬

quently it produces no disjoint states. Note that classical-like states are identified on an

individual basis in a qualitative manner, and are not precisely defined. We conclude that

classical-like and classically distinguishable are two different concepts, and one does not fol¬
low from the other.

Let us now relax the above definition of disjointness to arrive at a weaker but useful

concept. We shall base our analysis on a notion of equivalence for all practical purposes

introduced by John Bell [121]. The key here is the phrase "for all practical purposes" or FAPP
for short. This is based on the assumption, that any experiment £n is performed within a finite

time and is capable of measuring only a finite number n of bounded observables, Ai,..., An
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with a finite resolution. For the linear combination of (pi and (p2 given by <p — c\<p\ + C2P2

where ci, C2 are complex and (pi and fo are not necessarily orthogonal, we have

(cp \ Aj(j>) = |ci|2(<?^i | Aj (pi) + |c212(02 I Aj(p2) + 2Re(cJc2(<^i | Aj(p2))■ (5.64)

Due to the finite resolution mentioned above, it is possible that for some (p\ and <p2 the

experiment could not detect the interference terms Re(cjC2(0i I Aj<p2)) for all Aj if it is less
than a certain small positive real number e. It follows that the experiment cannot tell the

difference between the state described by the linear combination cp = c\(p\ + C2(p2 and the
mixture described by the density operator p = |ci|2 |0i) (cp\\ + |c2|2 |d>2) {<p2\■ This statement

is equivalent to the inequality

(<p \ Aj (p) — tr(pAj) < e, for all j € 1,2,... ,n (5.65)

from which we deduce the following equivalence

(p = cicpi + c2(p2 = P = |ci|2 \(pi) {<pi\ + |c2|2 \(p2) (<p2\ FAPP£ra. (5.66)

This leads us to the following definition:

Definition 22 Let (p\z0, y?2zo be a one-parameter pair of states of a system at time t — 0.

In time these states will evolve to states ip\zt and y>2zt respectively. Suppose that given any

experiment £n, there is a finite time interval A and a value zq such that for all |z| > |zo| and

for all times t e A we have

<fit = cpput + c2<P2zt = Pt = |ci|2 \yizt) (ipizt\ + |c2|2 If2zt) (f2zt\ FAPP£n. (5.67)

Then <p\zt, zt are called disjoint FAPP£n, or classically distinguishable FAPP£n for \z\ >

|^oI and t e A. When there is no risk of confusion we shall write FAPP instead of FAPP£n.
We shall also call g>izt, P2zt Schrodinger cat states.

According to our definition, disjointness, classical distinguishability and Schrodinger "cat-
ness" mean the same thing for all practical purposes.

5.5.5 Examples of systems with classically distinguishable states

Example 1: Scattering Systems

A simple scattering system [122] possesses bound states (pbo and scattering states (pso in the
Hilbert space TL at time t — 0. In time these states will evolve to states (pbt and (pst respectively.
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While the bound state (p^t will remain around the origin, say, at all times, the scattering state

<f>st will move to spatial infinity. The overlap between cp^t and (pst over any finite region tends to

zero as t —> oo. It can be shown [123] that lim£_>0O(</)b( | A(pst) = 0 for every bounded operator

A in TL. So, for any finite set of bounded observables Aj, j = 1,2,..., n the correlation terms

Re(c\c2(4>bt | AjCpst)) become arbitrarily small as t —> oo. We conclude that <pu and <pst
are disjoint or classically distinguishable FAPP. Note that the two states themselves are not

classical-like.

If we trace the time from —oo to oo we will see the passage from a classically distinguish¬
able regime at large negative times, through the quantum regime for small times, and finally
back to a classically distinguishable regime at large positive times.

Example 2: de Broglie Paradox

The following thought experiment in quantum mechanics is known as the de Broglie paradox

[80, 124]. The experimental apparatus consists of a box B with rigid walls, which can be

divided into two halves B\ and B2 by a sliding wall in the middle of B. Suppose that there

is an electron inside the box B. The box is then divided into B\ and B2] B2 is moved to

Hong Kong and B\ is moved to Newcastle. Suppose one then opens box B\ in Newcastle and

finds the electron inside. The question is whether the electron was inside B\ all along before
one opened the box and found the electron inside. If this is the case, then the wave function

should be identically zero in the other half of the box all along. If the electron was not in Bi,

the question is how the electron could possibly get into B\ by the act of opening the box.

We can model this thought experiment in terms of a scattering system. Suppose the state

of the system is initially a coherent superposition of a bound state and a scattering state,

i.e., we have <po = (<;Pbo + <Pso)/>/2- At large times this state evolves into

<pt = A = Pt = ^(10w) {<Pbt\ + I (pst) (<Pst\) FAPP. (5.68)
To relate this to de Broglie's thought experiment we can imagine the initial state cpo to be
enclosed in a large box B. As time evolves we divide the box into a part which is centered at

the origin where the bound state <pbt remains, and another part which follows the scattering

state to the far away region. One then asks the question where the particle is at large times.

The fact that at sufficiently large times the state <pt is equivalent to a mixture pt provides an

answer, i.e., the particle is either in the vicinity of the origin where <pbt remains or in the far

away region of (pst. In the limit as t —> oo, no experiment can detect any correlation between

(pbt and (pst.
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Example 3: Quantised oscillator

Let tpn(x) be a normalised eigenfunction of the quantised harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian

Hsho with the associated eigenvalue (n + \)huj. The corresponding time dependent eigen¬
function is

<Pr*(x) = Mx)e-i(n+^\ n = 0,1,2,.... (5.69)

Let A be any bounded operator. Following [123] we can show that the scalar product with

a coherent state <pzt, {(j)zt I Aipnt) vanishes in the limit at \z\ —> oo. It follows that in the

lim^oo{(/>zt | Aqt) — 0 for any finite linear combination rjt = J2n=o CnVnt, where Cn e C.
As an example take

t]t = -y= (fot + (fit) = (voe~l2u't + <^ie . (5.70)
We have

(Vt I qvt) = coswi> (5-71)

showing a wave packet with a position expectation value oscillating like a classical oscillator,
albeit not keeping its shape as it oscillates. Then 4>zt and rjt are classically distinguishable
FAPP for large |,z|.
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5.6 Concluding remarks

What we have found is that superselection rules arise in a number of guises throughout

quantum theory. A definitive origin of superselective behaviour is therefore unlikely and we

should try and derive superselection rules for systems, where they are appropriate, on an

individual system basis.



Conclusions and future work

In this section we shall summarise the work presented in this thesis and point to future

avenues of research, for which this work is only the beginning.
In Chapter 1 we presented a unified treatment of classical, standard quantum and mixed

quantum systems in Hilbert space. Our formalism was based on the theory of direct integral

Hilbert spaces. Classical properties were formalised in this Hilbert space structure through

superselection rules and classical dynamics. The fact that the superselection rules were not

enough to define a classical system, and we needed to involve their dynamical behaviour,
meant that the compatibility of observables was a necessary but not sufficient condition to

define a classical system. We then moved on to discuss the dynamics in greater detail and

found that we could use it as a classification tool, amongst other things.
We defined the Hamiltonian generator, and the Hamiltonian for the systems in the unified

formalism. The generator was the operator which produced the dynamics for our system,

the Hamiltonian was the observable which told us the energy of the system. We are used

to these two roles being played by the same operator from standard quantum mechanics,

but we saw that this is not true in general. In particular for mixed quantum systems and
classical systems the Hamiltonian generator is not always an observable of the system and
hence cannot coincide with the Hamiltonian which is always observable. We also saw that on

the stationary states of mixed quantum systems, the Hamiltonian generator behaved like the
standard quantum mechanical Hamiltonian, in that it produced the standard quantum time

evolution. Stationary states of classical systems, however, display no explicit time evolution.
We used this fact to provide a new definition of classical systems based on their dynamical
behaviour as well as their structure within the formalism.

We also explored some other facets of the dynamical structure of our theory. In particular
we discussed inequilibrium systems, which are systems that move across the supersectors

and are therefore different from the stationary equilibrium states discussed above. We also

presented a physical example of an inequilibrium system, the AC Josephson junction in a one-

207
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dimensional superconductor. We discussed environmental effects within this chapter too, we

saw that open quantum systems, i.e., model systems that describe an interaction with an

environment, could be incorporated into our theory. The environmental influence on an

open quantum systems manifested itself as an extension of the set of allowed observables and

the states which exist on this extended set. We chose the set of all bounded decomposable

operators as observables in our formalism, and the conjecture was that an open quantum

system would require an extension of this set of observables to ensure that the dynamics of

the system, which is effected by the environment, was an automorphism on the extended
set. The different extensions compatible with this condition then corresponded to different

environments.

We saw in the conclusion to this chapter that coupled systems used to describe standard

quantum measurement processes, where there is a "classical pointer" system coupled to a

quantum system, can also be treated within this formalism. Since this formalism can de¬
scribe classical, standard quantum and mixed quantum systems, we could imagine using this

approach to analyse coupled systems whose elements are any one, or all, of the three types

of systems stated above.
Future work in this area could be to incorporate non-autonomous dynamics into the

formalism and also to investigate some higher-dimensional classical systems, say multi-particle

systems and classical fields. This formalism is also in place to explore different mixed and

open quantum systems candidates as and when they arise, to help classify and categorise

them and explore the classical/quantum boundary.
In Chapter 2 we developed a novel, versatile and rigorous method to describe single

point interactions in one-dimension. Not only did this method describe the standard point

interactions, such as the step potential and the ^-function potentials, it introduced a whole

new spectrum of possible boundary conditions at the point. We then presented an analytical
method based on transfer matrices which enabled us to generate potentials which realised

these new boundary scenarios.

As well as finding a physical interpretation for the non-uniqueness inherent in the quan¬

tisation process, we found that restricting potentials to exist only at a point does not restrict

the possible behaviours of the system. We saw that we can have single point potentials which
act as high, low and mid-pass filters, potentials which have variable and fixed phase effects,
as well as potentials which are only manifest in superconducting systems. In particular we

found that this method provides a derivation of the Josephson effect which improves on the
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standerd ad hoc approach [35]. We also saw that there are only two possible potentials which

are compatible with describing a superconducting system, one corresponds to the Josephson

system, the other to the newly discovered 7r-junction. This method then, could have pre¬

dicted the existence of such a junction, but as it stands it does predict that there are no

other superconducting junctions possible in systems with this geometry.

We then move to discuss single point interactions in a ring and approach the problem

by interpreting the selfadjoint boundary conditions on an interval as being generated by a

potential in a ring. When we changed the geometry in this way we saw that the boundary

conditions, and hence potentials, which behave in one way when they are on a line, behave

completely differently when they are in a ring. This analysis form the basis for a different

approach to quantum theory on a ring presented in Chapter 5.

An appreciation of the analytical method presented here leads to the conclusion that

symmetric operators and the studies of their extensions, not often discussed in physics texts,

are well-worth exploring for their physical applications [32].
Future work in this area could involve analysing different geometries as they are fab¬

ricated by the nanotechnological industry, to improve our understanding of their quantum

mechanical behaviour, and to predict new characteristics and potentials. We could also fol¬

low the approach of Exner et. al. presented in [51] and discuss point contacts in more than

one-dimension, or generalise the method to provide a tool for higher-dimensional analysis of
non-manifold structures.

In the first part of Chapter 3 we saw how the transfer matrix approach to point interac¬

tions championed in Chapter 2, could be reformulated to cope with elementary circuits. We

saw that the reformulated transfer matrices, which we called generalised transfer matrices,

improved our understanding of the simple Y-circuit. They reaffirmed the conclusion that

experimentally, this system could form a physically striking test of the pure or mixed nature

of the superconducting state [2]. The Y-circuit also enabled us to demonstrate the need for

a generalisation of standard quantum mechanics to include maximal symmetric operators as

observables. Finally, the analysis presented here showed that to have a full understanding of
the branch point in the Y-circuit, we need to have some global knowledge of the system, since

the generalised transfer matrices used in this analysis were global in nature. This negates

the Feynman propagator description of systems with this geometry and has implications for

delayed choice experiments.

In the second section where we considered superconducting quantum dot systems we found
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that a wide range of physical models were generated by the method of quantisation by parts.

These systems possessed larger families of kinetic energy and momentum extensions than we

were used to from Chapter 2. it is this feature which gave the point interaction analysis

method more flexibility on these systems. There are a lot of physically interesting systems

which involve quantum dots, i.e., cellular automata [91] and some qubit systems [93]. There is

an extremely large set of possible kinetic energy/momentum extension combinations possible
in these quantum dot systems. Not all of these will be physically meaningful, however, but

there still exists scope in this method to describe any new quantum dot behaviour, as well as

predicting new possibilities. A complete characterisation of these systems could be considered
for future work. The behaviour we did see in this chapter may still prove to be the most novel

and extreme, as we have analysed some particularly interesting extensions. For example, for

the quantum dot and leads geometry, we saw models with Josephson and 7r-junctions, as well

as evidence of systems with quantised current values. The quantised current arises purely

as a consequence of the geometry in this analysis. We also saw quantised current systems

where the current values vary as we vary the length of the dot. For the quantum dot in a ring-

geometry we saw different behaviour, including a system with two Josephson junctions which
allowed current to flow only for particular quantum dot lengths. The research presented in

this chapter reaffirms the method of quantisation by parts as a leading method in the process

of quantisation.

In Chapter 4 we introduced an interpretation of quantum mechanics based on path space.

We saw how a path space formulation of quantum mechanics can be considered to be the

natural approach to use when quantising some geometries, in particular geometries which are

multiply connected. In these cases we saw this approach could lead to new physical insights.

The application of path space formulation to closed circuit configurations is particularly inter¬

esting in view of its easy accommodation of physical observables. In the geometry discussed
in this chapter, i.e., a circle with a single point interaction, we saw that the path space for¬

malism inherently possessed the necessary superselection rule, when we wanted to describe a

superconducting condensate in this circuit with a Josephson junction. In the future it would
be interesting to apply the path space formalism to different multiply connected geometries,

and see how this interpretation helps. Tackling superconducting quantum interference devices

[37] could be particularly interesting.
In Chapter 5 we presented a discussion of superselection rules. We observed that through¬

out the preceding chapters there had been a variety of origins of superselective behaviour.
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We had a superselection rule presented in the direct integral formalism, a macroscopic wave

function superselection rule which came from the point interaction analysis in Chapters 2

and 3, and a superselection rule inherent in the structure of the path space approach to mul¬

tiply connected spaces. What we had not touched on in the preceding chapters is whether

superselection rules can always be derived from some more fundamental description of a

given system. What we found was that superselection rules arose naturally in a number of

guises throughout quantum theory. A definitive origin of superselective behaviour is there¬
fore unlikely and we should try and derive superselection rules for systems, where they are

appropriate, on an individual basis. To this end we derived two more types of superselection

rules in this chapter. We related different inertial frames of the Galilean transformation to

different currents in one-dimensional superconductors and hence used the incoherence of the

frames of reference to generate a superselection rule. We also presented an asymptotic super-

selection rule hypothesis and used it to discuss various experimental candidate Schrodinger
cats. This hypothesis questioned the validity of Schrodinger cat models based on coherent

states, and also provided an interpretation of the de Broglie paradox. The discussions of

superselection rules found throughout this thesis have shown that superselection rules exist

as a varied spectrum of possibilities and can be formulated in a rigorous manner on a case

by case basis. Derivations of superselection rules tackled in the future should therefore be

approached in this manner.

In this thesis we have analysed and investigated the blurred classical/quantum boundary
from many angles. We have used the tools of superselection and quantisation to probe the

transition and improve our resolution of this area. Although we have hopefully improved our

understanding of the foundations of quantum theory by the various approaches presented

here, the classical/quantum boundary still holds many secrets. Research into the topics

presented in this thesis is not just of philisophical interest. The physical implications of
this work will hopefully have repercussions on the development of nanotechnological, and

quantum devices of the future. My only hope is that this work will help form the base from
which we will untangle more and more of the mysteries of the quantum universe.



Appendix 1: Calculating

selfadjoint extensions

The ordering of the following sections relates to the sequence in which these geometries are

encountered in this thesis. The ordering is such that the systems are approached in order of

increasing difficulty of finding extensions. This is unfortunately not directly related to the

number of branches. Consequently we shall first tackle a two-branch system [1, 3], then a

one-branch system [2, 31] and finally a three-branch system [1, 2].

1.1 Calculating the selfadjoint extensions for a two-branch

circuit

1.1.1 Momentum operators for the two-branch circuit

Let Pq = pi ®P2 and let P£x be a symmetric extension of Pq in TCC. We have

Pq C PL C Ppx C P0ct. (1.72)

Now P^ is given by [54]

v[pp)=v(p\)ov(pl),
PQ4> = P\<Pi © plfo W> = 01 © <t>2 G (P0cf) ,

where p\ is defined by

D(p\) = {</>€ L2(Rq ) : d* € AC(R^), <fr' € L2(R^)} , (1.73)

p\4> = W> e P>(p\),

and p\ is similarly defined in L2(JRp).

212
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So, if 0 = fa © fa G V (-Po*) then, by equation (1.73), fa G AC(IIq), fa € AC( Rfa and
Pem Pel have the formal expression Pexl 0 Pex2 where Pex,i and Pex;)2 act as -ihd/dx.

For (p e V>(Ppx), (p G P (P0ct) we have

(P^0 | 0) - (0 | Poct0> = 0, (1.74)

which implies

(Pel, 101 I 0l)l + (Pez,202 I 02>2 ~ (fa | Po,10l)l - (fa I P<),202>2 = 0, (1.75)

where

/0 r00fa(x)fa(x)dx, (02 I ^2)2 = / (p2(x)fa(x)dx.
-00 ^0

Since 0i,0i G AC(.R0) and fa, fa G AC(JRo") we can integrate by parts to reduce
equation (1.75) to

01(0)^(0)- fa2(0)fa(0) =0. (1.76)

Now suppose PgX is selfadjoint and let <p = (pi 0 02 G V(Ppx) — 'D(Pq). Equation (1.76)
requires |0i(O)|2 = |02(O)|2, and since cp 'D(Pq) we have 0i(O) / 0 / 02(0) so there exists
a A G R such that 0i(O) = e~lXfa(0). If 0 = fa ®fa is any other function in V(Ppx) then

substituting 0i(O) = e~lXfa(0) into equation (1.76) yields

eixfa(0)fa(0) - 0^(0)02(0) = 0,

and since 0 g P(Pq) then 0i(O) ^ 0 ^ 02(0) so 0i(O) = e~lXfa(0) for the same A and it
follows that for some A, we have an operator defined by

P(PeCJ = {0 = 01 0 02 G nc : 01 G AC(R^),fa G AC(R+), (1.77)

0'i G L2(B^),fa G P2«), 0i(O) = e"iA02(O)}, (1.78)

Pecx0 = -1/1(0; ©0'2) V0 G P(Pecx). (1.79)

We conclude that every selfadjoint extension of Pq is specified by a A and we shall denote
these selfadjoint extensions by P£. Let Pj: be defined like Ppx above except that A is now

arbitrary. Clearly Pp is symmetric and an extension of Pq.
To show that Pp is selfadjoint choose a 0 G T>(Pfa, 0 G V(P^) then equation (1.76)

requires 0i(O) = e~lA02(O) so that 0 G V(Pfa, i.e., P(P^) = V(P^). It follows that Pp is
selfadjoint for every A G R. We conclude that Pq has a one-parameter family of selfadjoint
extensions {P£ : A G [0,27r)}.
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1.1.2 Kinetic energy operators for the two-branch circuit

There are two obvious selfadjoint extensions, namely

— Pc2inL2(]R) and — PAc2.2m v ' 2m A

Generally we have to resort to the von Neumann formula to obtain all the selfadjoint exten¬

sions. Our treatment here follows that of Exner and Seba [52, 54].

The Neumann formula

Let Ag be the closure of then we have A§ = Ajo © A20, where Ai0 and A2o are the
closures of |™ Kw and |pr K2o respectively. Let A/+,A/1 be the deficiency subspaces of Ag,
i.e.,

N+ = {<j> e nc: (Aq1 - i)(f> = 0}, A/1 = {<t> e Hc: (A£f + i)<f> = 0}.

Then, by the second von Neumann formula [45, 54], the domain of a selfadjoint extension of

Ag, i.e., Acex is

V(Acex) = V(AC0) + {y> + e A/-+}, (1.80)

where V is a unitary mapping of Af+ onto A/1, and on T>{Acex) we have

Kx® = Ac0(f) + i(f-iVifi, ^ = <j> + ip + Vip€V(Acex). (1.81)

The subspace A/+ is two-dimensional with normalised basis functions

gi = cepx © 02, (1.82)

92 = Oi®ce~px, (1.83)

where p = exp(—4 m), c is a normalisation constant and Oi, 02 are the zero functions in

H{B\) and H(B2) respectively [9]. Similarly, we have normalised basis functions in A/1

fi = cep'xe02, (1.84)

h = Oi®ce~p'x. (1.85)

Let

Then

f = Vgj = J2Uiifi> where i,j = 1,2.

$ — (p + ^ kj + ^2 uijfij ) 0 € V(Aq). (1.86)
The 2x2 unitary matrix (uij) means that we have a 4-parameter family of selfadjoint exten¬

sions. We can reduce this family by physical considerations.
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Symmetry consideration

Let 4>2i be the function on Rq defined in terms of 02 on Rq by 02i(®i) = 02(—£i)> x\ G Rq ,

and similarly let 0\2 be the function on Rq defined in terms of <p\ on Rg by 012(2:2) =

0i (—2:2), x2 G Rq - Introduce a selfadjoint permutation operator p on Ttc by

P {01 ©02} = 0210012, or explicitly p {0i(xi) © 02(2:2)} = <f>2(-Xi) ®^i(-x2)- (1-87)

For example we have

pp\p = p{e^ © eiXeipX2} - e'V^1 © e~^2. (1.88)
Observe that and p do not commute since pp>\p is not in the domain of P£ unless A = 0, n,

and even then and p do not commute. Note that p and P£2 do not commute for the same

reason when A ^ 0,7r. However P£2 and p do commute when A = 0, rr.

We have assumed dynamical symmetry of the superconducting system about the junction

at the origin. This means that A^. should commute with the permutation operator p. So,
we have

(/1 I Vpgi) = (/1 | pVgi) => (/i | Vg2) = (/2 | Vgx)

(h I Vpg2) = (h I pVg2) => </i I V9x) = (/2 I Vg2)

It follows that we have

U\2 = M21, un = u22 or Uij = uSij + u(l - Sij).

Being a unitary matrix we also have

\u\2 + M2 — 1 and uv* +vu* — 0. (1.89)

This reduces the 4-parameter family to a 2-parameter family specified by two real parameters

as will be explicitly demonstrated presently.

Next we shall show that the effect of the unitary matrix can be incorporated into boundary

conditions on d> G V>{hcex) at the junction. These boundary conditions can then be used to

characterise the corresponding selfadjoint extensions of A%x.
First observe that $ G D(KCCX) c 7ic is of the form $ = <I>i + $2 where

$1 =(pi + kxgi + {kxu + k2v) fi, $2 = </>2 + k2g2 + (kxv + k2u) f2, (1.90)

with

V^l = 01 © O2, 01 € V(Aio); xp2 — 0\ © 02, 02 G ©(AM).

sineep/i = /2, pg 1 = 32,

since pg2 = gx.
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Note that <pi(0) = <^(0) = 0 and </>2(0) = ^(O) = 0, where a dash signifies a derivative with

respect to x [45].
If A 0,7r then the family of extensions P£2/2m mentioned at the beginning does not

commute with the permutation operator, and is therefore not obtainable by Neumann formula

with a permutation invariant V. This is not a problem since this extension should be rejected

for our system on symmetry grounds.

Boundary conditions

Choose boundary conditions

MO) = cn/>i(0)-M(0), (1.91)

MO) = M(0)-cn/4(0), (1.92)

where a daoh signifies a derivative with respect to x and the boundary conditions arc evaluated

at x = 0 as limits from the right for ip2,4>2 and from the left for Substitute equation

(1.90) into equations (1.91, 1.92) and equate the coefficients of the arbitrary constants k\,k2
we get

1 + u = a(p + p*u) + 0p*v, (1.93)

v = ap*v + 0(p + p*u), (1-94)
(1 +u)(p + p*u) - p*v2 (p- p*)v

(p + p*u)2 — (p*v)2 ' (p + p*u)2 - (p*v)2'

or u = (P + P*)a~a2+P2- 1 v = (P~P*)0 (196)
(1 - ap*)2 - (pp*)2 ' (1-ap*)2 ~(PP*)2'

Using the properties of u, v and p the parameters a, /? can be shown to be real. It follows that
real parameters a, 0 do exist for any given u and v, provided the denominator in equations

(1.95) does not vanish. Also any pair of real numbers for a, 0 define a corresponding pair of

values of u,v since the denominator in equations (1.96) does not vanish for any real values
of a and 0.

Note that when a2 = 02 we have the following possibilities:

1. We could have a = 0 = 0 which is equivalent to u = —l,v — 0. This special case

corresponds to the Dirichlet condition [54] on the half lines, i.e., ^i(O) = ip2(0) = 0,
which in turn amounts to taking the selfadjoint extension [45]

2m

h2 p\pi ©P2P2) • (1-97)
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2. We could have a — 0 0 which implies that ip is continuous across the junction.

3. We could have a = -0 ^ 0 which implies that ipi(0) = -^2(0).

When the denominator in equations (1.95) vanishes different boundary conditions are

required. There are three cases to consider:

1. Case 1: p + p*u = p*v: This is equivalent to u — i + v,v ^ 0 and is realisable as the

following boundary conditions:

Vi(0) + V4(0) = 0, (1.98)

</>i(o)+ ^2(0) = 7(^(0) -^i(°)) • I1-")

To verify this claim we substitute equation (1.90) into equation (1.98) and equate the
coefficients of the arbitrary constants k\, to get p + up* = vp*. Equation (1.99) then

expresses 7 in terms of v by

7 = -1 , provided v / 0. (1.100)
v2 v

2. Case 2: p + p*u — -p*v: This is equivalent to u — i - v,v ^ 0 and is realisable as the

following boundary conditions:

^i(O) -^2(0) = 0, (1.101)

ipi(0) - ^2(0) = C^i(0). (1-102)

To verify this we substitute equation (1.90) into equations (1.101, 1.102) and equate

the coefficients of the arbitrary constants Aq, to get p+up* = —vp*. Equation (1.102)
then expresses C, in terms of v by

£ = -2 -———, provided r^O. (1.103)
V2u

3. Case 3: v = 0, p+p*u — 0; This is equivalent to v — 0, u = i allowed by equations (1.89,

1.90). These values are not compatible with, and hence not realisable by, boundary
conditions (1.91) and (1.92) since they contradict equations (1.93, 1.94). These values
are realisable however as the Neumann condition on the half lines [54], i.e., ip[{0) =

ip'2{0) = 0. This amounts to taking the selfadjoint extension

(pip! © P2P2) ■ (1.104)
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1.2 Calculating the selfadjoint extensions for a one-branch

circuit

1.2.1 Momentum operators for the one-branch circuit

We start with the differential operator —(ih/r)d/dO defined on Co°(0,27r). This operator has

a one-parameter family of selfadjoint extensions p\ with domain [31, 46]

= {</> : 4> e AC(0, 2tt), </>(0+) = e~lX(p{27r_), [-(ih/r)d/dd\ (j> € T2(0,27r) | , (5)
where AC{0, 27r) is the set of absolutely continuous functions on <S3, A is a real number
in the interval [0,27r). The momentum is then quantised as the operator px = —(ih/r)d/dd
on T>\ for some as yet undefined value of A. The operator possesses a discrete spectrum

P\,n = -{n- A/27T),
r

with corresponding eigenfunctions2

= exp[i(n - \/2-k)0) = exp[ip\!nrd]y n- 0, ±1, ±2,....

We may introduce supercurrent current and enclosed magnetic flux operators [31]:
^ (J xv ^ '2,71 V

Jx = —P\ and <f>a = LJ\ = px, (1.105)
m q

whose eigenfunctions are p\,n{9) with = {n - X/2n) qh/mr and 4>a,„ = (n- \/2n) $0 as

their respective eigenvalues. Here <ho — h/q is the unit flux quantum and the self inductance3
L is chosen to be 2irmr/q2.

1.2.2 Kinetic energy operators for the one-branch circuit

For the kinetic energy we start with the operator

X° = -2^£s on Of (0,2*).
This operator is known to have many selfadjoint extensions [125]. Our task is to sift out the
relevant ones from the host of possible extensions.

2As for the two-branch circuit we shall normalise plane waves to having an absolute value of 1 everywhere

so as to produce plane waves representing an average of one particle per unit volume [1]. This enables us

to define the same expression of the supercurrent operator in terms of the momentum. In [31] a different
normalisation is used resulting in a different current/momentum relationship.

3The expression for L here is different from that used in [31] because we have a different normalisation
constant for the momentum eigenfunctions.
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Let T> be the set of absolutely continuous functions <f on 5^ such that

d^eAC(0,2.), ~ € L2(0,27T).
Let a = {a'_, ct_, a+} and /? = {/?(_, /3_, /?+, /?+ } be two sets of complex numbers subject
to two conditions:

(Cl) The first set is not a multiple of the second set, i.e., there is no number 8 such that

a!_ = 8/3'_, = <5/3_, a'+ = 8/3'+, a+ = 8/3+. (1.106)

(C2) The constants are related by

a'*a~ - a*_a'_ = a'*a+ - a\a'+) (3'f(3- - p*_p'_ = (3'*0+ - (3*+(3'+,

a'lP- - a*_0'_ = a'fp+ - a*+p'+, fd'lot- - (3*_a'_ = (3'*a+ - ff+a'+.

Finally let T>a,p be a subset of V of functions f satisfying the following boundary conditions

a'_if'(0+) - a_^(0+) = a'+ip'(2n-) - a+tp(2ir-), (1.107)

P_if/(O+)-0-tI>(O+) = p'+ip'(2n-) — (3+ip(2n-), (1.108)

These boundary conditions for the one-branch circuit are referred to as (BC^). All selfad-
joint extensions of Kq are given by the following known theorem [125]:

Theorem 6 The operator Ka,p defined on the domain T>a,0 by

k -a h2 ^
2mr2 dO2 ^ 6

is selfadjoint and conversely every selfadjoint extension of Kq is of this form.

First we shall slim down the family of extensions by symmetry consideration. In view

of the physical symmetry of the ring about the cut at 6 = 0, the kinetic energy operator

must have reflection symmetry. It should therefore commute with the parity operator p

defined by (p<f>)(9) — f(2n — 9). This means that its domain must be invariant under, i.e.,

4> <= P4> e T>a,0- Hence in addition to the above boundary conditions we must also
have, V<£ € T>^

—a'_ip'(2n-) — a-ip(2n-) = -a'+ip'(0+) - a+ip(0+), (1.109)

—P'_ip'{2-n-) — P-ip(2n-) = —fl'+ip'(0+) — P+ip(0+). (1.110)
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These equations seemingly correspond to two new sets of parameters a = (—a'+, a+, —a'_, a_)
and (3 = (—p'+,p+, —p'_,p-). For the same selfadjoint extension these sets must be propor¬

tional to the previous sets according to (Cl), i.e., we must have either

a = 6a, P = 6'p or a = 6p,p_ = 6'a for some 6,6' e C.

First symmetry consideration apparently produces two possible alternatives:

a = 6a, P_ = 6'p or a = 6p, ~P_ — 6'a for some 6,6' e C.

Consider the first alternative. Set the proportionality constants to 1 we get a'_ = -a'+, a_ =

a+ and P'_ — —p'+ and p- = p+, and conditions (BC^) become

a'_(ip'(0+) + = —a-(ip'(0+) - ip(2n-)), (1-111)

P'_(ip'(0+) +iP'(2tt-)) = -P-W(0+)-V(27t_)), (1.112)
cy_

_ a_ _ /L __ /?_ (1113)
a'+ a+ P'+ P+ { ■ '

contradicting condition (Cl). Intuitively one can easily check that equations are immediately
contradicted by the best know selfadjoint extension, i.e., the extension defined by the periodic

boundary conditions t/>(0+) = tp(2ir_), V'(0+) = ^'(27T_). We conclude that the second
alternative is the correct one. That is, we have

a'_ = —P'+, ot- = P+, a!+ = —P'_, a+ — P-.

Conditions (C2) reduce to

a'*a_ — a*_a'_ — c/£a+ — a*+a'+, a+a- + a*+a'_ = a'la+ + a*_a'+.

This reduces boundary conditions (BC^,/?) to

a'_ip'(0+) — a-ip(0+) — a'+ip'(2Tr-) - a+tp(2ir-), (1.114)

o/+ip'(0+) + a+ip(0+) = a'_ip'(2ir-) + a-ip(2ir-), (1.115)

which can be rearranged into the form

^'(0+) = Aip(0+) + B^(27r_), A,BeR, (1.116)

<//(2tt_) = —Aip(2n-) — Bip(0+), (1.117)

where

a_a'_ + a+a'+ a_a'+ + a+ai.A =

oil - a? ' B = a?-a? ' (L118)
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1.3 Calculating the selfadjoint extensions for a three-branch

Y-shaped circuit

1.3.1 Momentum operators for the three-branch circuit

The adjoint of P§ in Hc is

Pq (1.119)

The domain of the adjoint operator is

Z?(T>q^) = {0 = 0i© 02 © 03 £ P-C : 0j € AC'(Bj), d(f)j/dxj £ 7~ij} , (1.120)

where j = 1,2,3 and AC(Bj) are the absolutely continuous functions on Sj. The deficiency
spaces of /{{ are

A4 = {0 G V(P?) : (P0Ct T *)0 = o} . (1.121)
N- is one-dimensional and is spanned by an orthonormal basis consisting of the following

element

/_ =ceXl ©02©03, XitBu (1.122)

where c is a normalisation constant and Oj is the zero vector in Bj for j = 1,2,3. A/+ is
two-dimensional and is spanned by the orthonormal basis

32 = Oi © ce~x2 © Os, 33 = 0\ © 02 © ce~x3, x2 £ B2, x3 £ f?3. (1.123)

According to the second von Neumann formula [45] an operator P£x in 7ic is a closed

symmetric extension of Pq if and only if there are closed subspaces P+ of Af+ and T~ of Al¬
and an isometric mapping V of P+ onto T- such that

P(PeX) = {</»€ V(P§)} + {g+ + Vg+ : g+ £ P+} , (1.124)
and

^ex(0 + 3+ + Vg+) = Pq4> + *3+ - Wg+- (1-125)

Clearly JF_ = JV_ and it follows that all closed symmetric extensions of P§ are maximal

symmetric.

Now, P+ must be one-dimensional and every one-dimensional closed subspace of 7V+ is

spanned by a normalised function of the form

3+ = v/l — a2elX'°- 32 + aelX'3 g3 (1.126)
= 0 © Vl - a2eiX'2 e~x2 © aeiXs e~X3, a € [0,1]; A'2, A3 £ [0, 2tt). (1.127)
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Hence all relevant isometric mappings from F+ onto JF_ are given by

Vg+ = eief9e[0,2tt). (1.128)

It follows that the domain of P£x must consist functions of the form

<j> = 0 -f g+ + Vg+ — 0 + k+ (^g+ + eld , k+ G C, (1.129)
= 0 + k+ (eie eXl © y/l - a2 e^e'*2 © a e^e"*3) . (1.130)

Observe that $ is of the form <1> = <I>i © $2 © $3 where

$1 = 0i + k+eldex\ (1.131)

$2 = cp2 + k+Vl-a2 eiX'2 e~X2, (1.132)

$3 = 4>s + k+a elX3 e~X3. (1.133)

These give rise to the following boundary conditions:

02(O) = y/l - a2 eiA20i(O), (1.134)

03(0) = aetA30i(O), where A2, A2 6 [0,27r). (1.135)

In other words we have boundary conditions specified by three real parameters

02(0) = y/l -a2 eiA20i(O), (1.136)

03(0) = aeiA30i(O). (1.137)

The generalised eigenfunctions are of the form

fx = eWXl © y/l—a2 eiX2 e^12 $ae'A3 e^3, c*G[0,27r), (1.138)

with generalised eigenvalues p.

1.3.2 Kinetic energy operators for the three-branch circuit

Consider the direct sum

Ko = Kio © K20 © K30 defined on D(K§) = V(K10) © V{K20) © V{K30). (1.139)

The Neumann formula

Let Aq be the closure of (2m/h2) Kq then we have A§ = A10 © A20 © A30, where Ai0, A2o
and A30 are the closures of (2m/h2) Kw, (2m/h2) K2q and (2m/h2)K30 respectively. Let

Af+, 7V_ be the deficiency subspaces of Ag, i.e.,

M+ = {0 G nc : (Agf - 1)0 = 0}, A/1 = {0 G nc : (A? + i)0 = 0}.
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If Acex denotes a selfadjoint extension of Ag then, by the second von Neumann formula [45, 54],
the domain of Acex is

£*(Aex) = ^(Ao) + {ip + V<p : p £ J\f+}, (1.140)

where V is a unitary mapping of Af+ onto A/1, and on T>(Acex) we have

Acex$ = A c0<j> + i<p-iVv, 4> = (f) + v + V<peV(Acex). (1.141)

The deficiency spaces of Ajj are

M± = {4>£ V(A$) : (Agf 4= i)<P = o} . (1.142)
A/1 is three-dimensional spanned by an orthonormal basis consisting of the following elements

fx = cep'Xl © 02 © 03, c = 1l'\ p = (1.143)

h = Ox ©ce'"'12 © 03, (1.144)

h = 0x@02®ce-p*X3. (1.145)

A/+ is three-dimensional spanned by the orthonormal basis

gx = cepxi © 02 © O3, (1.146)

g2 = Ox®ce~pX2 ©O3, (1.147)

23 = Ox 0O2 ®ce~pX3. (1.148)

Let

Then

0 = X V9j = X where i, j = 1,2,3.

$ = 0 + X*j (fc+X«y/ij ' 0€2>(A§). (1-149)
The 3x3 unitary matrix (-Uy) means that we have a 9-parameter family of selfadjoint exten¬
sions.

Permutation invariant with respect to B2, #3

Let us consider extension operators with domains containing functions 0 = 01 ® 02 ® 03 all

satisfying the following three boundary conditions at the junction Xj — 0 where j = 1,2,3:

03(0) = 02(0), (1.150)

01(0) = a0i(O) + b (02(0) + 03(O)), (1.151)

02(0) + 03(0) = —a (02(O) -f 03(O)) — 260i(0). (1.152)
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where the prime indicates a derivative with respect to an appropriate position variable xr

The first boundary condition imposes the following relations between the matrix elements:

u\2 — Ui3, u21 = U31, u22 = u33, u23 = u32 = 1 + u22- (1.153)

These relations in turn give rise to the following expressions for the boundary values of the

wave function and its derivatives:

^i(O) = Aq(l + U11) + {k2 +k3)ui2, (1.154)

$2(0) = kiu2i + {k2 + k3){l+u22), (1.155)

^3(0) = ^2(0), (1.156)

$(0) = ki{p + p*uu) + (k2 + k3)p*ui2, (1.157)

V4(0) = ki{-p*u2i) - k2{p + p*u22) ~ k3p*{ 1 + u22), (1.158)

V4(0) = ki{—p*u2\) - k2p*{ 1 + u22) ~ k3{p + p*u22). (1.159)

Note that ^3(0) = ip'2(0) only when k2 = k3.

Next, the second and the third boundary conditions together with the above explicit

expressions from the von Neumann formula give

p + p*un — a(l + un) + 2bu2i, (1.160)

p*un = aun + 26(1 + u22), (1.161)

p*U21 = au2i + 6(1 + un), (1.162)

p + p*(l + 2u22) = 2o(l + u22) + 2bu\2- (1.163)

These equations are consistent if the matrix elements are suitably related. Let us assume

that the matrix elements are related by

u\2 = u2i, 1 + un = 2(1 + 1122)- (1.164)

Then the above four equations are reduced to two

p + p*uu = a(l + un) + 2hui2, (1.165)

p*U\2 = au\2 + b(l + un), (1.166)

leading to the following explicit relations:

p - (ap* - a2 + 2b2)
11

p* - {ap* - a2 + 2b2)' ^ ^
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u 12 = -

a =

b \/2i
(p* -a) p* — (ap* — o2 + 2b2)'

(p + p*un)(l + tin) -2n 12

(1 + itn)2

n 11 = --

— u 12.
1 + nil

-1 + \/2a - a2 + 2b2

u 12

i — 2ap* + a2 — 2b2
b i (1 — \/2a) — 1

a — p

b =

{p* — a) (i — 2ap* + a2 — 2b2)
i \/2(l + Hi])

(1 + tin)2 - 2u\12

lUn V2
(1 + nn)2 -2u\2

1.168)

1.169)

1.170)

1.171)

1.172)

1.173)

1.174)

It follows that a, b determines a matrix (utJ) and vice versa. To sum up we have:

1. The matrix {utj) of the form

I

\

+ 2u V V

V u 1 + u

V 1 + n u

\

/

(1.175)

which can be shown to be unitary if the complex numbers n, v satisfy

u + u* +2|ti|2 + |n| 0,

v + v* + 2u*v + 2v*u = 0.

(1.176)

(1.177)

2. The matrix (uij) is determined by two independent real parameters a, b. Moreover o, b
determines a selfadjoint extension Acex provided the matrix (ntJ) is unitary.
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